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Learning Journals as
Metacognitive Tools for Developing
Students’ Metacognitive Skills
Ma. Victoria Balbio and Frederick A. Andal
Emilio Aguinaldo College, Cavite

Abstract

Metacognition plays a vital role in the teaching-learning process. Students’ metacognitive skills can
be taught by immersing students in metacognitive activities. The aim of this study is to investigate
the developmental change of the students’ metacognitive skills using the learning journals. The study
was a one group pre-test - post-test design utilizing the Metacognitive Awareness Inventory (MAI)
developed by Schraw and Dennison in 1994 and the researcher-made learning journal (LJ) used to
analyze the developmental change in the students’ metacognitive skills. Paired t-test was employed to
assess the students’ metacognitive skills at the beginning and at the end of the study. Results indicated
a positive developmental change in the students’ metacognitive skills during the experimentation.
Significant difference (p<0.05) was observed between the pre-test and post-test scores of the students’
Metacognitive Awareness Inventory (MAI) as the students scored significantly higher in the post-test
(μposttest = 43.614) as compared to the pre-test (μpretest = 39.629). Further, the students were able
to identify the strategies and even name sources that they can apply in their learning process. The
learning journal was found as an effective tool to enhance students’ metacognitive skills. These findings
suggest that students must be taught metacognition and be given enhancement using learning journals
to develop metacognitive skills.
Keywords: teaching-learning process, metacognition, reflection
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1. Introduction
In the world of diverse learning environments,
students are facing the situations on choosing the useful
information and monitoring their self-learning process.
This is an issue that educators should pay attention to.
Metacognition ranks first among the factors affecting
schooling outcomes (Yi Shen & Liu, 2011). Wang,
Haertel and Walberg (1990) describe metacognitive
skills as the ability of individuals to associate messages
with prior knowledge, draw inferences, and monitor or
assess the personal performance demonstrated in the
learning process. It is a high-level cognitive process
and the ultimate goals of the instructions are to deliver
knowledge and develop students’ abilities to plan,
monitor and reorganize learning strategies (Gagne,
1985, Yi Shen & Liu, 2011). Learners, on the other
hand, need to deploy several metacognitive processes to
understand what they are learning, modify their plans,
goals, strategies and efforts in response to changing
contextual conditions. Depending on the learning
condition, learners may reflect on their learning and
modify aspects of the learning context (Azebedo, 2005).
Metacognition is the awareness and understanding
of one’s own thinking processes and plays an important
role in developing effective learning and training.
Students fail to become active and independent due
to lack of metacognitive awareness and strategies
(Turner, 1989). Azebedo (2005) noted that students’
metacognitive skills can be nurtured through proper
arrangements of learning instruction.
Instructions and strategies that can activate students’
metacognitive processes are helpful for improving
students’ learning condition. Learning process can be
facilitated if students notice their use of metacognitive
processes or learn to control these processes (Yi Shen &
Liu, 2011). Several studies show that enhanced academic
performance resulted from students’ knowledge of
metacognitive strategies (Millis, 2016; Chatzipanteli et

al., 2015; Balbio, 2013; Zare & Mohammadi, 2011). If
students know how to reflect on how they learn, they
become better learners.
Early researches on development of metacognition
showed that it appears to improve with age (Schneider,
2008; Kuhn & Dean, 2004; Schneider & Lockl, 2002;
Schraw & Moshman, 1995). In children, cognitive
knowledge appear first followed by accuracy of
their cognition, consolidation of skills and dramatic
improvements in monitoring and regulation and
planning. Slower to develop are monitoring and
evaluation of cognition which sometimes remain not
fully developed in many adults. The last to appear is
the construction of metacognitive theories. These allow
the integration of cognitive knowledge and cognitive
regulation (Schraw and Moshman, 1995).
Weil et al. (2013) indicated that metacognitive ability
improves with age over the course of adolescence
which is similar to the findings of Stel and Veenman
(2014). They pointed out that at the age of around 15
years it appears to be relevant point in terms of the
developmental trajectory of metacognitive skills.
However, Sperling, Howard, Miller and Murphy (2002)
developed a self-report instrument for measuring
general metacognitive knowledge regulation. The
researchers found that there was a slight tendency for
younger students to earn higher metacognition scores
than the older students. They speculated that it is
possible that metacognition is domain-general among
younger students, but gradually becomes more domainspecific for older students.
Several researchers offer evidence that metacognition
is teachable (Dignath et al., 2008; Kramarski & Mevarech,
2003; Schraw, 1998). Dignath et al. studied how primary
school students learn self-regulated learning strategies
and provided a list with the most effective training
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characteristics at the end of their research. It means
that they successfully taught metacognitive skills to
their subjects. Kramarski and Mevarech (2003) proved
that metacognitive skills are teachable when their study
showed that students exposed to metacognitive training
scored higher in metacognitive questionnaire than those
who are not. O’Donnell, Dnsereau, Hall and Rocklin
(1987) revealed that students receiving the training
exhibited significantly better learning outcomes.
College students adjust their study strategies to meet
the cognitive demands of testing (Ross and Green,
2006). Gunter, Easters and Schwab (2003) proposed
that metacognition-based instructional methods can
nurture students’ ability to monitor their own cognitive
processes. Metacognitive support can enhance effective
learning and help students to prepare for future learning
even in changing environments.
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their strengths and weaknesses, and comment on how
they will deal with their difficulties. According to
Dr. Mitchell (2015), with greater awareness of how
students acquire knowledge, they learn to regulate
their behavior to optimize learning and they begin to
see how their strengths and weaknesses affect how they
perform. Henter and Indreica (2014) recommended
reflective journal writing as a tool to develop students’
metacognitive skills. Olson and Johnson (2012)
suggested that writing journals should become a
weekly routine in order to meet its purpose, along with
a descriptive feedback offered each time by the teacher.

This study was conducted to examine the
development of students’ metacognitive skills
through the use of learning journals. It compared the
metacognitive skills of the students at the start of the
study, determined the developmental change between
Teachers can conduct activities in the classroom to the students’ metacognitive skills at the beginning and
promote metacognition. Millis (2016) used activities at the end of the study and showed the developmental
leading to students to consider their knowledge change of students’ metacognitive skills.
levels, their learning processes and their ability to
monitor and adjust attempts at problem-solving. She
emphasized that metacognition skills can be taught
2. Methodology
by immersing students with metacognitive activities.
Schraw (2001) argued that metacognitive knowledge
The participants in the study were the second, third
is multidimensional, domain-general in nature, and and fourth year students from the School of Education
teachable. He presented four instructional strategies of Emilio Aguinaldo College-Cavite School Year 2017and these include promoting general awareness, 2018. Reflection through learning journals was used
improving self-knowledge and regulatory skills, and as the metacognition strategy in this study. Likewise,
promoting learning environments that are conducive to the metacognitive skills of students were measured
the construction and use of metacognition.
using the Metacognitive Awareness Inventory (MAI)
of Dr. Schraw and Dr. Dennison. MAI is a 52-item
Several researches are conducted to determine questionnaire answerable by true or false and was
the effectiveness of a learning journal in developing originally developed by Dr. Schraw and Dr. Dennison
students’ metacognitive behavior (Knox, 2017; Henter in 1994. The 52 questions covered the knowledge about
& Indreica, 2014; Swanson, 2014). A learning journal cognition and regulation of cognition. The use of MAI
is similar to a learning log, diaries or reflective journal was sought and approved by Dr. Sperling-Dennison.
where students reflect upon their learning, identify
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The learning journal encourages students to reflect
on what they learn and how they learn. It was designed
by the researcher and was used in her previous study.
It is composed of six questions to encourage students’
metacognition. The instrument was validated by the
following experts: Dean and Associate Dean of the
College of Engineering, Architecture and Technology
of the De La Salle University-Dasmariñas, the Cluster
Head of the Mathematics Department of the De La
Salle Health Sciences Institute, and the Coordinator of
the Mathematics Learning Area of Our Lady of Pilar
Montessori Center.
Data Analysis
The study is a one group pretest-posttest design. Paired
t-test was used to determine if there is a developmental
change between the students’ metacognitive skills at the
beginning and at the end of the study. Learning journals
of the students were used to analyze the developmental
change of students’ metacognitive skills.
Research Procedure
Orientation was conducted to the students followed
by the administration of the pretest of Metacognitive
Awareness Inventory (MAI). The Learning Journals
were given at the end of every lesson as an assignment
to be submitted the following meeting to give students
time to reflect on the lesson discussed. Learning Journals
were collected, read and returned to the students the
following meeting. The comments were written on the
learning journals as a way of informing them that they
have been read and to motivate them to accomplish the
next learning journal honestly. Learning Journals were
also scanned to be used for the analysis of the students’
metacognitive skills development.
		
Ethical Considerations
The Emilio Aguinaldo College-Cavite Internal
Ethics Review Board (IERB) granted the permission
to conduct the data gathering to the Education students
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of EACC provided that the institutional protocol on
the conduct of research survey was observed. The
participants’ profiles were kept confidential and must
not be disclosed to the public. The objectives and
procedure of the study were also discussed to the
participants.

3. Results and Discussion
Students Metacognitive Skills
at the Start of the Study
Table 1. Students Metacognitive Skills Level
Percentile

Mean Value

Description

P100		
P80		
P60		
P40		
P20

41.61 – 52.00
31.21 – 41.60
20.81 – 31.20
10.41 – 20.80
0.01 – 10.40

Very High
High
Average
Low
Very Low

The computed mean of the students at the start
of the study is 39.630 which refers to high level of
metacognitive skills.
The 52 questions in the Metacognitive Awareness
Inventory are divided into two major parts: the
knowledge about cognition and the regulation of
cognition. The knowledge about cognition refers to
questions about students’ knowledge about themselves,
the learning strategies and conditions when these
strategies are most useful. Meanwhile, the regulation
of cognition deals with students’ way of planning, using
of strategies, monitoring and correcting comprehension
errors and evaluating their learning.
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Table 2. Analysis of Students’ Pretest in Metacognitive Awareness Inventory
						

No. of Questions		Mean			%

Knowledge about Cognition					(17)		
Declarative Knowledge					
8			
5.429			
68
Procedural Knowledge					
4			
2.929			
73
Conditional Knowledge					
5			
4.143			
83
Regulation of Cognition					(35)		
Planning							 7			5.457			78
Information Management Strategies			
10			
7.500			
75
Comprehension Monitoring			
7			
5.257			
75
Debugging Strategies					
5			
4.529			
91
Evaluation							 6			4.243			71

As shown in Table 2, the students’ conditional
knowledge is high (P80) and average (P60) in
declarative and procedural knowledge. In this aspect
of metacognition, the results show that students know
what learning strategy to use, how to use it, when and
why is there a need to use it.
The regulation of cognition shows that students’
debugging strategies are high (P80), while information
management strategies and evaluation is at an average
level (P60). It suggests that before the study, students

already had skills in organizing and processing
information, assessing and analyzing the effectiveness
of strategy used and in correcting performance errors.
Declarative knowledge and evaluation have
the lowest mean in the knowledge about cognition and
regulation of cognition. The results accord with the
findings of Schraw and Moshman (1995) which states
that slower to develop are monitoring and evaluation of
cognition which sometimes remain not fully developed
in many adults.
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Developmental Change of Students’ Metacognitive Skills
The developmental change of the students’ metacognitive skills at the beginning and at the end of the study is
based on the results of the pretest and posttest of the Metacognitive Awareness Inventory (MAI).

Table 3. T-test on the difference between the Pretest and Posttest of the Metacognitive
Awareness Inventory
		
N
Mean
SD
Mean Diff
t
t-test
						 						df
Pretest		
Posttest

70
70

39.629
43.614

6.787
5.616

-3.985
		

-7.169

Sig.
(2-tailed)

69

0.000

The computed p-value was .000 (p < .05) indicating
that there is a significant difference between the pretest
and posttest scores of the students. The negative sign
associated with the t-ratio implies that the metacognitive
scores were higher on the posttest. The result also
shows a higher mean in the posttest (μposttest = 43.614)
compared to the pretest mean (μpretest = 39.629).
The result supports the earlier studies of Weil, et
al., (2013) and Stel and Veenman (2014) who stated
that metacognitive ability improves with age over the
course of adolescence which is a relative period of
development.
The Learning Journal used in the study consists of
six questions to help students reflect and monitor their
learning process.

Figure 1. The Learning Journal used by
the students in the study.
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As shown in Figure 1, the first question allows
the students to evaluate the day’s lesson using the
easy, average, or difficult scale. Identifying students’
strengths and weaknesses (question number 2 and
4 respectively), and how these affect their learning
(questions number 3 and 5) are comprehension
questions which allow students to think about what
they know and do not know, what they learned and what
still confuse them after the day’s lesson. Moreover, the
fifth question is a strategy question which is used in
answering the third research objective. It deals with
how the students handle confusion on the topic after
class discussion. Through this question, students will
identify their learning techniques and name resources
to be used to clarify confusion.
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Table 4 shows the summary of students’ responses.
Last question in the learning journal is a forwardlooking and significant question. The students will
value the acquired learning if they realize its importance.
Six learning journals were used by each student in the
duration of the experimentation period in both classes.
The responses in question number 5 were tallied as
to what strategies they used when they are confused
in the lesson discussed. Asking the teacher whenever
they are confused is the most frequent answer of the
students with a total of 161 which is 25% of the total
responses. Searching the internet or online lessons
followed with a total of 155 responses, which is 24% of
the total respondents. The third is reading, browsing or
reviewing notes or pictured slides with 127 responses,
or equivalent to 20% of the total respondents.

Table 4. Summary of the Students’ Responses in their Strategies in Handling Confusion
			
Students’ Responses
		

L. J. # 1
Oct. 9 – 13
Jan. 27 & Feb.3
f
%

L. J. # 2
Oct. 18 – 23
Feb. 17 & 24
f
%

L. J. # 3
Nov. 6 – 11
Mar. 3 & 10
f
%

L. J. # 4
Nov. 13 – 18
Mar.17 & 24
f
%

L. J. # 5
Nov 20 – 25
Apr. 7 - 14
f
%

Search the internet /
14
17.5
23 25.84
20
23.26
34
29.31
32
25.6
research on line		
Ask for more examples and/
2
2.5
1 1.12
4
4.65
4
3.45
4
3.2
or ask for further explanation
Ask the teacher
10
12.5
19 21.35
21
24.42
36
31.03
34
27.2
Ask the reporter or presenter,
9
11.25
9 10.11
6
6.98
9
7.76
7
5.6
classmates, friends
Ask parents, siblings or
0
0
1 1.12
0
0
4
3.45
4
3.2
relatives			
Read, browse or review
16
20.0
16 17.98
21
24.42
20
17.24
22
17.6
notes or pictured slides
Read books or visit library
0
0
1 1.12
6
6.98
5
4.31
15
12.0
Advance reading of the topic
0
0
1 1.12
1
1.16
1
0.86
3
2.4
No confusion /
7 8.75
9 10.11
1
1.16
1
0.86
4
3.2
Not Applicable
No answer
13 16.25
5 5.62
5
5.81
2
1.72
0
0
No learning journal or
9
11.25
4 4.49
1
1.16
0
0
0
0
did not submit		
												
TOTAL
80 100
89 99.98
86
100
116 99.99
125 100
Note. Some students gave more than one strategy per L. J. (Learning Journal).
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L. J. # 6
Nov 27 – Dec.
Apr. 21 & 28		
f
%
32

21.77

3

2.04

41

27.89

7

4.76

4

2.72

32

21.77

12
4

8.16
2.72

12

8.16

0

0

0

0

135

99.99

DECEMBER 2018										

Remarkable changes in the “no answer” and “no
learning journal or did not submit” from L. J. #1 to L.
J. #6. The “no answer” 13-5-5-2-0-0 frequency and
“no learning journal or did not submit” 9-4-1-0-00 frequency show that students improved in terms of
accomplishing their learning journals. The frequency
of responses in the students’ identified strategies in
overcoming their confusion regarding the lesson
discussed, the first nine rows in Table 4, is evidently
increasing which implies that as students undergo the
experimentation, they realize and identify gradually
what strategies they can apply to clarify their confusion.

VOL. 05 NO. 01 | 11

The results of the students’ responses in the strategies
they used are consistent with the earlier findings
regarding the comparison of students’ pretest and
posttest in MAI which shows that the posttest scores of
the students are higher than their pretest scores of 3.985
(see Table 3).
The improvement in the students’ metacognitive
skills are evident on how they accomplish their learning
journal (see Figure 2) and Table 4 shows a clearer
view of the development of students’ metacognitive
skills. Earlier studies support these findings that
metacognitive skills are teachable if students are
exposed to metacognitive trainings (Dignath et al.,
2008; Kramarski & Mevarech, 2003; Schraw, 1998).

Figure 2. Samples of Students’ Learning Journal

Using one-way ANOVA, further step was done to determine if there is a significant difference in the metacognitive
skills of the students at the end of the study when grouped according to their age, gender and program.
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Table 5. Students’ metacognitive skills at the end of the study
			

AGE
Mean
Square

			

Sum of
Sqaures

df

F

Between
groups

60.073

3

20.024

Within
groups

2116.51

66

32.068			

Total

2176.59

69				

0.624

p

0.602

GENDER			

COURSE

Sum of
Sqaures

df

Mean
Square

F

p

Sum of
Sqaures

df

Mean
Square

F

p

0.111

1

0.111

0.003

0.953

49.465

4

12.366

0.378

0.824

32.007		

2127.12

65

2176.59 69			

2176.59

69			

2176.47 68

When grouped according to age [F (3, 66) = 0.624,
p = 0.602], gender [F (1, 68) = 0.003, p = 0.953] and
program [F (4, 65) = 0.378, p = 0.824] at the p < .05 level,
results reveal that there was no statistically significant
difference in the metacognitive skills of the students.
This suggests that the level of metacognitive skills is
the same regardless of age, gender and program.

4. Conclusion
The students’ metacognitive skills are high.
A positive developmental change in the students’
metacognitive skills was observed at the beginning and
at the end study. Students were able to evaluate their
learning status by reflecting on the questions in their
learning journals. They were able to identify strategies
and even name sources that they can apply in their
learning process.

32.725

The students must be taught metacognition and be
given metacognitive enhancements such as learning
journals to improve their metacognitive skills.
Integration of these materials can help students to
promote and provide metacognitive strategies that they
can use for learning in other domains.
For the future studies, teachers can use other
metacognitive tools such as diary, log books, and
reflection logs to further enhance students’metacognitive
skills.
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Correlation between the Entrance Exam
Score and the Academic Performance of
the BS Computer Science Graduates of
De La Salle Lipa from AY 2010-2015
Melanie D. Lugo and Mark G. De Vera
De La Salle Lipa, Lipa City

Abstract

The research focused on the graduates of BS Computer Science Graduates of De La Salle Lipa AY 20102015 to assess the relationship between the entrance examination results and the academic performance
of students. A sample of 50 respondents who graduated from the said program from academic year 20102015 in DLSL were surveyed. Variables gathered are the entrance examination from the Institutional
Admission’s and Testing Office and the academic performance of the respondents from the Office of
the College Registrar. Collected data were analyzed with descriptive quantitative statistics. The results
showed that significant relationship occurred between the academic performance of the respondent’s
entrance examination and academic performance in mathematics and major courses. The analysis
of variance revealed that there is no significant difference between the academic performance of the
respondents’ entrance examination and academic performance. The study recommended that admission
policy should be better aligned with institutional strategies that can improve the students’ academic
performance and successively influence the retention of students.
Keywords: Academic performance, correlation, Entrance Examination, computer science
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1. Introduction
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the impact of entrance examination on the students’
academic performance. Additionally, the result of the
study can be used by the Program Chair to recommend
co-curricular activities that would supplement a
student’s poor academic performance. The Guidance
Counselor considering their vital function, may also
benefit from the study by attributing the entrance exam
results to the student’s academic performance and
devise counseling activities to the Program Chair, the
students and their parents.

Academic performance is the student’s standing in
the conduct of his school activities; as usual, students
follow directions given by teachers and utilize the
use of facilities to comprehend the lessons and
articulate the learnings. Too often, the student’s class
performance is attributed to the student’s willingness
to learn, teacher’s course delivery, laboratory facilities
and the school’s environment; when these are under
satisfactory conditions, students are likely to succeed
This study was conducted to determine the
and graduate on time. On the other hand, problems on
academic performance may be perceived at the horizon. correlation between Entrance Exam Score and
Academic Performance of the BS Computer Science
It was observed that in De La Salle Lipa, enrolment Graduates of De La Salle Lipa from AY 2010-2015.
in the Computer Science program continues to decline
and 2-5 students shift to other programs or school
yearly. These can possibly be attributed to the learning
environment specifically the school’s facilities,
students’ academic capacity, the kind of formation that
a faculty member can deliver, curriculum content and
cost of education. These are essential parameters that
need consideration to improve the enrolment figures for
the DLSL’s BS Computer Science program. With the
given factors, it is significant to know how the entrance
exam results will contribute to the students’ academic
performance.
In September of 2012 during the PAASCU visit, the
esteemed accreditors had the same observation and has
driven them to recommend that the Computer Science
department conduct a study about the correlation of the
entrance exam and the Academic Performance of the BS
Computer Science graduates of De La Salle Lipa. The
recommendation could partly address the program’s
low-enrolment and high number of shifters to another
program during their freshmen to sophomore years. It
is also expected that the program’s admission policy be
reviewed and be set with recommendations considering

Statement of the Problem
The study aimed at identifying the correlation
between Entrance Exam Score and the Academic
Performance of the BS Computer Science Graduates
of De La Salle Lipa from AY 2010-2015. The present
study sought to answer the following questions:
1. What is the level of student performance in terms
of the stanine interpretations of their entrance exam
scores?
2. What is the level of the academic performance of
the respondents in terms of their:
A.) average grade in Math subjects;
B.) average grade in English subjects;
C.) average grade in Science subjects; and
D.) average grade in Major subjects?
3. Is there a significant relationship between the
entrance exam score and the academic performance
of the respondents?
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4. What action plan can be devised based on the
results of the study?

first jobs are grades awarded at the end of an academic
study. Wise (1975) cited that as a result, numerous
researches revealed a direct correlation between
This study is vital in the improvement of the existing university grades and entry salaries as well as efficiency.
policy of school’s Institutional Admissions and Testing
Office for the BSCS program. The improvement will
Numerous researches reveal students with high
hopefully address the low enrolment and high number scores in their exams attain high ratings in their
of shifters of the above mentioned program to another academic studies (Jirjahn, 2007; Erdel, 2010; Dooley et
program. If the admission test results have no correlation al., 2012). Explanations might be that high grades show
to the academic performance of the Computer Science high intrinsic enthusiasm, distinct abilities and parents’
students it can therefore increase enrollees by admitting contribution throughout the period of academic study.
students with exam results below the cut off or if there
are recommended co-curricular programs to support
The study undertaken by Fan et.al (2014), reveals
student learning.
that the college entrance examination has limited effect
to 940 students from 5 universities who took college
The study specifically focused on determining the computer science programs in Taiwan with their
correlation of the Entrance Exam and the Academic academic performance. It was highlighted that more
Performance of the BS Computer Science Graduates than the entrance exams, it was seen that middle school
of De La Salle Lipa AY 2010-2015. The entrance achievement and performance in math courses were
examination results included are: Mathematics, Science seen better predictors for academic performance.
and English while academic profile is in terms of the
minor and major courses.
According to Adewale and Adhuze (2013) the poor
performance of the graduates of architecture towards
The data analyzed for results of the entrance their conduct of profession is being attributed to the
exam were gathered from the school’s Institutional wrong admission requirements, and if not addressed
Admissions and Testing Office and the academic properly will continue to admit wrong candidates for
performance results were gathered from the Office of the architecture program.
the College Registrar.
Agboola et al. (2014) revealed a significant
Academic achievement is, no doubt, the main focus relationship existed between an admission policy and
of all educational activities (Momoh-Olle, 2007). It the academic performance of students considering
is the school policy that all students who are going to a carefully executed admission policy and retention
be freshmen in De La Salle Lipa are required to take programs.
the entrance exam. There were students who were
exempted in taking the entrance exam because these
The study of Ogbonnaya et al. (2014) showed a
students obtained a CSAT (College Scholastic Aptitude positive correlation between the entry qualification
Test) score of 60 percentile rank.
scores and the final academic performance. There was
also a test performed between science and non-science
According to Zwick (2012), the important indicators students. A recommendation was set to students
of skill and efficiency of an individual looking for their applying for the nursing program to pass all science
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exams in the admission tests.
Wambugu and Emeke (2015) indicated that the
variation for entry qualification is not the best variable
to qualify academic performance. According to
Ketim and Olowo (2013), admission examination is
not a factor in the variation of the students’ academic
performance.
Pasha, et.al (2011) revealed that admission exams
with the combination of high school GPA is not an
indicator of academic performance and the predictor of
validity declines over the academic years of the medical
school.
A local study conducted by Bautista, Rey and Suan
(2014) showed the evaluation of students’ academic
performance and the admission evaluation using a
selection model. The study was conducted to a graduate
business program in the University of the Philippines.
The variable used was the undergraduate performance
and the quantitative aptitude test score. The study
proved that the entrance examination score and the
undergraduate GWA are significant in the prediction of
the student’s academic performance.
The study adopted Agboola’s (2011) admission
and retention interaction model. The highlights
interrelationship that exist between educational
survival, school involvement, student attribute and
sustainability, supports in avoiding critical admission
mistake. Admission process into universities is critical.
Allen & Sherry (2008) revealed that retention at the
first-to-second year stage is very crucial since students
often drop out at this stage (Rivas et al., 2007 and
Ochuba 2000). It is through admission process that
students who are at risk of failure and those that are
most likely to drop-out can be identified early, while
the institution provides support services that can
foster students’ academic and social commitment and
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integration (Tinto,1975). It has been established that
student academic performance, retention and graduation
rate could be predicted by examining the standards by
which students were admitted (Adeyemi, 2001; Allen
and Sherry, 2008 and Agboola, 2011). Other research
findings have revealed that academic factors considered
in the admission criteria have been found to be critically
related to students’ academic performance than the nonacademic factors and could also influence student quality
and their persistence in school (Ali, 2008). Outstanding
performance and performance advantage correlate with
high perseverance and student’s academic performance
at the selection and qualifying examination (Leppel,
2005)
Many other related studies have revealed
that recruitment/admission processes and academic
performance had influence on the student quality and
subsequent retention (Swail, 2004; Boyd, 2004; Curtis,
Samuel et al., 2007 and Bruce, 2009). However, Garton,
Ball and Dyer (2002) found that pre-admissions criteria
traditionally used to evaluate applicants and for college
admissions were weak predictors for first-year students’
graduation.
Figure 1 presents the working paradigm of the study.
It shows the relationship between the independent
and dependent variable. The admission process is an
important factor in the student performance according
to Bamgboye et al. (2001), Ayeni (1972), Grey et al
. (2001). Gibs (1986) reported the effect of the class
size on the performances of the students. The study
undertaken by Fan et.al (2014) presented that there is
a weak correlation between the college entrance exam
and the grades earned in the college computer science
program. It was stated in the study that high school
performance, specifically grades in math courses, were
recognized to be better predictors of good academic
performance in college computer science programs.
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In contrast with the study of Agboola, Adeyami and
Ogbodo (2014) revealed a significant relationship that
existed between an admission policy and the academic
performance of students considering a carefully
executed admission policy and retention programs.
Ogbonnaya et al. (2014) showed a positive correlation

Demographic profile:
• Entrance Exam Score
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between the entry qualification scores and the final
academic performance.
The entrance examination
score and the undergraduate GWA are significant in
the prediction of the students’ academic performance
(Bautista, Rey and Suan, 2014).

Scholastic
achievement

1. Improve admission policy of the
program
2. Propose additional extra
academic activities for academically
challenged students

Figure 1. Conceptual Framework

2. Method

the degree of Bachelor of Science in Computer Science
from 2010 – 2015 from the College of Information
Research Design and Procedure
This study used a descriptive research design. The Technology and Engineering. The data were obtained
study determined the relationships that existed among during the month of June 2016 from the admission
the independent and the dependent variables in the office and the registrar’s office.
study.
The study used statistical methods to solidify the
Results of the entrance examination were collected data that were gathered from the Admission’s and the
from the Institutional Admissions and Testing Office. Registrar’s Office. Frequency was used to understand
Grades of the respondents were gathered from the the demographic profile of the respondents in terms of
stanine and academic performance in Math, English,
Office the College Registrar.
Science and CS major courses. To comprehend the linear
The study was conducted at DLSL, an institution that relationship of the respondents’ entrance examination
provides education from pre-school level to graduate and their academic performance, the proponents used
study. The respondents are students who graduated with the Pearson’s chi squared test for correlation.
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Data for the results of the entrance examination of the students from the admissions office were presented
on a nine -point scale and were interpreted as follows:

Quality Index			

Standard Score Interval		

Very Poor (VP)			
Inferior (I)				
Below Average (BA)			
Low Average (LA)			
Average (A)				
High Average (HA)			
Above Average (AA)			
Superior (S)				
Excellent (E)				

Percentile Rank Interval

200 – 318				
319 – 374				
375 – 424				
425 – 473				
474 – 522				
523 – 571				
572 – 619				
620 – 668				
669 – 800				

Below 4		
4 – 10			
11 – 22			
23 – 39			
40 – 59			
60 – 76			
77 – 88			
89 – 95			
Above 95		

Stanine
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Data for the results of the entrance examination of the students from the admissions office were presented
on a nine-point scale and were interpreted as follows:

Grade Point		

Verbal Interpretation

1.00				Excellent
1.25				 Superior
1.50			
Very Good
1.75			
Above Average
2.00				
Good
2.25				 Average
2.50			
Satisfactory
2.75				
Fair
3.00				 Passing
5.00				 Repeat

Pearson product moment correlation was conducted to identify the significant relationship between
the entrance exam and the academic performance.
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3. Results and Discussion
The table below discusses the results from the
data collected through the Admissions Office of the
stanine results. The study attempted to investigate the
correlation between the entrance exam score and the
academic performance of the BS Computer Science
graduates of De La Salle Lipa from AY 2010-2015.
The table below reveals that most of the respondents
(36%) have a stanine 5 (with standard score of 474 –
522) with quality index of Average, followed by 28%
have a stanine 4 (with standard score of 425 – 473) with
quality index of Low Average and 4% got a stanine 8
(with standard score of 669 – 800) with quality index
of Excellent. However, eight percent of the respondents
got a stanine 3 (with standard score of 375 – 424) with
quality index of Below Average.
Table 1. Frequency Distribution of Respondents
According to their Stanine

STANINE

Frequency

Percent

3			4		8.0
4			14		28.0
5			18		36.0
6			7		14.0
7			5		10.0
8			2		4.0
Total			50		100.0

Table 2 shows that majority of the respondents which
is 28 percent have an average math grade of 2.50-2.74,
followed by students with a grade of 2.25-2.49 with a
percentage of 16%. However, there are fourteen (14%)
of the respondents who failed and got average grades in
math ranging from 3-3.74.
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Table 2. Frequency Distribution of Respondents
According to their Math Average Grades

Range		

Frequency

Percent

1.50-1.74
1.75-1.99
2.00-2.24
2.25-2.49
2.50-2.74
2.75-2.99
3-3.24
3.25-3.49
3.50-3.74

2		
6		
2		
8		
14		
4		
5		
4		
5		

4.0
12.0
4.0
16.0
28.0
8.0
10.0
8.0
10.0

Total		

50

100.0

Table 3 shows that majority of the respondents
which is 48 percent have an average English grade of
2.00-2.49, followed by students with a grade of 2.502.74 with a percentage of 18 (9 respondents). However,
there are three (6%) of the respondents who failed and
got average grades in English ranging from 3.25-3.49.
Table 3. Frequency Distribution of Respondents
According to their English average Grades

Range 		

Frequency

Percent

1.25-1.49
1.50-1.74
1.75-1.99
2.00-2.24
2.25-2.49
2.50-2.74
2.75-2.99
3-3.24
3.25-3.49

3		
3
7
12
12
9
1
0
3

6.0
6.0
14.0
24.0
24.0
18.0
2.0
.0
6.0

Total

50

100.0
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Table 4 shows that majority of the respondents which
is 26 percent have an average Science grade of 2.002.24, followed by students with a grade of 1.75-1.99
with a percentage of 18 (9 respondents). However, one
(2%) of the respondents failed and got average grades
in science ranging from 3.00-3.24.

Table 4. Frequency Distribution of Respondents
According to their Science Average Grades

DE LA SALLE LIPA

Table 5 shows that majority of the respondents which
is 26 percent have an average grade in their major
courses of 2.00-2.24, followed by students with a grade
of 2.50-2.74 with a percentage of 22 (11 respondents).
However, there is one (2%) of the respondents who
failed and got average grades in major courses ranging
from 3.00-3.24.

Table 5. Frequency Distribution of Respondents
According to their Major Courses

Range 		

Frequency

Percent

Range 		

Frequency

Percent

1.25-1.49
1.50-1.74
1.75-1.99
2.00-2.24
2.25-2.49
2.50-2.74
2.75-2.99
3-3.24

3		
6		
9		
13		
8		
7		
3		
1

6.0
12.0
18.0
26.0
16.0
14.0
6.0
2.0

1.50-1.74
1.75-1.99
2.00-2.24
2.25-2.49
2.50-2.74
2.75-2.99
3-3.24		

5		
6		
13		
10		
11		
4		
1

10.0
12.0
26.0
20.0
22.0
8.0
2.0

Total

50

100.0

Total

50

100.0
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The table below shows the relationship of the
academic performance in Math, English, Science, and
Major courses with the entrance examination. The result
shows that only the academic performance in math and
major courses have a direct and significant relationship
with the entrance examination score. This shows that
the students who got a high score in their entrance exam
perform better in mathematics and their major courses.

Table 6. Relationship of Academic Performance with
the entrance Examination Score

Entrance Examination Score
Academic
Performance

Pearson
ChiSquare

p-value

Math		
English
Science
Major Courses

58.658a
35.617a
41.283a
55.658a

.029
.439
.215
.032

Interpratation

significant
Not significant
Not significant
significant
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Action Plan
The results suggest that the school strategically
looks at the following components: (1) Admission
exam policies, (2) Course assessments, (3) Faculty
development, (4) Student Activities and (5) Marketing
activities. Explicitly, the researchers recommend that
the following be undertaken:
(1) On admission exams, since there had been a
number of shiftees from the BSCS program to noncomputing programs it is therefore seen that increasing
the stanine requirement will hopefully lessen shiftees
that usually happens during the first 2 years students
were admitted to the program.
(2) On course assessments, there should be a
standardized examination on major courses to assure
that the required competencies are commonly attained
by all CS students.

(3) On faculty development, intensive faculty
development program should be in place; specifically,
pedagogy. This will enable the faculty to complement
the needs of academically-challenged students.
Numerous researches reveal the direct and significant Additionally, an immersion program be held to enable
relationship between entrance examination score and the department to offer industry-relevant learning for
academic performance, and that admission process is its students.
an important factor in student performance (Jirjahn,
(4) On extra and co-curricular activities, the
2007; Erdel, 2010; Dooley et al., 2012; Ogbonnaya
et al., 2014; Swail, 2004; Boyd, 2004; Curtis et al., department in coordination with the student services
2007; Bruce, 2009; Bamgboye et al 2001; Ayeni 1972; should devise extra and co-curricular activities to
Grey et al., 2001; Agboola et al., 2014; Bautista et al., support learning of students with poor academic
2014). However, some studies undertaken reveal that performance like peer tutorials and protracted faculty
the college entrance examination has a limited effect on consultations and advising
the student’s academic performances (Fan et.al, 2014;
(5) For the school’s marketing, a program in
Garton et al., 2002) as can be seen in this study. Several
studies including this study only show the importance coordination with the college specific to the Computer
of the entrance examination in accepting students in Science program be developed; a graduate tracer study
will help pursue a good market for the school’s BSCS
college level.
program.
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4. Conclusions and Recommendations
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previously enrolled, high school grades, achievements,
and family income.

The demographic profile shows that majority of the
respondents or 38% have stanine 5 or a quality index
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A Philosophy for a Pedagogy:
Kant and Learner-Centered Teaching
for the Future of Learning
John Vincent P. Ignacio
University of Santo Tomas, Manila

Abstract

Both Constructivism and Learner-Centered Teaching (LCT) have influenced many an educational
institution throughout the globe. Schools and universities have declared themselves Learner-Centered
and promote LCT as their main pedagogy that promises more relevant and meaningful education for
today’s learner. However, both Constructivism and LCT remain silent on the fate of education per se as
both focus on the day-to-day classroom scenario. This paper attempts to use Immanuel Kant’s Philosophy
of Education to provide a teleos for LCT to expand LCT’s role in education beyond the classroom
scenario. This paper is an analysis of Kantian Philosophy of Education and that of the principles of
LCT to determine their compatibility in the hopes of providing a framework for the development of
educational policies and reforms based on a philosophical standpoint with an effective pedagogy.
Keywords: Immanuel Kant, Constructivism, Learner-Centered Teaching, Philosophy of Education,
Education Policies
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1. Introduction
Immanuel Kant’s philosophy has long been
established in the philosophical sphere. His discourses
on Metaphysics, Epistemology, and Ethics have been
used extensively in the Liberal, Social, and even in the
Medical Sciences (Bioethics). It is without question that
Kant is indeed one of the “Giants of Philosophy.” This
study investigates a different, and even less discussed
aspect of Kant’s philosophical work, and this is his
Philosophy of Education.
A discussion of “Philosophy of Education” can
be done in two ways: in a wide sense and in a minimal
sense (Bøyum, 2010). In a wide sense, we take two major
terms separately – Philosophy is meant by a form of
reflection that people seldom engage in, and Education
pertains to growth or formation about knowledge and
understanding. Thus, Philosophical Education applies to
the kind of growth or understanding that philosophical
reflection might, should or will bring out (Bøyum,
2010). On the other hand, Philosophy of Education
is an investigation of the educational significance
of philosophy (Bøyum, 2010). In other words, in the
minimal sense, Philosophy of Education questions the
effects of “doing” philosophy in the curricula.
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foundation of Kant’s Philosophy of Education.
LCT is the second aspect of this paper.
LCT is a teaching-learning framework based on
the Constructivist learning theory. Constructivism,
spearheaded by Dewey, Piaget, and Vygotsky, argue
that knowledge is constructed or formed according to
the learner. In this theory, a learner forms understanding
based on his/her prior-knowledge, social and cultural
background, and his/her social interactions with
the different members of the learning community.
Constructivism posits that knowledge-constructs are
built through active and dynamic human experiences.
Therefore, in Constructivism, knowledge is a multiple
representation of reality that avoids over simplifications
and represents the complexity of the real world.

LCT overhauls the entire teaching-learning
paradigm from a teacher-centered instruction to a
learner-centered process. However, this teachinglearning framework is concerned only with the
teaching-learning process situated within a classroom
setting; LCT does not provide a final end or teleos for
education itself. LCT does not concern itself with the
ultimate end of the entire education process; it simply
focuses on the day-to-day scenario in the classroom.
It is in this perspective that this paper finds Kantian
This paper on the Philosophy of Education of Philosophy significant to provide LCT a teleological
Kant pertains to the wide sense; i.e. to use Kantian foundation.
Philosophy as a framework for a philosophical reflection
on a contemporary learning theory in the hope of
The research utilized a text-based analytic
gaining some sort of insight about our knowledge and framework to examine the logical propositions found
understanding of what education is or what education in Immanuel Kant’s philosophy of education in his
ought to be. Kant’s theory on education is indeed Lectures in Pedagogy – a series of lectures that Kant
pregnant with deep insights for education; it provides delivered at the University of Konigsberg between
a teleological perspective for education. However, the 1776-1777 and 1786-1787. It is also inevitable to
Kantian perspective lacks specific methodologies on refer to Kant’s critiques to lay the groundwork for
how education is to be delivered to the students. This his Philosophy of Education. Except for the Lectures
paper aimed to show that the pedagogy of Learner- on Pedagogy¸ Kant did not write any separate, and
Centered Teaching (LCT) compliments the moral organized, thesis on Philosophy of Education per se,
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therefore, this paper also used secondary sources or
commentaries on Kant’s Educational Theory. The same
framework was used to present the arguments in support
of the LCT as pedagogy; basing heavily on Weimer’s
concept of learner-centered practices but also relying
on other educators practicing LCT.
Immanuel Kant’s Philosophy of Education is
deeply imbedded in several of his works, including his
two Critiques, hence, this study is a beginning work
to expose Kant’s ideas about education that is rooted
in his Metaphysics of Morals and in his concept of a
Cosmopolitan Society. Further investigations in Kant’s
philosophy can provide an extensive foundation in
support of LCT’s expanding role in today’s education
setting; in addition, more research on the practice of
LCT in tertiary education, in both the liberal and
empirical sciences, is needed to support the claims in
this study.

2. Methodology
This study is a philosophical analysis of Kant’s
Philosophy of Education paired with the principles
of LCT. Pure library research was done to present
the different ideas and concepts needed to arrive at
the conclusion and implications. Electronic resources
(journals and books) were gathered through the
University of Santo Tomas’s Miguel de Benavides
Library. Proper citations from the references were
ensured by utilizing the APA 6th Ed. format.
This study started with a presentation of Kant’s
Philosophy of Education deriving primarily from his
Lectures on Pedagogy. Secondary references were also
used to extrapolate Kant’s ideas since Kant lacked a
concise treatise on philosophy of education.
Secondly, this paper presented today’s leading,
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or controversial, pedagogy – LCT. The second part
discussed the reasons why LCT is becoming prevalent
in the educational landscape, its objectives, essential
practices, its psychological foundations, and methods
of application. This study relied heavily of Maryellen
Weimer’s description of LCT and how other researchers
in the field used her concepts on LCT.
Lastly, the paper showed the similarities and
differences between the principles and practices of LCT
with that of Kant’s Philosophy of Education. By doing
so, the study determined whether Kantian Philosophy
cacan can provide a teleos for LCT of Education can
provide a teleos for LCT.

3. Results and Discussion
ON KANT’S PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION:
Any philosophy of education is deemed to be
prescriptive as it provides a way for us to reflect on
the processes and outcomes of education. Due to its
prescriptive nature, philosophical reflection on education
has a strong moral foundation. This moral dimension
should not be understood as an admonition to a specific
religious or social moral construct, rather to consider a
value of education based on philosophical insights and
principles. But before any moral consideration can be
taken into account, an understanding of being human
is necessary. Anthropology, or the understanding of the
human condition, is the logical first in formulating any
moral paradigm to evaluate or reflect on any science –
in this case, education.
Kant presented subjectivity as a fundamental
principle of education in the modern world (Kanz,
1993). The subject, or the learner, should be the starting
point of education – by understanding the condition
in which the learner comes to learn, we can develop
a true philosophy of education. Reading through the
Lecture Notes, Kant presented the human condition
to which education becomes a necessity in humanity’s
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development. This human condition wherein human
instincts are not enough to elevate the human condition
from its unreformed state needs the nurturing and
conditioning of good education. And since the human
condition is guided by reason, education, therefore,
must follow the same pursuit. Kant writes:
Discipline or training changes animal nature
to human nature…Discipline prevents the human
from deviating, by means of his animal impulses,
from his destiny: humanity. Training is therefore
negative, that is to say, it is the action by means of
which man’s tendency to savagery is taken away.
Instruction, on the other hand, is the positive part
of education…Therefore, the human being must be
accustomed early to subject himself to the precepts
of Reason. (LoP 9:441-442)
Education, through training and instruction,
becomes necessary. The human being can only become
completely human through education. He is nothing
except what education makes out of him (LoP 9:443).
The implied first stage of Kantian philosophical
education is not marked by ignorance or doubt, but
innocence or naiveté (Bøyum, 2010). Although Kant
argued in his first Critique that human reason has the
natural capacity to think of metaphysical questions, we
are not simply ready for it without much training and
instruction.
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rather training and instruction ought to perfect the
natural disposition of a person for autonomy. In fact, it
can be argued that any education or training that does
not accept the condition for freedom and autonomy of
the learner will be useless and uses the learners as a
means to an end. Kant felt that education should enable
people’s natural capabilities to find autonomous reason
and become personally free (Jackson, 2007). Kant
writes:
One of the biggest problems of education is how
one can unite submission under lawful constraint
to use one’s freedom. For constraint is necessary.
How do I cultivate freedom under constraint? I
shall accustom my pupil to tolerate a constraint of
his freedom, and I shall at the same time lead him
to make good use of his freedom (LoP 9:453)
In summation, the Anthropological starting point of
Kant’s educational theory is that human beings are, by
nature, incapable of transcending their animal instincts
without training and instruction, and secondly, freedom
and autonomy are prerequisites for any education.
Kant’s educational theory is best read as a chapter
within his larger applied ethics project, where “applied”
means studying human nature and culture empirically
in order to find out which aids and obstacles exist for the
species as a whole to the carrying out of a priori moral
principles (Louden, 1997). According to Shane Moran
(2015), Kant’s idea of education is impossible without
a final causality, a teleology that guides the unfolding
of humanity out of its rudiments. Moran continues that
without the distinction between empirical causality and
rational causality, there is no moral consciousness and
no possibility of education.

However, Kant himself responded that the human
being can either be merely trained, conditioned,
mechanically taught, or actually (be) enlightened (LoP
9:450). The problem of education is not how an unfree
agent can be transformed into an autonomous subject,
but how a child’s basic freedom can be cultivated to
become full-blooded autonomy (Giesinger, 2012).
In short, training and instruction should not mean the
The moral consciousness in education pertains to
suppression of one’s freedom and autonomy, per se, the need of each member of the learning community to
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participate in the development to the collective ends of
humanity itself. And, as stated above, this participative
nature of education cannot be possible without free
agents acting on their own to engage in the educative
process. Kant viewed knowledge as a collective, ongoing endeavor, dependent upon participants’ abilities
to behave as free standing individuals in order to
productively work together to vindicate knowledge
(Jackson, 2007). The final end of education is the
perfection of humanity through the collective efforts of
all members of the specie acting as autonomous agents
rationalizing which maxims ought to be the guide for
humanity.
Education is an art, the practice of which must
be perfected over the course of many generations...
That is why education is the greatest and most
difficult problem that be given to a human being.
For insight depends on education and education in
turn depends on insight. For that reason, education
can only move forward step by step, and a correct
concept of the manner of education can only
arise if each generation transmits its knowledge
and experience to the next, each in turn adding
something before handling it over to the next (LoP
9:446).
Kant’s enlightenment is not achieved through the
acquisition of information; rather it shows up as a
certain self-developed soundness of judgment (McBayMerritt, 2011). The moral consciousness here pertains
to the duty (as Kant thinks of it) of each human being
to contribute to the aspirations of humanity to perfect
itself, not only through the accumulation of knowledge,
but more importantly to the moralization of humanity
itself. According to this new view, education is no longer
world-appropriation, but world-building (Buchner,
1904). And this new world that Kant wanted to build
is the Kingdom of Ends. Humanity, for Kant, ought to
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cross-over from civilization to moralization and the
most crucial and difficult step in humanity’s destiny,
which modernity has yet to undertake (Louden, 1997).
Kant continues:
One principle of the art of education, which
particularly those men who are educational
planners should have before their eyes is this:
¬Children should be educated not only with regard
for the present but rather for a better condition of
the human species that might be possible in the
future, that is, in a manner appropriate to the idea
of humanity and its complete vocation (LoP 9:447;
emphasis mine)
Commentators of Kant’s philosophy of education
would often connect his concept of his Kingdom of
Ends with a practical purpose, i.e. the creation of a
Cosmopolitan Society. Understanding Kant’s concept
of a cosmopolitan society gives us a better picture of
what a Kingdom of Ends would be like. However, to
discuss Kant’s Cosmopolitan Society would require
further studies, but for the time being, some points were
considered in this paper.
This new society is (at least in Kant’s mind) an ongoing project. Generations are supposed to contribute to
the creation of this new society, thus it shall take a long
time for it to come to fruition. Kant’s cosmopolitanism
was closely related to religious tolerance, openmindedness, moral education, and political reforms at
the level of the state (Cavallar, 2014). Kant emphasizes
two equally important key points in his cosmopolitanism,
first that it requires the individual for self-learning by
exercising his freedom and his self-worth through selfdetermination. Secondly, the cosmopolitan society is
a communal effort, meaning that each free agent of
society must, by duty, contribute for the betterment of
the next generation.
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In summary, Kant’s Teleology of Education is for the
building of a Kingdom of Ends grounded on the entire
human species to contribute in attaining the perfection
of our humanity – the moralization of humanity. Kant
believed that education should not only move forward
to the advancement of the empirical sciences, but also
be centered on the formulation of moral maxims we all
can live by. We live in a time of disciplinary training,
culture and civilization, but not by any means in a time
of moralization (LoP 9:451).
ON LEARNER-CENTERED TEACHING:
LCT is a teaching-learning framework based
on the principles of Constructivism. It is basically
a method of teaching that challenges the traditional
lecture-based instruction. Learner-centered pedagogy
favors a democratic approach to teaching that shifts the
instructor from the center of the learning environment
to a more peripheral position (Moate & Cox, 2015).
Being learner-centered (LC) focuses attention on
learning: what the student is learning, how the student
is learning, the conditions under which the student is
learning, whether the student is retaining and applying
the learning, and how the current learning positions
the student in future learning (Weimer M., 2002). To
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be learner-centered in teaching means that the teacher
should not just focus on the different content or skills
that is being taught to the students, but also needs to
be mindful of the students’ needs, prior knowledge,
talents, interests, social orientation, linguistic abilities,
and cultures (Brown, 2003).
Learner-centered environments are designed
to help students make connections between previous
knowledge and newly acquired knowledge (Turner,
2011). LCT focuses on the learning process more
than the content of learning. To make knowledge
meaningful for the learner, LC educators place the
condition of the learner in forming new knowledge.
As pressure continues to mount on teachers to ensure
students’ success in learning, many different approaches
to teaching are being recommended (Brown, 2003). LC
environments provide a wide array of teaching styles
that can address the diversity of learners.
Maryellen Weimer (2002) offers five key areas
for a learner-centered teaching practice: the balance
of power, the role of the teacher, responsibility for
learning, function of content, and purpose and processes
of evaluation.
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Table 1. The Five Key Areas for Learner-Centered Teaching
AREA
The Balance
of Power

PROBLEM
Faculty make too many
decisions about learning
for students

SOLUTION

RESULT

In responsible ways, faculty
should share decision-making
with students

Teachers control less,
but students are more
involved.

The Role of
the Teacher

Classroom action still
features teachers

Teaching should
support student agency

Students build
knowledge for
themselves and teachers
confront the messiness
of learning

The Responsibility
for Learning

Faculty “force”
learning on reluctant
participants

Faculty should create
learning environments that
motivate students to accept
responsibility for learning

Students grow
increasingly
autonomous and
need teachers less

The Function
of Content

Faculty make covering
content their top
priority

Teachers should build their
students’ knowledge base
and develop their learning
skills and learner selfawareness

Teachers cover less, but
students learn more

The Purposes
and Processes of
Evaluation

Evaluation activities
are grade oriented and
completed exclusively
by the teachers

Evaluation activities
should promote
learning and to develop
assessment skills

Short term, fewer
arguments over grades,
more successful selfmonitoring of learning

The learner-centered approach seems to improve
students’ attitudes and intrinsic motivation, as well
as critical-thinking strategy (Cheang, 2009). Cheang
further asserts that students became more intrinsically
goal oriented and demonstrated improvement in
their learning beliefs that their personal efforts were
responsible for learning outcomes. Straits’ (2007)
findings on her observation narrate that in a caring
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environment, students have increased opportunities to
learn. In addition, homework is a powerful tool that can
contribute to the advancement of children’s education
(Hong, Milgram, & Rowell, 2004). The willingness of
students to accomplish tasks without the direction of the
teacher is a clear indication of independence and selfsufficiency. Hong, et.al, tell us that accommodating
students’ home learning preferences by manipulating
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environmental conditions will do homework
completion more meaningful and productive. A study
argued that there is a legitimate use for “motivational
learning,” which is the practice of using some grades
solely or primarily for the purpose of encouraging
student behaviors that are likely to improve learning
(Immerwahr, 2011).
Over the past two decades or so, researches on
the application of LCT strategies have proved to be
effective in delivering its promises. LCT facilitated in
improving students’ motivation to learn, self-efficacy,
critical thinking skills, and independent learning skills.
In the early years of LCT research, the focus was on
the use of LCT among primary and secondary students.
But current research on LCT has been expanding to its
practice in the tertiary levels and even among graduate
students and professional training. More and more LCT
strategies are being designed to facilitate the learning
process including the use of today’s technology – from
Problem-based Learning to Flipped Classrooms. LCT
promises more meaningful learning without sacrificing
essential outcomes in the educational setting.
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us a clear description of such strategies. LCT, on the
other hand, shows us specific areas on how to improve
pedagogy; Weimer’s Five Areas are signposts by which
teachers can begin to reflect and change their methods
in delivering their respective disciplines. Since LCT’s
focus is the student’s learning, LCT espouses different
types of teaching-learning strategies to respond to the
different learning styles of different students. Kant’s
take on the learner is based on the learner’s fundamental
human nature, while LCT is based on psychological
principles that affect learning. Although the approach
may be different, both ideas can connect with each
other, almost complementing the other’s point of view.

Furthermore, the focus on the learner also
promotes the learner’s individuality and freedom within
the learning process. Both Kant and LCT value the
autonomy of the learner in education; we can even say
that both perspectives envision a more democratic form
of educative experience wherein all the participants
in the learning process contribute to the advancement
of learning. Kant calls it the moral consciousness
in education wherein both the teacher and students
engage in a didactic process of learning. LCT calls it
MERGING IDEAS
in different ways: balance of power, role of the teacher,
Both Kant’s Philosophy of Education and the and responsibility for learning.
Principles of LCT agree on the same starting point:
the learner. It is a welcome thought to discover that an
Lastly, both Kant and LCT stipulate that
18th century philosopher had already in mind the idea knowledge is not a fixed and permanent construct.
of focusing education on the perspective of the learner. Kant’s epistemological ideas may have a metaphysical
Kant’s anthropological starting point for education foundation which LCT does not have, but the point here
was quite unique considering that the objectivity of is that the things we actually “know now” may not be the
scientific inquiry has been brewing in Europe during end-all of that knowledge. Kantian philosophy opens
his time. Kant and LCT also agree that education ought the possibility that our understanding of the phenomena
to be progressive in nature. Progressive education might still change as time and progress go by. Similarly,
pertains to the object of study and the method of LCT, as pedagogy of Constructivism, focuses on the
teaching should correspond to the learner’s capability; “meaning-making” process of learning and not on the
in short, age appropriate teaching and learning acquisition of new knowledge. The subjectivity of our
methodologies. Although Kant himself wasn’t too keen understanding of the world is an essential element of
in providing specific teaching strategies, he does give both Kantian philosophy of education and LCT.
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DIVERGING POINTS
Kant’s philosophy of education is normative or
prescriptive in its formulation. LCT is teaching-learning
practice within the setting of a particular classroom.
Kant’s concept of education has a teleological
perspective and does not only talk about the different
factors involving the learning process. For Kant,
education’s aim is to build his Kingdom of Ends wherein
autonomous agents participate in the formulation of
maxims that all those endowed with Reason ought to
live by. LCT aims to develop the necessary life skills of
the learners in the 21st century . Kant’s education is the
moralization of the human race, while LCT envisions
meaningful and transformative learning.
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condition for the human being to develop him/herself
towards the perfection of humanity.

Kant’s philosophy reminds us that we should
not be too concerned with how far our understanding
of the phenomena can reach; we should be more
concerned on how we – as a free and autonomous agent
– can contribute to the creation of a new world wherein
each person is treated as an end for itself. LCT can be
a good starting point to Kant’s education project of
moralization, having in mind that education must and
should not always be discipline-based, but holistic in
nature. Theories of teaching and learning rely heavily on
psychology, sociology, and even political perspectives.
By using Kantian Philosophy, we can look at educative
Kant dreams for a better world built by the experience within the lens of a greater ethico-moral
long process of educating people towards moral dimension.
consciousness grounded on duty. LCT investigates
the possibility of the learner becoming a successful
5. Implication
individual as a life-long learner. Since LCT is based
on psychological principles and empirical findings, it
Different institutions of higher learning have
cannot prescribe a moral causality for the teachinglearning experiences in the classroom. LCT looks into declared themselves learner-centered and practice the
the educative process within the bounds of empirically same as their main pedagogy. If these institutions are
proven evidences of learning, while Kant looks into the indeed learner-centered, the question is whether these
LC practices are transmitted beyond the classroom
educative process within his greater ethics project.
setting. The democratization of the learning process
ought not to stop within the classroom but should also
be translated in the school’s practices. Kant’s theory of
4. Conclusion
education does not stop within the classroom setting
Based on the similarities and differences between and must be considered within the education system
Kant’s Philosophy of Education and the practice of LCT, itself. Kant’s moralization project cannot be contained
it is safe to say that Kant’s Philosophy of Education within the classroom; it is about real-life situations and
can serve as a moral ground for LCT. By looking at experiences. In the same manner, LCT ought not to be
education as a long-term process to develop the ideal only considered within each discipline in a day-to-day
of humanity, LCT can serve as a specific pedagogy class setting, instead it should be practiced within the
towards that moral goal. Education need not only be entire system of the learning institutions especially in
about the formation of new and meaningful knowledge, higher education. It is counter-productive to use LCT
learning outcomes, and the development of life-long and produce students who are self-directed learners if
skills; education, as Kant would put it, is a necessary these same students are not given the opportunity to
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participate in the formulation of the school’s policies Buchner, E. F. (1904). The educational theory
and other decisions in the system. Likewise, Kant’s
of Immanuel Kant. Philadephia and London: J.B.
emphasis in the learner’s autonomy as a free agent will
Lippincott & Co.
be taken for granted if schools of higher learning simply
impose rules and regulations without their free consent. Cavallar, G. (2014). Sources of Kant’s Cosmopolitanism:
Basedow, Rousseau, and Cosmopolitan Education.
Institutions of higher education that practice
Studies in Philosophy and Education, 369-389.
LCT must be able to translate these LCT pedagogies
beyond the classroom setting. Students ought to be Cheang, K.I. (2009). Effect of learner-centered
given the opportunities to participate in the formulation
teaching on motivation and learning. American
of different school policies such as curriculum
Journal of Pharmaceutical Education, 1-9
development, student affairs, school finances, and even
faculty selection to name a few. Consistent with Kant’s Colliver, J. (2002). Constructivism: The view of
moralization project, the students must be considered
knowledge that ended philosophy of a theory of
actual participants in the development of the school.
learning and instruction. Teaching and learning in
Schools should not just inform students or consult
medicine, 4-51.
students with regards to such policies; instead schools
should create an atmosphere of meaningful student Donath, C. R. (2013). Liberal art: Art & education
involvement in the school’s development towards
for citizenship in Kant’s critique of judgment. The
higher learning.
Review of Politics, 3-23.
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An Investigation On The Use
Of A Mobile Augmented Reality
Application In Chemistry
Aime Michelle C. Lazaro, LPT
STI Education Services Group, Inc., Manila

Abstract

The primary objective of this pilot project was to investigate the effectiveness of a mobile augmented
reality (AR) application in chemistry learning. The mobile AR app was tested to 23 students enrolled in
a public high school in Metro Manila. The study aimed to address the following questions: (1) Is there
a statistically significant improvement in students’ post-test scores after using the AR tool? (2) What
types of learners based on their characteristics (i.e. gender and learning achievement) benefited more
from the use of the AR tool? The research instruments used in this study were a pre-test, a post-test and
an inquiry-based worksheet developed following the principles of David Kolb’s four-stage experiential
learning model for a topic on chemical reactions involving oxygen. Test scores and learning gains were
analyzed using descriptive statistics. The results indicated that students’ post-test scores are significantly
higher compared to their pre-test scores and that low-achieving female students gained the most after
using the mobile AR app. These findings contribute to the growing body of literature and evidence that
supports AR in education. The study concludes with potential future work to build upon this pilot study.
Keywords: augmented reality learning, mobile learning, experiential learning, chemistry learning,
Elements 4D
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1. Introduction
Background of the study
Augmented reality is an emerging and mature
technology that presents limitless potential,
especially in the area of science learning. Difficult
science concepts that require multiple attempts at
experimentation and exploration makes the subject not
just even more aversive to the typical student, but also
raises costs for laboratories and other necessary tools.
With the use of augmented reality-based applications,
learning can become experiential and provide more
meaningful experiences for the students especially
in the field of science. In a study by Dunleavy, et. al.
(2009), immersive learning with the use of augmented
realities help develop the learning styles, strengths, and
preferences of students in new ways beyond traditional
computing technologies, thus ushering in multiple
implications for K-12 education.
According to Kolb’s (1984) Experiential Learning
Theory composed of a four-stage model, the more
stages used would lead to enhanced student learning
or retention. This study is designed to test whether the
use of a mobile augmented reality app called Elements
4D would be effective in a learning activity designed
after Kolb’s theory. The class activity will be structured
using a worksheet to reflect the stages of Kolb’s theory.
Context
Here in the Philippines, most exclusive schools
would be willing to invest in more “world-class”
science laboratories and equipment but for the average
schools, more so for the public education system,
this becomes a huge and daunting challenge. The use
of mobile augmented reality in the classroom opens
a whole new way of learning as it provides relevant
and immersive experiences especially on topics that
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are “difficult” to learn or those requiring specialized
laboratories/equipment and materials. As 4D combines
augmented reality and other technologies, it creates an
interactive and digitally manipulable world that can
drive and transform the way students learn. Elements
4D is specifically designed for the chemistry classroom.
It is a set of interactive blocks that helps students learn
the Periodic Table by showing how elements combine
into new chemical substances, what the reactions look
like, and the resulting chemical equation.
Theoretical framework
For this study, the theoretical framework is
comprised of a learning theory and an augmented
reality technology.
Learning theory
David Kolb’s theory on experiential learning is
utilized as basis for designing the learning activity and
worksheet. The underlying principle of Kolb’s fourstage model is a simple description of the learning
cycle which shows how experience is translated
through reflection into concepts, which in turn are
used as guides for active experimentation and the
choice of new experiences. Kolb (1984) refers to these
four stages as: concrete experience (CE), reflective
observation (RO), abstract conceptualization (AC) and
active experimentation (AE). They follow each other
in a cycle (which may be entered at any point, but the
stages should be followed in sequence):
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Concrete Experience (CE)
ACT

Active Experimentation (AE)
PLAN

Reflective Observation (RO)
OBSERVE

Abstract Conceptualization (AC)
REFLECT
Figure 1. Kolb’s Cycle of Four Stage Learning

Concrete Experience:		
Reflective Observation:
Abstract Conceptualization:
Active Experimentation:

Where the learner is actively experiencing an activity
Where the learner is consciously reflecting back on that experience
Where the learner is being presented with/or trying to conceptualize a
theory or model of what is (to be) experienced
Where the learner is trying to plan how to test a model or theory or plan
for a forthcoming experience

Kolb suggests that it is important to systematically
take and engage the learner around each stage of the
learning cycle, ensuring that effective links are made
between each stage. He argues that learning (or at least
retention) is enhanced as more of the learning stages
are used.
Augmented reality technology
Augmented reality (AR) uses technology that
integrates 3-dimensional virtual objects generated
digitally by computer imagery into a real-time
environment.
Computer-generated
information,
whether these be images, audio, video, and touch
or haptic sensations can be spatially overlaid on 3D
objects and the real world (by using a video camera),
thus, rendering the visual images as real and allowing
the learner to interact with the virtual world in realtime. Modern AR applications are seen as emerging

technologies that can make learning more immersive
and realistic.
The mobile AR application used for this study is a
free-to-download app by DAQRI called Elements 4D.
A downloadable set of paper blocks (Figure 2) includes
thirty-six elements that can be viewed (Figure 3) and
combined, if the chemicals react to one another (Figure
4), using the mobile AR app. Each side of the paper
block contains one element and also serves as the
“marker” for the AR app visualization. The AR app
also shows the physical properties of element such
as appearance, texture, color as well as the chemical
properties such as atomic number and mass. Equations
of resulting chemical reactions are also shown when
two elements are successfully combined.
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Statement of the Problem
To further investigate the effectiveness of a mobile
augmented reality (AR) application in chemistry
learning, the following research questions were
addressed:
1. Is there a statistically significant improvement in
students’ post-test scores after using the AR tool?
2. What types of learners based on their characteristics
(i.e. gender and learning achievement) benefited
more from the use of the AR tool?
Significance of the study

Figure 2. Elements 4D paper blocks
(Image from: http://blogs.henrico.k12.va.us/trhart/files/2015/01/
IMG_5320.jpg)

Figure 3. How the paper blocks are rendered using the
Elements 4D app (Image from: https://www.chemedx.
org/sites/www.chemedx.org/files/images/pick/elementsand-augmented-reality.png)

This study aims to benefit science teachers,
especially those exploring the use of mobile augmented
reality technology, as a learning tool in teaching
difficult science concepts that require experimentation
and exploration in laboratories. It also seeks to establish
the fundamental link between learning theories and
technology integration which would provide guidance
for educators and information technologists alike.
Lastly, this study hopes to shed light for decisionmakers or policy-makers in the academe as far as the
use of technology in science classrooms is concerned.

Related Literature

Figure 4. How “combined” Sodium and Chlorine paper blocks
are rendered using the Elements 4D app
(Image from: https://i1.wp.com/www.whiteboardblog.
co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/elements-4dbody3.
jpg?resize=800%2C600)

Integrating technology to science teaching and learning
There is an increasing expectation for teachers
to integrate technology into their practice. In a study
by Chittleborough (2014), the results showed that
technological knowledge enhanced the fundamental
pedagogical knowledge necessary for teaching
chemistry content as supported by the TPACK and
SAMR frameworks on technology integration. This
means that as teachers integrate technology into their
practice, they also improve their teaching competencies.
The paper concludes that teacher education courses
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should include technological skills that complement the
technologies available in schools, and introduce new
technologies that keep up with the changing culture
of using technology in schools. In their book, Roblyer
and Doering (2013) gave an exhaustive list of emerging
trends in tools and applications like augmented reality
systems and gesture-based computing in educational
technology integration.
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AR not only supports learning of science content but
can also support learning of very challenging science
content during brief periods of exploration.

In a recent paper by Liou, Yang, Chen and Tarng
(2017), the researchers compared the influence of the
2D image-based virtual reality (VR) and augmented
reality (AR) in an inquiry-based astronomy course.
The results revealed that the students in the AR group
performed significantly better than those in the VR
Augmented reality and science teaching and learning
group. Accordingly, these findings point to the AR
There have been various studies done on the use technology as a beneficial tool for students to learn a
of AR in the field of science teaching and learning. moon phase course.
In a study by Crandall, et. al. (2015), the researchers
reported on the development and beta-testing of an
While AR is considered as an “emerging” technology,
augmented reality (AR) game that focuses on basic its usefulness in making difficult and challenging
enzyme kinetics to senior level students in a food science concepts easier to teach and learn have been
chemistry course. The researchers used the learning supported by these prior studies.
objectives of one of the most difficult topics in food
chemistry, enzyme kinetics, to test this concept. The
results showed unanimous preference from participants Augmented reality and experiential learning
in favor of using the game-based learning as opposed to
A common weakness in the practice of technology
the standard lecture format on enzyme kinetics.
integration is the lack, or sometimes absence, of
learning theories from which it will be grounded. Some
In a similar study by Yoon, Anderson, Lin and of the previous studies cited cognitive load and situated
Elinich (2017), the researchers sought to prove that and constructivist learning as theories (Crandall et. al.,
students acquire a more accurate understanding of the 2015; Liou, et. al., 2017).
Bernoulli’s principle, a challenging science concept,
by interacting with an augmented reality (AR) device.
In an article by Herrington, Reeves, and Oliver
An experimental research design was adopted in this (2007), the authors focused on immersive learning
study and it was conducted at a science museum in the (realistic creations of simulated environments) and
US. Collectively, the results suggest that the digital emphasized that the key element of immersive learning
augmentation had a positive effect on students’ content is in the learning task itself. This supports the idea that
knowledge. The results showed that students in the it is not the technologies that create the conditions for
AR condition demonstrated significantly greater gains immersive learning but the learning environment and
in knowledge over students in the non-AR condition. task. They concluded that while it is important to select
Through interview responses, findings point that the appropriate technologies, the responsibility for learning
AR provides greater ability to visualize details and should always move back to the learner. The learning
hidden information to help students learn the science activities should allow the learner to reflect and decide
concept. The researchers have shown in this study that the steps and sub-steps in completing the task.
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One significant paper that explored an augmented
reality system based upon Kolb’s experiential learning
theory was conducted by Huang (2015). In that study, the
author developed e-commerce learning environments,
enabling experiential learning, through an image-based
augmented reality and a virtual reality. The learners
were able to learn by doing, by experiencing and by
reflecting. The author asserted that interaction with a
simulated environment through the augmented reality
learning can be a reasonable and viable substitute for
the real-world experience.

o Part 1 - Abstract Conceptualization: The student
was given the role of a technician in a chemical
laboratory who was tasked by his/her supervisor to
pick out from the shelves elements that would
combine with oxygen. The student is to answer
this question: Given your knowledge about family of
elements that could potentially combine with
oxygen, what would be your first step in
accomplishing the task assigned to you?
o Part 2 – Active Experimentation: The student
was asked to select (based on a textbox list) seven
(7) elements that they think can be combined with
oxygen

2. Methodology
Design
As a pilot study to test the effectiveness on the use of
an AR tool for chemistry learning, one group of students
was chosen for this study. The group underwent the
learning session using a worksheet designed after the
principles of Kolb’s learning cycle and the AR app as
a tool. It was implemented in a stand-alone in-class
session for about one hour.
Setting and Population
The study was conducted in a public high school
in Metro Manila. The participants were twenty-three
senior high school students enrolled in a tech-voc
program composed of 10 males and 13 females within
the age group of 18-25.
Instruments
The following tools were used for the experiment:
• A chemistry pre- and post-test focusing on the topic
of chemical reactions involving oxygen to measure
learning gains
• A student worksheet reflective of Kolb’s learning
stages to serve as an inquiry-based, learner-led
activity
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o Part 3 – Concrete Experience: The student was
asked to use the mobile AR app pre-installed in
their phones (Elements 4D) and the provided blocks
to identify seven (7) elements that will combine with
oxygen
o Part 4 – Reflective Observation: The student was
asked to answer several questions about their
learning experience, the tool, the task and the topic.
Data collection
All students were asked to answer a 10-item pretest to assess their prior knowledge on the topic. For
the experiment, the students used the worksheets, their
own mobile phones with pre-installed Elements 4D
application and the interactive paper blocks for the
activity. A 10-item post-test was given at the end to
measure “learning gains”.
Data analysis
The pre- and post-test scores of the students were
analyzed to compute for the learning gains. The scores
were summarized and analyzed, and a t-test was used to
test for significance.
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(significance level is α = 0.05) and results show that
there is a significant difference between the students’
To determine the effectiveness of a mobile augmented scores after using the AR learning tool compared to
reality (AR) application in chemistry learning, the those attained before the learning activity.
collected data are discussed following the identified
research questions:
2. What types of learners based on their characteristics
(i.e. gender and learning achievement) benefited more
1. Is there a statistically significant improvement in from the use of the AR tool?
students’ post-test scores after using the AR tool?
For purposes of analyzing learning achievement, the
Test scores of the 23 students for both the pre- and students were categorized into three (3) groups based on
post-tests were collected and results show positive their pre-test scores: low-achieving (L), mid-achieving
learning gains for all, except one (1) student with a -1 (M) and high-achieving (H). Table 1 summarizes the
learning gain. Overall, post-test scores are also higher results based on gender and learning achievement of
than the pre-test scores. A t-test (Paired Two Sample the students:
for Means) was also used to further analyze the scores

3. Results and Findings

CATEGORIES

AVERAGE
PRE-TEST
SCORE

AVERAGE
POST-TEST
SCORE

AVERAGE
LEARNING
GAINS

Gender

F
M

4.62
5.10

7.62
7.40

3.00
2.30

Learning
Achievement

H
M
L

6.38
4.43
3.63

8.50
7.71
6.38

2.13
3.29
2.75

Table 1. Average Pre- and Post-Test Scores based on Categories

Results show that there are positive learning gains
across all categories considered. It also shows that female
students attained higher learning gains compared to male
students. As for learning achievement, mid-achieving
students recorded the highest learning gains followed by

the low-achieving group. To determine which types of
learners based on these learner characteristics benefited
more from the use of the mobile AR learning tool, a
more detailed review of the results is shown on Table 2:
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CATEGORIES

AVERAGE
PRE-TEST
SCORE

AVERAGE
POST-TEST
SCORE

AVERAGE
LEARNING
GAINS

FH
FM
FL
MH
MM
ML

6.00
4.33
3.40
7.00
4.50
4.00

8.40
7.67
6.80
8.67
7.75
5.67

2.40
3.33
3.40
1.67
3.25
1.67

Table 2. Average Pre- and Post-Test Scores based on Combined Categories

Results show that low-achieving female students
posted the highest learning gains compared to other
groups. On the other hand, low-achieving and highachieving male students had similar (and the lowest)
learning gains. Additionally, while high-achieving male
students attained higher pre- and post-test scores on
the average compared to their female counterparts, the
high-achieving female students posted better learning
gains compared to the high-achieving male students.

4. Conclusion and Future Work
This study is a pilot project that sought to investigate
the effectiveness of the use of a mobile AR tool for
chemistry learning. The results of the study reveal
that post-test scores of the students after engaging in
the learning activity using the mobile AR tool were
higher on the average compared to their pre-test scores.
Positive learning gains were also recorded across
gender and learning achievement categories. The
results further show that low-achieving female students
benefited the most in using the mobile AR tool. These

findings support the positive effect of the use of an
AR tool in a science class that can enable students to
conduct experiments and exploration without the need
for physical laboratories or expensive equipment/
materials. The results also point how AR technologies
could help improve science learning among certain
types of learners.
While the class activity designed for this study
only covers a very specific topic on chemical reactions
involving oxygen, it was designed using the principles
of Kolb’s experiential learning theory – which balances
the need for sound pedagogy in the attempt to test
technology as a learning tool. The class activity was
implemented as an inquiry-based and student-led
learning session with the teacher only acting as an
observer-facilitator. This further provides guidance on
the design of learning activities that integrates the use
of AR technologies.
This pilot project serves as groundwork for future
studies involving the use of mobile AR tools for
chemistry learning. Future iterations of this work
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will include using an experimental design in the Herrington, J., Reeves, T. C., & Oliver, R. (2007).
study to compare an experimental group using an AR
Immersive learning technologies: Realism and
tool and a control group using a non-AR tool. Other
online authentic learning. Journal of Computing in
considerations that may guide future work is to include
Higher Education. DOI: 10.1007/BF03033421
a user experience study to quantitatively determine the
students’ reaction on the use of the AR tool. Students Huang, H.-M. (2015). Applying augmented reality
must also be provided with the same device to eliminate
for experiential learning. International Dialogues on
other external factors that might affect their use of the
Education: Past and Present, 2 (2), 201-208.
mobile AR app. Adding more class sessions that will
enable the students to use the AR app for an extended Kolb, D.A. (1984). Experiential learning: experience
length of time will also be helpful to address the possible
as the source of learning and development.
“novelty effect” of the tool on learning achievement.
Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall.
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Effectiveness of Cognitive and
Conventional Strategies in Vocabulary
Instruction to Enhance the Senior High
School Students’ Reading Comprehension
Maribeth M. Cabrejas and Dr. Judith C. Chavez
Lourdes College, Cagayan de Oro City

Abstract

Reading comprehension is a critical academic skill which is essential for students’ academic success.
This study investigated the phenomenon of reading comprehension in relation to the students’ skill in
vocabulary. Thus, it examined the effectiveness of cognitive and conventional vocabulary teaching
strategies to enhance the reading comprehension skills among the senior high school students of a
private school in Cagayan de Oro City, School Year 2018-2019. Employing a quasi-experimental
research design, the study involved two groups of students. One group consisting of 42 participants
were exposed to Cognitive Strategies while the other group composed of 35 students were introduced
to the Conventional Strategies in teaching vocabulary. Descriptive statistics were used to determine
the reading comprehension level of the participants before and after the interventions. T-test for paired
samples was used to determine the significant differences of the participants’ reading comprehension
scores before and after the interventions and ANCOVA to determine the significant differences in the
scores of the two groups. Findings revealed that students exposed to both cognitive and conventional
strategies had improved their reading comprehension skills. Both strategies were found effective
in enhancing the students’ reading comprehension skills. However, the cognitive strategies showed
higher mean in the students’ reading comprehension skills particularly in finding word meaning in
context, recognizing the main idea and interpreting figurative language. The result points to the need
for English teachers to utilize cognitive and conventional strategies in enhancing the students’ reading
comprehension skills but with emphasis on the use of cognitive strategies.
Keywords: Cognitive and Conventional Strategies, Vocabulary Instruction, Reading Comprehension
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1. Introduction
In an ever-changing world, educational innovation
expands pathways for developing the next generation
of learners and creative thinkers. The goal of the
implemented K to 12 Basic Education Curriculum is
to equip students with the essential competencies and
skills necessary for the global context. To develop
holistic 21st century learners, a myriad of skills and
competencies need to be addressed. One of these
important competencies is reading. Understanding
the reading text is the key and is certainly the main
objective of teaching reading in a class. Dixon (2015)
said that one can be successful in school subjects if one
reads well.
Reading comprehension is a critical academic skill
which is essential for students’ academic success.
Students will not be able to provide the correct
answers on academic and standardized tests if they
do not understand what they read. The lack of reading
comprehension skills affects students’ success in school
so academic progress depends mainly on the students’
ability to comprehend the written text. Academic
comprehension can be enhanced when students know
and understand the meaning of each word they read.
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reading comprehension level is directly associated with
their level of vocabulary knowledge. The students may
not be able to comprehend what they read without a
huge amount of vocabulary. The students will not be
able to provide the correct answers on academic and
standardized tests if they do not understand what they
read.
Moreover, several studies have provided empirical
evidence that vocabulary knowledge plays an ultimate
role in reading comprehension, not only in pre-school
and graders but also in high school. The study of Badia
(2016), Djuarsa (2017) and Ibraim et al (2016) found
a strong correlation between vocabulary and reading
comprehension. The aforecited finding was corroborated
by Yu-han Ma and Wen-ying Lin, (2014) which uphold
that vocabulary knowledge is contributing to the college
students’ performance on reading comprehension.
Obviously, a lack of knowledge in vocabulary limits
students’ understanding and often hinders learners from
understanding the meaning of the text, thus impeding
their ability to engage in meaningful learning, (Harmon,
et al., 2010). Furnham & Petrides, (2003) further
reiterated that increasing one’s vocabulary knowledge
increases general knowledge, facilitates comprehension
ability, increases aptitude, and is positively correlated
with happiness.

Words are the building blocks of comprehension.
When students have strong vocabulary knowledge,
they can improve other macro skills such as speaking,
listening, reading and writing (Allington, 2006). Thus,
vocabulary is the main contributor to the comprehension
of the students. Proficient readers, according to
Allington (2006) recognize and comprehend each word
and they read more quickly and easily than those with
lesser vocabulary knowledge.

Despite the emphasis on communication skills as one
of the skills of the 21st Century, a number of teachers
are still confronted with students having poor reading
comprehension. Many senior high school students
are at risk for academic failure due to poor reading
comprehension. Students who struggle with decoding
rarely have a chance to interact with more difficult
text and often learn to dislike reading. As a result,
these students do not have sufficient opportunities to
Studies have shown that knowledge in vocabulary develop the language skills and strategies necessary for
is a predictor of successful reading comprehension becoming proficient readers.
(Dickinson, 2001). Glende (2013) posited that students’
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The problem that contributes to their poor reading
performance is their inability to comprehend the given
reading material. The students do not have strong
vocabulary foundation to help them become fluent
readers. These are some of the challenges that the
researcher observed among the students in one of the
private schools in Cagayan de Oro City. The foregoing
phenomenon was also reinforced in the study of Umali
(2013) that cited vocabulary as one of the factors
affecting the reading comprehension of the senior high
school students. Thus, the study was conducted to
investigate the phenomenon of reading comprehension
in relation to their skill in vocabulary; hence, this study
was conceptualized.
This study explored the effectiveness of cognitive
and conventional vocabulary teaching strategies and
their implications to the reading comprehension of
the students. Specifically, this study addressed the
following questions:
1.) What is the participants’ reading comprehension
level before and after the intervention in terms of
finding word meaning in context, recognizing
the main idea, drawing conclusion and interpreting
figurative language?
2.) Is there a significant difference in the reading
comprehension scores of each of the group of
participants before and after the interventions?
3.) Is there a significant difference in the reading
comprehension score increments of both groups?
This study is hinged on the assumption that vocabulary
teaching using both cognitive and conventional
strategies where students are engaged meaningfully
and cognitively could enhance the students’ reading
comprehension skills. This study likewise assumes that
the learner’s vocabulary contributes significantly to
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their reading comprehension. This study is basically
anchored on the theory of Stephen Krashen’s Second
Language Acquisition. This theory espoused two ways
of developing language ability, namely acquisition
and learning. Acquisition includes the subconscious
reception of knowledge where information is stored in
the brain which refers to the process used for developing
native languages. Learning, on the other hand, is the
conscious reception of language knowledge which
is often the outcome of formal language instruction.
Another focus in Krashen’s theory is the Input
Hypothesis and the Affective Filter Hypothesis. In Input
hypothesis, language is acquired, not by focusing on
form, but by understanding messages (Diaz-Rico and
Weed, 2003). The concepts of the hypotheses suggested
that an effective language teacher provides input and
helps make it comprehensible in a low anxiety situation.
As stated by the Affective Filter hypothesis in second
language acquisition, numerous emotional factors may
influence the process. These factors have functions
upon input. The emotional and affective factors mainly
refer to anxiety and relaxation. The more anxious the
students become, the less language input they get. This
is the reason for creating a relaxing and conducive
learning environment.
Furthermore, learning vocabulary knowledge
involves a conscious and subconscious process of the
mind. The students need cognitive strategies in grasping
and internalizing the words being read to come up with
the correct understanding of the text. While teaching
and learning occur, acquisition and learning should
be combined and the role of Cognitive strategies is
of utmost importance. Only in this way a relatively
natural learning environment could be established, and
students grasp vocabulary in a relaxing surrounding
(Wang, 2013). On the other hand, in any aspect of
vocabulary learning, it is always a must to provide a
comprehensible input with a safe, friendly environment
where students can learn effectively. Students need to
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feel that they are capable of making mistakes and that facts or details were excluded considering that this skill
they take risks in learning vocabulary.
is in the lower level. K12 Reader (2009) mentioned that
the art of reading comprehension involves understanding
As for the acquisition of a second language, an unknown word using the other words in a sentence or
English for most Filipino students, a good mastery of passage. In order to help the reader increase vocabulary
proper amount of vocabulary has always been in the and comprehend the meaning of the passage, an author
limelight. Word Dive (2013) emphasized that mastering often includes clues or hints. Skills in finding word
vocabulary is not just important, but crucial in a foreign meaning in context enhance students’ comprehension.
language learning environment. Nation, (2016) noted
that a rich vocabulary makes the skills of listening,
Drawing conclusions according to Knutson (2016) is
speaking, reading, and writing easier to perform a basic reading skill that requires higher level thinking.
especially in English language acquisition.
Proficient readers draw conclusions based on the
evidence in the text. He further cited that the ability to
Vocabulary is a component of reading which is evaluate details, make a judgment and draw conclusion
closely associated with comprehension (Hollowell, using story details help hone critical thinking skills of
2013). Students with lower vocabulary skills tend to the students.
struggle to comprehend the meaning of a story or article
as a whole because vocabulary is a building block in
The ability of readers to figure out exactly the message
learning to understand the text. Nation, Snowling, & of the author is another key skill in comprehension.
Clarke, (2007) posited that struggling learners with poor Proficient readers can recognize exactly the main idea
vocabularies have difficulty with learning the meanings of the passage. Roell (2018) quoted that recognizing the
of words regardless of phonological processing ability. main idea of a paragraph or passage of text is one of the
Researchers have found that in early pre-school, most vital reading skills to master, together with skills
vocabulary skills were predictive of comprehension in like making inferences and understanding vocabulary
the early stages of reading (Bianco, 2012). This means words in context. It is critical in comprehending the
that if children lack key experiences or interactions that reading material. It helps the learners recognize the
build vocabulary when beginning formal instruction, relevance of the details and provides a framework for
students are already behind in literacy skills on day one. recalling the content.
In addition, the National Institute of Child Health and
Human Development [NICHD], 2000) postulated that
vocabulary knowledge is essential in comprehending
the text the pupils are reading. Sedita (2005) also
supported the idea by highlighting that when pupils do
not understand at least 90% of the words in a text, they
do not adequately understand what they read.

Wilhelm (2007) described interpreting figurative
language as an essential component in students’ reading
comprehension. Readers must analyze the language to
get the intended meaning of an author. If students do
not have enough skills in analyzing figurative language,
they are likely to have difficulty comprehending the
text especially fiction and poetry, which usually depend
on figurative language.

In this study, finding word meaning, recognizing
the main idea, drawing conclusions and interpreting
The National Reading Panel identified five main
figurative language were the skills ascertained. Asking methods for teaching vocabulary (NRP, 2000), and
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one of which is the Cognitive Vocabulary Teaching
Strategy. The Cognitive Vocabulary Teaching Strategy
is believed to be one of the best vocabulary teaching
strategies which address the problem of the students.
Cognitive Strategy in Vocabulary Instruction is a
learning device designed to promote a deeper level of
learning. It is a vocabulary teaching technique given
during the learning process which is tailored to the
needs and interest of the students with the purpose of
helping them achieve learning goals. Oxford (2004)
found cognitive strategies as the most popular and
effective strategies for language learners in learning
vocabulary. Wong, Harris, et al (2003) supplemented
Oxford’s idea espousing numerous applications
of Cognitive Strategies Instruction for students in
elementary, secondary, and college settings. Krawec
and Montague, (2012) also confirmed that Cognitive
Strategies Instruction has an impact on students’ selfefficacy, motivation, and attitude toward learning.
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in combination, have demonstrated the effectiveness
of these cognitive strategies in helping high school
students learn successfully (Deshler & Schumaker,
2006).

The British Council (2006) figured out some
classroom activities of Cognitive Strategies Instruction.
These include guessing the meaning from context,
summarizing meaning, repetition, and using imagery
for memorization or making mind maps, visualization,
association, mnemonics and using clues in reading
comprehension. Khezrlou (2011) further identified six
main cognitive learning strategies contributing directly
to language learning, namely Practice, Monitoring,
Clarification, and Verification, Guessing or Making
Inference, Memorization and Deductive Reasoning.
Likewise, Paerson (2016) acknowledged some examples
of cognitive strategies like Visualization, Making
Associations, Chunking, Self-Questioning, Scanning,
Underlining Using Mnemonics, Self-checking and
Cognitive strategies in teaching vocabulary are Monitoring Concept Mapping
learning strategies that students use for effective and
successful learning. Jordan, (2011) of University of
The researcher made use of the following cognitive
North Carolina stated that cognitive strategies are useful strategies: word structure analysis, synonym and
methods to assist students with learning problems. antonym pairs, word association and word imagery.
In addition, Olson and Land,(2007) pointed out that The aforementioned strategies are created by Olson
cognitive strategy instruction develops the thinking and Land (2007) of the National Council of Teachers of
skills of the students that will make them strategic and English. In the word structure analysis activity, students
flexible readers.
are asked to analyze words in terms of prefixes, stems,
and suffixes. It is a cognitive strategy instruction in
During the reading process, Hilden (2002) posited teaching vocabulary where students are taught how
that proficient readers use cognitive strategies to to analyze the meaning by dividing words into parts
comprehend the text fully. A study conducted by to determine what an unidentified word means. Word
Pressley (2002) claimed that the proficient readers use a parts contribute to the overall meaning of a word (Hall,
variety of cognitive strategies before, during, and after 2014). Content words in the English language may or
reading. Conley (2008) on the other hand, argued that may not have prefixes or suffixes.
cognitive strategy instruction holds great promise for
improving adolescents’ reading, writing, and thinking
In the synonym and antonym pair activity, students
across content areas. Deshler & Schumaker (2006) are tasked to write down the synonyms or antonyms of
further disclosed that many studies, individually and the word. Zakhareuski (2012) quoted that the synonym
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and antonym pair activity is a fun and efficient way
to teach students new vocabulary and improve their
reading comprehension skills. It demonstrates students’
comprehension of words using their cognitive skills by
relating the opposites (antonyms) and to words with
similar but not identical meanings (synonyms).
Word association, on the other hand, is a cognitive
strategy in vocabulary instruction that involves the
process of forming links as the students think or
encounter a word (Kuehn, 2015). Word associations
ascend in the human’s mind when reading or saying a
word, or just thinking about the word. When students
come across a word, a number of ideas may come into
mind which enables them to think of other words. The
more links they can create between words, the more they
understand and remember words. Word associations
help students remember better words they have learned
before. As students recall words, they become a part of
their active vocabulary.
Word imagery or visualization is another classroom
activity associated with Cognitive Strategy in
Vocabulary Instruction. Scurletis (2009) cited that
students in this strategy are tasked to use the newly
learned words in imaginary situations. Students get
mental pictures of concrete and abstract words which
are associated with new words in order for them to get
important vocabulary words to “stick” in their minds.
As stated by Bell (2012), the concept of visualization or
imagery develops the students’ ability to create an image
in their minds as basis for comprehension and higher
order thinking. She added that this activity develops
reading and listening comprehension of the students as
well as their memory, oral vocabulary, critical thinking,
and writing.
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and constructing sentences using the word. In short,
activities such as word definition, grammar-translation
method, visual and verbal techniques are classified as
the conventional vocabulary teaching strategies
According
to Nichols (2007), conventional
vocabulary instruction includes the teaching of
vocabulary through word definition as a pre-reading
event. The purpose is to improve comprehension
through teaching new terms and concepts. The teacher
supplements information verbally about the meaning
of the new word, and instructs students to find the
meaning of the words using a dictionary or glossary. The
conventional instruction strategy of using definitions as
the main medium in teaching new vocabulary terms is
well documented in research of Harmon, Hedrick &
Fox, (2000). Scott, Jamieson-Noel, and Asselin (2003)
had similar findings of their study about the definitional
approaches which accounted for the majority of
vocabulary instruction. Findings of the mentioned
study reported that the most common way of teaching
vocabulary to the students involved providing words
and finding the appropriate definition in a dictionary or
glossary and copy them.
Another conventional teaching method in teaching
vocabulary is the translation strategy which is
mentioned by Mediha, (2014). As stated by the author,
giving vocabulary lists to the learners or translating the
words into their mother tongue to teach vocabulary are
traditional methods of teaching. Watts (2006) added that
translation is considered an effective way of conveying
meaning.

Furthermore, UK Essays (2015) cited two categories
as the techniques of conventional teaching vocabulary
such as visual and verbal. Visual techniques refer to the
On the other hand, in the conventional Vocabulary use of flashcards, photographs, blackboard drawings,
Teaching Strategy, the students depend on listing and wall charts, realia, mime and gesture in introducing
copying the definitions (usually the shortest ones), vocabulary words and meanings. Verbal is the use of
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illustrative situations, contrasts and opposites, scales and
giving of examples. Word definition, matching words to
their definitions, visual, verbal and translation methods
categorized as conventional vocabulary teaching were
employed in the study. Both Cognitive strategies as
well as conventional strategies are assumed as effective
strategies in improving students’ comprehension skills.
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students’ reading comprehension skills test scores
before and after the intervention, and ANCOVA was
utilized to find out if there were significant differences
in the scores of each group’s reading comprehension
skills.

3. Results

This section presents the analyses and interpretation
of data obtained from the participants of the study. The
researcher presented the information in tables with
Quasi-experimental design was used in this study.
interpretation and implication. The presentation is
Both experimental and control groups were given
organized based on the order of the stated problems in
a pretest and a posttest as basis for determining the
Chapter 1.
effectiveness of the vocabulary teaching approaches.
The researcher made use of purposive sampling
Table 1 displays the summary of the reading
whereby the participants were selected based on their
comprehension skills of the senior high school students
need for a reading comprehension enhancement. A
in both Cognitive and Conventional groups. In general,
total of seventy-seven (77) Grade 11 students were
both Cognitive and Conventional group increased
chosen as participants of the study. Grade 11 TVL –
in their reading performance from “low mastery” to
A with 42 students were exposed to the Cognitive
“average mastery”. This means that after their exposures
Vocabulary Teaching Strategies, and 35 Grade 11
to cognitive and conventional strategies, the students,
TVL - B experienced the Conventional Vocabulary
in general, attained a certain level of mastery in their
Teaching Strategies. These two sections were from a
reading comprehension. This finding implies that
private school in the city of Cagayan de Oro, province
participants showed certain degree of acceptability in
of Misamis Oriental for Academic Year 2018- 2019.
finding word meaning in context, drawing conclusion,
recognizing the main idea and interpreting figurative
To measure the senior high school students’ skills in
language.
comprehension, a researcher-made questionnaire which
underwent content validation and reliability testing was
In the Cognitive group, it is evident that a good
used to ensure its reliability and validity. The test items
number of students (38.2% who experienced cognitive
were derived from the content of the book, Strategies to
strategies were in the “moving towards mastery”.
Achieve Reading Success (STARS Series) of Adcock
This means that comprehension had accelerated their
et al, (2006) and 2018 MSA National Achievement Test
proficiency to a certain degree but not to the desired
Reviewer for Senior High school.
level of competency which is “full mastery”.

2. Methods

The data were analyzed using the descriptive
statistics such as frequency, percentage and means to
describe the variables of the study. T-test for paired
samples was used to determine the difference on the
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Table 1. Summary of the Participants’ Reading Comprehension Performance
Before and After the Interventions
COGNITIVE STRATEGIES
PRETEST

CONVENTIONAL STRATEGIES

POSTTEST

PRETEST

POSTTEST

Range

Description

F

%

F

%

F

%

F

%

22-25

Mastered (M)

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

Moving
Towards
Mastery
(MTM)

5

11.9

5

11.9

5

11.9

5

11.9

13

30.9

13

30.9

13

30.9

13

30.9

Low Mastery

16

38.2

16

38.2

16

38.2

16

38.2

Very Low
Mastery

8

19.0

8

19.0

8

19.0

8

19.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

42

100.0

42

100.0

42

100.0

42

100.0

17-21

12-16
8-11
4-7
0-3

Average
Mastery

Absolutely
No Mastery
Total

Overall Mean
Description
Standard Deviation

10.4
Low Mastery
3.49

Although the conventional group’s reading
performance was also raised to “average mastery”, a
good number of them (45.6%) were still in “average
mastery”. In other words, students who used the cognitive
strategies were more successful than those using the
conventional strategies in learning and remembering the
vocabularies for reading comprehension proficiency. In
a nutshell, the figures after the intervention reveal that
the group exposed to cognitive strategies had a higher
overall mean (M=15.01) as compared to the students
exposed to conventional strategies with an overall
mean of 14.7.

15.01
Average Mastery
2.93

10.2
Low Mastery
3.11

14.7
Average Mastery
2.63

Table 2 shows the result of the test of difference in the
pre-test and post test scores of the students before and
after the interventions. As can be gleaned from the table,
the result shows that there are significant differences
in the pre-test and post test scores of the senior high
school students’ reading comprehension after their
exposure to cognitive strategies as indicated in their
values ( t= 11.36, p= .001). Specifically, significant
differences were detected in the following components
of reading comprehension: finding word meaning in
context (t= 8.01, p= .001), drawing conclusion (t= 4.46,
p= .001), (recognizing the main idea (t= 2.85, p= .007)
and interpreting figurative language (t= 6.97, p= .001).
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Table 2. Result of the Test of Difference on the Participants’ Reading Comprehension
Performance Before and After the Interventions
COGNITIVE STRATEGIES

CONVENTIONAL STRATEGIES

PRE
TEST

POST
TEST

T

P

PRE
TEST

POST
TEST

T

P

Finding Word
meaning in
Context

3.0

5.12

8.01**

.001

2.80

4.40

7.10**

.001

Drawing
Conclusion

2.21

3.14

4.46**

.001

2.20

2.77

2.83*

.008

Recognizing
the Main idea

2.67

3.37

2.85*

.007

2.49

3.37

4.43**

.001

Interpreting
Figurative
Language

2.60

3.88

6.97**

.001

2.69

3.43

3.14*

.004

Over-all

10.48

15.5

11.36**

.001

10.17

13.97

7.47**

.001

*significant at 0.05 alpha level
Overall, the null hypothesis which states that
there is no significant difference between the
reading comprehension scores of each of the group
of participants before and after the interventions is
rejected. This means that the cognitive strategies must
have contributed to the students’ improvement on the
reading comprehension specifically on finding word
meaning in context, recognizing the main idea, drawing
conclusion and interpreting figurative language.
In the result, the significant increase of reading
comprehension score is most likely to happen because
the students are actively engaged in the learning process.
This active engagement can sustain their interest
resulting to their comprehension of the tests. Hildon
(2002), Dresley (2002) and Concley (2008) pointed out

that cognitive strategies help improve the adolescents’
reading, writing, and thinking across content areas.
Deshler and Schruman (2006) likewise posited the
effectiveness of cognitive strategies in helping students
learn successfully. Jordan (2011) also espoused that
cognitive strategies are vital in learning vocabulary and
comprehension.
On the other hand, significant difference was also
detected in the reading comprehension scores of
students exposed to conventional strategies as indicated
in their values (t= 7.47, p= .001). Explicitly, significant
difference was gleaned in the following reading
comprehension components: finding word meaning
in context (t= 7.10, p=.001), drawing conclusion (t=
2.83, p= .008), recognizing the main idea (t= 4.43, p=
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.001) and interpreting figurative language (t= 3.14, p=
.004).These findings lead to the rejection of the null
hypothesis. This means that the use of conventional
strategies likewise help students increase their reading
comprehension scores. This is possible because the
conventional strategies also made the students actively
engaged to the learning process, resulting to the increase
of their reading scores. The use of specific strategies such
as translation method, verbal and visual approaches,
and word definition requires the participants to think
and to analyze. This active engagement more likely
has led them to understand the words leading to their
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comprehension of the texts.
Analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA) was done to test
the significant difference in the scores of the two groups
of the students’ reading comprehension skills. Table 3
reveals that the groups significantly differ on their skills
in finding word meaning in context (F= 5.37, p= .023)
and interpreting figurative language (F= 4.07, p= .047).
An overall result (F= 6.67, p= .012) shows that the
scores of the two groups significantly differ, resulting
to the rejection of the null hypothesis.

Table 3. Result of the Test of Difference in the Two Group of Participants’ Test Score
COGNITIVE
STRATEGIES

CONVENTIONAL
STRATEGIES

Mean

Mean

Finding Word meaning
in Context

5.09

Drawing Conclusion

F

P

4.43

5.37*

0.023

3.14

2.78

2.10

.152

Recognizing the Main
Idea

3.33

3.40

.089

.766

Interpreting Figurative
Language

3.90

3.41

4.07*

.047

Over- all

15.44

14.0

6.67*

.012

*significant at 0.05 alpha level 		

** significant level at 0,01 alpha level

The data further disclose that in general, the groups
significantly differ in their scores (F=6.65, P = .012),
with the cognitive strategies group having a higher mean
than the conventional strategies group. Although both
strategies are effective in improving the students’ overall comprehension scores, cognitive strategies are more

effective especially in improving the students’ skills
in finding meaning in word context and interpreting
figurative language. The phenomenon is likely to happen
because as mentioned by Jordan (2011), the use of
cognitive strategies can help learners approach learning
tasks confidently and efficiently as well as help them to
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have the ability to develop knowledge, retain essential
information or perform a skill. In this study, vocabulary
instruction like word imagery, word association,
synonym and antonym pair, etc. may have facilitated
their comprehension skills. The National Assessment of
Educational Progress (NAEP) also found a very strong
correlation between students’ vocabulary and reading
comprehension (De Dios, 2016). Moreover, Pressley
(2003), as cited by Pardo (2004), likewise indicated that
increasing vocabulary knowledge is utilized to enhance
the learners’ reading comprehension.
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1. Before the interventions, students exposed to
both cognitive and conventional strategies group
demonstrated “low mastery” in reading comprehension.
An increase of reading performance from “low mastery”
level to “average mastery level” had become evident
implying that students showed improvement on their
reading comprehension performance.

2. There is a significant difference between the
students’ reading comprehension scores of each of the
group of participants before and after their exposures to
cognitive and conventional vocabulary strategies. This
On the other hand, the two groups did not significantly means that both strategies facilitate improvement in
differ in their skills in drawing conclusion and their reading comprehension scores.
recognizing the main idea indicating that both cognitive
and conventional strategies are comparably effective in
3. There is a significant difference between the
increasing their scores on the aforementioned skills. participants’ reading comprehension scores in both
The result is in consonance with the study of Cain et groups of participants implying that both cognitive and
al (2001) which found that students commonly failed conventional strategies are effective in improving the
in drawing conclusion and recognizing the main students’ comprehension scores. However, Cognitive
idea because they were poor at selecting the relevant Vocabulary Instruction is more effective in enhancing
information in the text or they did not know how to the students’ skills such as finding word meaning in
integrate one piece of information to another piece in context, and interpreting figurative language.
order to make a conclusion. Here, the students failed
to recall information in the text because they could
Reading skills are of paramount importance not only
not comprehend the text, which in turn was caused by to reading comprehension but to the students’ academic
their weaknesses in vocabulary (Oakhill, 2001). In this success, in general. It is, thus, imperative that meaningful
study, both cognitive and conventional approaches use approaches have to be explored to assist the students in
strategies that require students to think critically and to their reading comprehension deficit. Both conventional
analyze texts; hence, both approaches are comparably and cognitive vocabulary instructions are comparably
effective in improving the participants’ skills in finding effective in improving students’ comprehension.
word meaning in context and interpreting figurative However, the use of cognitive vocabulary strategies is
language
found more effective in addressing students’ difficulty
in reading comprehension.

4. Findings and Conclusion

In general, the findings of the study confirm the
researcher’s assumption that vocabulary teaching where
The following results were disclosed after analysing
students are engaged meaningfully and cognitively
the data gathered.
could enhance the reading comprehension skills.
Krashen’s theory specifically on the conscious reception
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The Makings of 21st Century Learners:
Correlation between the Learning Style
and Achievement Level of Grade Six
Students of Tanauan South Central School
Santa Suarez – Embalsado
De La Salle Lipa, Batangas

Abstract

Teaching in the 21st century can be more engaging and challenging if the 21st century educators can
keep up with the 21st century learners and determine their current learning style profile and how it
affects their academic performance. This is a study that focuses on the learning style profile and its
correlation to the achievement level of grade six students of Tanauan South Central School (TSCS) in
Batangas, Philippines during School Year 2017-2018. This study used the mixed method research to
study the data. Quantitative method was used when learning styles of the students were determined by
using the Visual, Auditory and Kinesthetic (VAK) learning profile questionnaire by Barsch (1991). The
respondents were asked to answer the Barsch Learning Style Inventory (BLSI ,1991) and computation
of the mean average was applied. Qualitative method was used when an interview was conducted by
the researcher to the teachers of the grade six students. The achievement levels of the students were
determined by getting their final average in school after the quarterly grading period during the said
school year. To find the correlation of the variables, computation of Pearson r was applied. The results
in this study revealed that academic achievement is correlated with those of the visual learners. More
specific findings are found in the course of this study.
Keywords: 21st century learners, learning style, academic performance
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1. Introduction
One of the goals of Philippine education as stated
in Article XIV of the 1987 Constitution on Education
is the development of creative and critical thinking
among the learners. Now, aside from these two skills,
the thrust of 21st century education includes the four
Cs of a 21st-century learner: collaboration, critical
thinking, communication, and creativity. Several
innovations had taken place from the past until the
present time purposively intended for the achievement
of the educational goals in the country. The present
K-12 curriculum that adheres to the honing of the
21st century skills among the 21st century learners
has adopted several innovations as well. However, it
is believed that not every innovation is worthy to be
adopted. Innovations should be adopted only if it fits
the local situation in the Philippines especially with its
constraints on manpower and materials (Gonzales, et
al., 1991).
As the current trend in the educational system in the
Philippines centers on learners, individual differences
are always considered a very integral component of the
teaching-learning process. Changes in the educational
system brought about by the advent of the 21st century
which were mandated by the Department of Education
in the Philippines are now in full implementation almost
in every school nationwide. In this effect, the learner,
who is the main focus of the educational process,
should remain to be the center and reason why changes
have to be made especially now that many labels can
be associated with them like millennials, 21st century
learners, digital learners or even digital natives. Thus,
21st century educators should know very well the 21st
century learners that they are meeting in class. We
emphasize individual differences when we talk about
knowing the 21st century learners.
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One of the factors parallel with individual differences
of the students is their learning style. Every learner has
his own learning style. Considering the many changes
rapidly happening around, it is worth notetaking to
look at the learning style of the present generation.
Identifying the learner’s learning style will greatly help
the present educators in knowing the learners as well
as the suitable learning environment and appropriate
academic programs and interventions to be practiced to
enhance learning.
This study is anchored on different learning style
models ,one of which is Dunn and Dunn’s VAK
learning style model. This model identifies visual,
auditory and kinesthetic as the three main sensory
receivers to determine the learning style of a particular
learner. This theory explains that every learner learns
best by using sensory organs and there can always be
one or two styles which can be normally predominant.
The dominant style may not necessarily be true for
all activities a learner engages. As the learner grows
and matures, the style may change developmentally.
Also, any learner may have only one style for a certain
task but would have a combination of styles for other
different activities (Hawk, 2007).
Similarly, Reid (1987) has developed a learning style
model called “Perceptual Learning Style”. Reid (1987)
based this model on the learner’s perception and social
aspects. Aside from visual, auditory, kinesthetic and
tactile, the model included two social aspects ,namely,
Group and Individual preferences, as the model explains
that learners learn best not only by their perceptions but
also by social aspects.
On the other hand, academic performance as defined
by Atkinson and Woodworth (1988) is the specified
level of proficiency in scholastic and academic work.
It denotes knowledge attained and skill developed in
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the school subject, usually designated by test scores.
(Woodworth, 1988) As stated by Hawk (2007) in his
study, there are numerous factors to consider in the
academic performance of the students. He argues that
even if academic performance is usually measured by
examinations or continuous assessments, there is still
no general agreement as to how it is best tested or
which aspects are most important, whether procedural
knowledge such as skills or declarative knowledge such
as facts. His present investigation reveals that teaching
strategies adopted by the teachers is one among the
dominating factors that contribute to the academic
performance of the students. Mismatch phenomenon
happens when the teacher’s teaching style does not
match the learner’s learning style. This is why the idea
of using various teaching techniques and strategies to
deliver instruction is employed. It is on the premise
that at least lessons will be executed in such a way
that the methodology is suited to every type of learner.
Therefore, teachers should have a good understanding
of the cohort of the learners they are teaching (Engels
et. al, 2010).
There had been several studies about students’
learning styles in many countries but seldom would
include its correlation with academic achievement.
There are several studies that reveal the ways as to
how teachers make attempts to develop their students’
academic achievements and one of those is to identify
each student’s learning style in order to find out the
strengths for academic achievement (Zainal et.al. 2011).
The students’ preferred learning style can either help
or hinder them in their success especially in a foreign
language classroom (Castro and Peck, 2005). When a
study about the relationship between learning styles and
academic achievement was done using Learning Styles
Survey instrument based on Joy Reid‘s Perceptual
Learning-Style Preference Questionnaire (1987) with
317 respondents in an Islamic School in Malaysia,
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the results revealed a significant relationship between
overall academic achievement and learning styles. The
study used one-way ANOVA and multiple regression
analysis which showed that high, moderate and low
achievers have a similar preference pattern of learning
in all learning styles. However, what is not included in
the study is that the learning styles framework did not
change with subjects when learning style has a vital role
across all subjects. Thus, the results recommend more
future studies to better understand the phenomenon
(Zainal et.al. 2011).
Moreover, the study of Viashnav and Chirau (2013)
showed that the three variables which are visual,
auditory and kinesthetic are significant on academic
achievement. Their study analyzed the learning styles
that prevail among secondary school students 200
randomly selected 9th, 10th and 11th students of
Maharashtra State. In order to identify the preferred
learning style of students, the Howard Gardner’s
VAK learning style brain box and VAK Learning
style inventory by Chislett and Chapman were used.
Pearson‘s product moment co-efficient of correlation
method was used to determine the correlation between
academic achievement and learning style, and also,
to identify the effect of learning style on academic
achievement, ANOVA F test was used. It was found
out in the study that kinesthetic learning style was
more prevalent than visual and auditory learning styles
among secondary school students. There also was a
positive high correlation between kinesthetic learning
style and academic achievement. Auditory learning
style and visual learning style are the other two learning
styles which were found to have a positive relationship
but not a strong one. Thus, it was concluded that the
main effects of the three variables -visual, auditory and
kinesthetic are significant on academic achievement
(Vaishnav & Chirayu, 2013).
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The current implementation of the K-12 educational
system in the Philippines which is intended to address the
present needs of the 21st century learners imperatively
gives further reasons for this study. Educational
researchers and 21st century educators should know the
learning styles of the present generation learners and
how their style of learning influences their academic
achievement.

Its quantitative nature deals with the correlation
between learning style and achievement level of
grade six students. It seeks to analyze the extent of
the student’s learning style and its relationship to the
academic achievement of the students. On the other
hand, its qualitative study discusses the theoretical
applications of the previous investigations to the
current undertaking. Interviews with the concerned
teachers and administrators were also done to gather
This present undertaking aimed to find the learning information that yield more substance in this study
style of the young learners. Specifically, the following as their responses also revealed support to the results
questions were answered in this study:
of the study. Moreover, combining quantitative and
qualitative analyses result to better assumptions as
1. What is the learning style profile of the TSCS
regards the discussion of the possible rationale behind
Grade 6 students?
the variables which are learners’ learning style and
learner’s achievement level.
2. What is the achievement level of the TSCS Grade
6 students?
2. Participants
Out of the 287 total population of Tanauan South
3. Is there a correlation between the learning style
Central School Grade Six students enrolled in school
and achievement level of the TSCS Grade 6 students? year 2017 - 2018, only 152 respondents participated
in this study. The reason why 100% of the population
4. What recommendations for curriculum
were not considered in the study is because roughly
development can help improve the academic
80% of total population were present when the study
performance of the 21st century learners?
was facilitated, thus, only those who were present
during the orientation period after permission from the
principal was sought were given the letter of consent
for the study. After the collection period, only the
2. Methodology
152 participants had a positive response. Ages of the
participants range from 12 to 13. Furthermore, the first
1. Research Design
This study is a kind of mixed method research as language (L1) of the participants is Filipino (Tagalog
it involves both quantitative and qualitative data. As of Batangas). During the interview, the six teachers
defined by Creswell (2003) mixed method deals with who were the advisers of the students responded to the
the collection or analysis of both quantitative and questions interviewed by the researcher. English is a
qualitative data in a single study in which the data second language to all participants.
are collected concurrently or sequentially. This also
involves the integration of data at one or more staged in 3. Instruments
This study made use of Barsch Learning Style
the process of research.
Inventory (BLSI) (Barsch, 1991). This is a simple
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and convenient set of 24 likert-scale questions which
took approximately 10-15 minutes to complete.
Among the other learning style inventories that were
reviewed by the researcher, BLSI was the one chosen
for the study because of its conciseness and simplicity,
making its level appropriate to the grade six students.
Questions here were framed in an easy to understand
manner, making the students capable of answering
independently, without any difficulty and answerable in
the expected allotted time.
The learning styles tested in this inventory are visual
(V), auditory (A) and kinesthetic (K). There are 24
statements, each of which has been assigned scores: five
points for often true, three points for sometimes true and
one point for seldom preferred. The students selected
the description/statement that suit them and wrote the
score of their selected items. In the event that two or all
the three components were chosen by the respondent
(which means that the student seemed to incorporate
two or all the three categories as the learning style), the
point given by the student was still considered. After
all, the learning style was determined according to the
highest score when the points were totaled.
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the questionnaire. The questionnaire was administered
after the final collection of the reply slips. Finally, the
answered survey questionnaires were collected back
by the researcher. Gathered data were studied and
analyzed. As a result, the data revealed six categories of
students’ learning style which are:
* Visual (V), which means that the students’ learning
style is based on what can be seen.
* Visual Auditory (VA), which means that the
student’s learning style is equally based on what can
be seen and heard.
* Auditory (A), which means that the students’
learning style is based on what can be heard.
* Kinesthetic (K), which means that the students’
learning style is based on what can be touched.
* Auditory Kinesthetic (AK), which means that the
students’ learning style is equally based on what can
be heard and touched.
* Visual Kinesthetic (VK), which means that the
students’ learning style is equally based on what can
be seen and touched. (Long, 2013)

The gathered data on learning style and academic
performance were duly presented to the statistician for
The academic achievement was based on the final proper analysis and treatment.
grade of each student during School Year 2017 –
2018. Data revealing the academic achievement of the 5. Limitations
students were acquired from the Office of the Principal
The study was conducted to Grade VI students of
of TSCS.
Tanauan South Central School only.
4. Procedure
Permission to conduct the study was sought from
the principal of Tanauan South Central School. The
researcher also sent a letter to formally introduce the
study to the principal of TSCS. Related letters such
as parental consent for the study were included in the
attachments of the letter. Other attachments in the letter
include the copy of questionnaire and teacher’s guide for

The BLSI questionnaire that was used measured
only the learning style profile of the grade six students.
Only those who replied “yes” to the consent letter to
the parents participated in the study. General weighted
average grade of the respondents for School Year 20172018 were considered for the academic performance.
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3. Results and Discussion
The tables below and on the next pages present the results of the study.

Table 1. Learning Style Profile of Grade Six Students
LEARNING STYLE PROFILE OF GRADE SIX STUDENTS
Visual (V)
Visual Auditory (VA)
Auditory (A)
Kinesthetic (K)
Auditory Kinesthetic (AK)
Visual Kinesthetic (VK)

46
16
60
24
4
2

30.26%
10.53%
39.47%
15.79%
2.63%
1.32%

Total

152

99.99%

It could be gleaned from the table that out of the 152
respondents, 30.26% are visual(V) learners, 10.53% are
visual auditory (VA), 39.74% are auditory (A), 15.97%
are kinesthetic (K), 2.63 are auditory kinesthetic (AK)
and 1.32% are visual kinesthetic (VK). However, during
the computation of the variables, VA, AK and VK were
not included because they are considered outliers.

cognitive functioning of many young learners who may
seem to have low intelligence evidenced by intelligence
test scores and observed academic performance.
Auditory and visual learning styles are the most
prominent among the grade 6 learners which represent
that they still learn best when they hear and see about
what they are learning. Further, the importance of
environment should not be disregarded as the learner’s
Tables 1 and 2 may be fairly supported by the meta- biologically acquired cognitive skills may certainly
analysis conducted by Clarke (1984). He found out help them succeed academically. (Voyles , 2011).
that a rich and stimulating environment increases the
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Table 2. Academic Achievement of Grade Six Students
ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT OF GRADE SIX STUDENTS
Outstanding
Very Satisfactory
Satisfactory
Fairly Satisfactory
Did not meet expectations

15
28
68
41
0

9.87%
18.42%
44.74%
26.97%
0%

Total

152

100%

The table shows that in a total of 152 respondents,
9.87% are outstanding, 18.42% are very satisfactory,
44.74% are satisfactory and 26.97% are fairly
satisfactory. Majority of the respondents are satisfactory
in their academic achievement. None fall under “did not
meet expectations”. Based from the interview conducted
with the teachers and with the principal, it is a common
trend in their school that majority of the students belong
to the “satisfactory” level. Students who belong to the
“Outstanding” and “Very Satisfactory” levels are those
who usually qualify for honors and related academic

awards. Incidents of failure rarely happen.
As to the type of assessments being utilized in the
classroom, during the interview with the teachers, they
still follow the paper and pencil type of assessments.
Although at present, with the mandate of the K to 12
educational system, the teachers are being oriented and
trained about other forms of assessment. Not too soon,
they expect that gradual transitions in matters pertinent
not just about assessments but in different classroom
activities will be observed in their school.

Table 3. Correlation between Academic Achievement and Types of Learners
Academic
Achievement
MEAN
R VALUE
P-value at 0.05
N
Result

TYPES OF LEARNERS
Visual

Auditory

Kinesthetic

26.5
0.255
0.001522
p<0.05
152
Significant

27.21
-0.1124
0.169517
p<0.05
152
Not Significant

23.97
-0.0359
0.668594
p<0.05
152
Not Significant
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The table shows the correlation between the academic
achievement and the types of learners identified as visual,
auditory, and kinesthetic. As can be seen in the table, the
academic achievement is significantly correlated with
the visual learners while academic achievement is not
significantly correlated with auditory and kinesthetic.
There seemed to be significant correlation between
academic achievement and types of learners who are
visual based on r=0.255, p-value=0.001522, df=0.05,
N=152. Meanwhile, there is no significant correlation
between academic achievement if the learner type
is auditory based on r=-0.1124, p-value=0.169517,
df=0.05, N=152. Likewise, academic achievement is
not significantly correlated if the learner is kinesthetic
based on r=-0.0359, p-value=0.668594, df=0.05,
N=152.
Since the null hypothesis of no significant correlation
is rejected under the visual learners, it is accepted
under the auditory and kinesthetic learners. The study
revealed that academic achievement is correlated with
those of the visual learners. In addition, the percentage
distribution in this study does not have any influence
in the findings even if 39% accounts for the auditory
learners.
This finding is relatively supported by the
phenomenon on the mismatch between the students’
methods of learning and the teachers’ style of teaching
which had been considered a possible learning treat
within the classroom. This mismatch phenomenon
happens when the teacher’s teaching style does not
match the learner’s learning style. This is why the idea
of using various teaching techniques and strategies to
deliver instruction is employed. It is on the premise that
at least lessons will be executed in such a way that the
methodology is suited to every type of learner. Learners
who have full grasp of their own preference use different
techniques to succeed in learning. In effect, this will
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eventually have an improvement on the learner’s
overall educational satisfaction. Therefore, teachers
should have a good understanding of the cohort of the
learners they are teaching (Engels et. al, 2010).
This is also fairly supported by the result of the
interview with the teachers. When they were asked as
to how they adjust to the learning styles of the students,
they replied that they try their best to reach out to every
student in the class. They also have other academic
programs especially reading programs that help
enhance the learners’ ability to read and comprehend
which the learners can carry out to other subject areas.
But they claim that there are still some factors which
are already beyond their control that also affect their
styles and approaches in teaching. Though the school
has provisions for viewing activities, they are being
carried out in a very limited access. Their rooms are
equipped with television sets for films and powerpoint
presentations but the teachers still hope to have a wider
scope of viewing activities so that they could provide
more student-centered, interactive and even online
activities which their students will greatly benefit
from. As this would entail a great deal of budget, they
consider this as something beyond their control so there
are really instances when they just maximize whatever
materials and equipment are available in school. This
scenario results to the mismatching phenomenon.
The teachers know what their students need yet they
cannot provide them with what is supposed to be given
because of limited materials. Indeed, the idea of using
differentiated teaching techniques and strategies to
deliver the lessons is employed. As also stressed in the
ideals of the K-12 curriculum, programs and activities
should center to the needs of the learners and should
be carried out in ways suited to every type of learner.
(Engels et. al, 2010).
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students, learning style and the teachers’ teaching
style may also be looked into especially now that we
Following the formulated null hypothesis of no have somehow identified the nature of the 21st century
significant correlation among academic achievement learners. This correlation will help us prove if the
and learning types, the following are the findings of the unjustified mismatch between the type of learners and
study:
the type of teaching strategies and classroom activities
affects the academic performance of students in school.
A. This study revealed that academic achievement
is correlated with those of the visual learners while
3. Other factors aside from learning style may
academic achievement is not significantly correlated still be considered for further studies especially those
with auditory and kinesthetic learners.
which may be deemed to greatly affect the academic
performance of the learners like culture, age, gender
B. There seemed to be significant correlation and others.
between academic achievement and types of learners
who are visual. Likewise, academic achievement is not
4. As the results also showed a large number of
significantly correlated if the learner is kinesthetic.
students falling under the auditory type but has no
correlation with academic performance, perhaps a
C. This study gives strong support to the inclusion of similar study can be conducted with a different group
viewing as one of the macro skills in learning. Before of 21st century learners as respondents may find a new
the advent of the 21st century, there were only four result.
macro skills being formally enhanced in the classroom
which are listening, speaking, reading and writing. As
5. Provisions for viewing activities for the
this study found a strong correlation between visual enhancement of the learners’ visual senses should be
learners and academic performance, it can be concluded made evident every time the school holds curriculum
that the inclusion of viewing activities in the classroom reviews and articulation. As the study found a correlation
really helps the learners further improve their academic between visual learners and academic achievement,
performance.
classroom activities being monitored by the school
administrators should be assured that there are visual
senses enhancers type of activities.

4. Conclusions

5. Recommendations
After the conduct of this study, the author
recommends the following:
1. Further related studies may be done to better
understand the nature of the 21st century learners
especially their learning style.
2.
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Metacognitive Processes in Successful
Mathematical Problem Solving
Lovella S. Divinagracia, Ph.D
University of the Philippines, Visayas

Abstract

Problem solving has become the 21st century core value in learning mathematics, but improving one’s
capability in succeeding in it is a continuing quest. In response to this need, this study defines the
presence and interrelationships of the metacognitive processes in successful mathematical problem
solving (MPS). It seeks to describe the qualities of the metacognitive solutions that led to the right
solution, identifies factors that contributed to the emergence of these qualities, and determines the
stages of problem solving which require the said metacognitive processes. Guided by a post-positivistic
perspective, the study found the covert cognitive phenomenon from 11 key informants. Strauss &
Corbin grounded theory approach was utilized to guide and attain the purpose of this study through
self-report and interviews, document analysis, and observation. Ethics requirements were addressed.
Experts’ participation from the fields of mathematics, psychology, and education ensured the validity
and reliability of the methodology. Findings resulted to seven metacognitive processes themes. The
metacognitive solution qualities are the ten micro-metacognitive processes found to be regulating the
first six metacognitive processes influencing the emergence of the three macro-metacognitive stages
in successful MPS. The interrelationships among these metacognitive processes describe the emerging
theoretical framework grounded within conditions set by this study. Implications and recommendations
emphasize integration of new findings in the teaching-learning process, curriculum review and conduct
of further studies and local researches.
Keywords: metacognitive processes, mathematical problem solving
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further elaborations on what’s beneath or beyond these
psychological constructs silently working behind MPS
Despite almost innumerable studies conducted to domain are still a continued quest.
improve problem solving skills or ability-- especially
Most recently, Sternberg & Sternberg (2017)
in the field of mathematics—the hope to achieve such
is still a challenging one for most learners, not only in emphasized that there is always a sort of “obstacle”
this country but globally (Divinagracia, 2010; Jitendra that prevents one to successfully solve a problem. The
researcher intuitively agreed that there is something
& Star, Jon, 2012; Wongwanich & Sujiva, 2014).
beyond this kind of mental activity requiring a much
A review of related literature and studies on problem larger understanding of how bits of mental skills and
solving conducted from early 20th century to early 21st strategies necessary for MPS should be put together
century relatively showed the assumed presence and for it to work. Taking a subjective-constructivist point
demand of metacognition as one of the important aspects of view with combined rationalist and empiricist
of successful MPS. In fact, much has been done already philosophical standpoint tells that the identification of
in terms of studying about difficulties encountered, specific metacognition as the higher executive processes
knowledge and skills needed in what particular domain involved in MPS may serve as the new metacognitive
or aspect of math problems, strategies helpful in knowledge domain vital to the learning of problem
learning MPS, and many other concepts related to the solving in a mathematical context.
idea. The said studies had seemingly become redundant
In response to the aforementioned learning need, this
over several decades, yet learning and doing of problem
solving is still a problem. Furthermore, review of study generally aimed to determine possible presence
literature revealed that researches on metacognition and interrelationships of these metacognitive processes
and problem solving have also flourished. The existing as metacognition in successful MPS. Specifically, it
attempts to synthesize metacognition constructs are sought to 1) describe the qualities of the metacognitive
still dated 1976 & 1979 of Flavell’s metacognitive solutions that led to the right solution; 2) identify factors
knowledge & regulation, Sternberg in 1980 & Brown that contributed to the emergence of these qualities; and
in 1987 for their metacognitive regulations in problem 3) determine the stages of problem solving that required
solving related activities, Jacobs & Paris’ declarative, the said metacognitive processes.
procedural & conditional metacognitive knowledge;
Zimmerman in 2002 & Pintrich in 2004 for their selfregulated learning; and Polya in 1945, Schoenfeld
2. Method
in 1981, and Garofalo & Lester in 1985 for their
Guided by a post-positivistic perspective under
metacognitive regulation in MPS. Importance of
beliefs in MPS also has several studies (Young, 2010). a qualitative research method, the constructivist
Studies in metacognition for the past seven years after researcher found the covert metacognitive phenomenon
Combined criterion,
the presented synthesized work of the pioneers were from 11 key informants.
followed by others showing the use of these constructs homogenous, and theoretical sampling were realized to
such as developing high profile psychometrics testing determine 15-17 years of age learners and identified to
instruments, and several attempts of mixed methods have above-average cognitive ability in OLSAT*8, with
studies to explore the qualitative dimension. However, distinguished mathematical ability in their mathematics

1. Introduction
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class and competition performances.
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understanding, conceptualization, and execution of the
problem’s solution. In the final analysis stage, selective
Strauss & Corbin (1998) used the grounded theory coding formulated the emerging grounded theoretical
approach was utilized to guide and attain the purpose framework of metacognition in successful MPS.
of this study. Data sources include self-report and
interviews, written problem solutions, actual and
Ethics requirements were addressed. The researcher
video-records observation. Experts’ participation from ensured the careful establishing of mutual understanding
the fields of mathematics, psychology, and education and trust-building among schools, participants, and
ensured the validity and reliability of this study’s families of the participants. Ethical concerns were
instruments and methodology. A pilot administration considered conscientiously in ensuring that the process
of data collection was conducted in a psychology mentioned above was observed; and, in carrying out all
laboratory. Panel of experts observed, evaluated, the necessary procedures of the study-- especially in
and gave feedback on the quality of the said process those parts where participants were highly vulnerablefor improvement in the actual implementation of the careful treatment of the data was done. The selection of
procedure. MPS competencies and test items covered research design, context, and the procedure discussed
were comprehensively studied, prepared, and tried out. above was carefully considered to ensure minimum
Utilization of interview and observation guide was also ethical concerns. Hence, conscientious selection and
tested for its feasibility. The Otis-Lennon Scholastic participation of key informants were given much
Aptitude Test version 8 (OLSAT*8) was chosen and attention. Schools’ approval was sought with a formal
conducted to determine key informants’ cognitive letter of intent sent to the office of the school heads for
ability upon the recommendation of a psychometrician. each of the identified schools. Ethical considerations of
this study were properly guided by the ethical standards
Given the participant-observer constructivist prescribed by the Board of the Social Research Ethics
role of the researcher, a rigorous process of emphatic Review Committee (SRERC) of the researcher’s
introspection led into the development of cross- institution. Important benefits were also explained to
matching analysis process using three sources of the parents, and matter of confidentiality was given
data. This was realized to be a significant need in assurance to be kept. FPIC forms were given only to
establishing metacognitive phenomenological open and students who have committed themselves to voluntary
axial codes of metacognitive processes and its qualities, participation and have signed the given assent form.
consequently helpful in the selective coding phase of Photos, videos, and other documents containing direct
data analysis. Transcriber, inter-coders, and debriefers information about these key informants’ identities
assisted in the process of analyzing data and interpreting were kept confidential during the conduct of the data
formulated codes. This researcher-developed emphatic gathering process until the writing of this research
introspection and cross-matching analysis processes paper.
were conceptualized to ensure validity and reliability
of the codes of metacognitive processes and its
corresponding qualities. Interrelationships among these
codes were derived from the determination of the nurture
or nature factors that contributed to the emergence of the
said metacognitive processes instrumental in successful
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3. Results and Discussion
Open codes revealed seven metacognitive processes
themes, namely: 1) metacognitive knowledge of the
typology of mathematical problems; 2) metacognitive
knowledge of the nature of mathematical problems; 3)
metacognitive awareness of mathematical knowledge
and thinking; 4) metacognitive knowledge of personal
strengths; 5) metacognitive knowledge of problem
solving emotions and attitude; 6) metacognitive
knowledge of thinking associated with bodily motion
experiences; and 7) metacognitive solution qualities.
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contain identified transferrable mathematical skills to
deliberately develop.
Metacognitive knowledge of the nature of the
problem. Open codes reveal that this metacognitive
process indicates key informants’ meta-awareness
of a familiar math problem that is similar with other
problems encountered.
As expressed in a key informant’s narratives, “It’s…
like a combination again…! Like in number 8 (referring
to a test item)… it’s a combination … combination of…
2 persons, umm, working together…”

In this study, the first three of the six metacognitive
processes are identified and clustered as the problem
solving task-related metacognition. On the other hand,
the next three are grouped together as the metacognitive
affect and motion experiences. The seventh is termed as
the metacognitive solution control.

One’s thinking about a familiar mathematical
problem exhibited key informants’ meta-awareness
of certain mathematical knowledge related to the said
problem. Usually, it involves association with relevant
or similar mathematical knowledge structure learned
in problem solving lessons. Interview codes revealed
Metacognitive knowledge of mathematical problems that familiar problems were reflectively believed to be
typology. This refers to the reflective thinking of key easier to understand in comparison to those that were
informants’ own awareness of the type of problem they newly encountered.
were presented with, how familiar a particular math
A key informant affirmed, “… I was able to read this
problem is for them, or, if it was already encountered or
kind of problem in the first test, so I kind of had a grasp
taught in the classroom.
of what it really meant. So, I was able to understand this
One key informant claimed, “It’s routine ‘coz I question. I think it… the question is quite easy. Easy for
p-ph… encountered in class… about interest (garble).” me so I was able to do it quickly.”
And, the other one said, “It’s non-routine because, it’s
The narrative shows that this metacognitive process
not... discussed in the classroom. It’s something that
it’s applicable to daily life (pause)…there is no fixed on familiarity helped in the process of understanding
a given math problem. Hence, it indicates that this
solution for the problem.”
metacognition provides support in the conceptualization
These findings conform with Garelick’s (2013) of the kind of mathematical solution strategy that led
idea stating that routine problems are those which key informants to answer either routine or non-routine
are algorithmic by nature, have prescribed methods, problems correctly. Metacognitive familiarity to a given
and with predictable approaches; unlike non-routine problem, however, does not necessarily guarantee the
problems that are considered to be more challenging, ease of the problem solving process they experienced.
they may have no direct relevant applications or But the easiest problems are found to be in a set of
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routine problems rather than the non-routine ones. It
shows that non-routine problem solutions indicate a
metacognitive process that exhibits key informants’
meta-recognition of familiar math problems experienced
to be either easy or difficult than the routine ones due
to clarity or ambiguity of understanding, respectively.
The performance of the key informants in each problem
solving item even revealed more successful routine
solutions.
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MPS. This theme of metacognitive process expresses
the meta-awareness of key informants about their
personal strengths in MPS in terms of three emerging
sets of metacognitive idea, namely in 1) mathematical
knowledge and learning experience; 2) mathematical
solution strategies used; and (3) time consciousness
and speed. These metacognitive processes observation
were obtained from the interview and written solution
open codes of routine and non-routine problems. Some
of the key informants’ narratives below indicate this
Metacognitive awareness of mathematical knowledge observation:
and thinking. This illustrates the meta-awareness of the
key informants about the mathematical knowledge and
Key Informant 1:“Uhmm… I think I am… I know
thinking patterns and strategies they do in the process the basic concepts well. And then, with the right
of solving either type of mathematical problems. Open Geometry – umm, rather… calculations on… like,
codes specifically revealed that meta-awareness of when you memorize the values…it must be precise.
mathematical knowledge covers key informants’ meta- Then everything will follow.”
recognition of mathematical concepts and procedures
involved in the right problem solutions they made. On
Key Informant 2: “I know how to solve them even
the other hand, the metacognitive knowledge of one’s though without a formula.”
own thinking used in the process of MPS exhibits
several reflective thinking patterns (e.g. analysis,
Key Informant 3: “So, umm. I think my strength in
understanding, etc.) that utilize the said mathematical my... (Garble)... In the problem is that I read it to end...
knowledge. The given narratives below explicitly So that when I finished reading the problem I will not
provide evidence for this observation, as stated:
be able to forget the things that came into my mind.”
The first two metacognitive personal strengths
Key Informant 1: “I think it’s all just in my stocked are commonly observed in routine problems. On the
knowledge… about, umm, reduction of percentages. other hand, metacognitive awareness of time and
Everything from the adding up to operations… speed consciousness is a dominant strength found
subtracting, multiplying, dividing and the… to in non-routine problems together with mathematical
exponents and …uhm…qualities/inequalities… uhm… thinking. Time consciousness is considered as one of
also many properties like addition properties…”
the metacognitive qualities or control discussed in the
next section.
Key Informant 2: “Umm. It is the way to solve the
problem. The equation needed- fractions.”
Metacognitive knowledge of emotions on beliefs,
values & needs, or attitude in MPS. This theme in
Key Informant 3: “Ahh, I first analyze the given and metacognitive affect processes exhibits key informants’
try to understand the question.”
meta-awareness of the set of emotions or attitude they
experienced while solving a mathematical problem.
Metacognitive knowledge of personal strength in Interview codes of both types of problem solutions
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revealed that this covers one’s belief, needs, or values
Metacognitive knowledge of mathematical thinking
about certain mathematical conditions necessary to associated with hand and eye motion experiences.
achieve successful MPS solutions.
This theme of metacognitive process demonstrates
a state of meta-awareness of being engaged in one’s
One of the key informants expressed, “Umm…I own thinking while bodily movements appeared to be
understood this problem and know that I would be able incognito as coded and validated from key informants’
to get the correct answer, unlike other problem which interview responses, actual observation, and videoI have few ideas on how to solve it. I have more ideas records reviews.
in this problem than the others.” On the other hand,
another one demonstrated how feelings are intertwined
This study of investigating metacognitive processes
to the value of thinking: “Umm…this was something in motion involved in MPS observed findings with
new and it was... it required some critical thinking. I resemblance to the ‘embodiment theory’ as social and
really need to think...”
psychological scientists call it. Embodied cognition
theorized that mind works affect the motor system of
Emotion is defined in psychology as a complex state the body, and in return, the body movements signal
of feeling that results in physical and psychological a new idea to the mind (Sternberg, 2017). However,
changes that influence thought and behavior. In a bigger Wilson & Golonka (2013) explain that embodied
sense, attitude encompasses this set of emotions, beliefs, cognition should be understood differently. The brain
and behaviors toward a particular object, person, thing, is not the only source of learning or deliberate chain of
or event (Cherry, 2017). These two ideas are considered command, but also the “rapid reflexes of body motor
to be components of the affective domain.
systems that provide shortcuts to very long complex
mental processes”. Problem stimulus that requires
This reflective state of feeling expresses a movements is naturally dealt with faster than going
metacognitive emotion that is vital in developing through heavy mental processing.
a good attitude toward MPS. The metacognitive
affect also validated another metacognitive sense of
A key informant described explained own
satisfaction when a problem is solved quickly. The demonstrated action: “…Look upward! I try to remember
metacognitive knowledge of the value given to speed if what formulas are needed for the problem…(Garble)
with implied value of time mattered much. It was I tried to analyze if I can see a pattern…then I read
repeatedly emphasized in interviews about dimension again…I tried to write away what I have thought…then
and investment problems, “I’m happy… satisfied if I can –can’t see any, I look up again…thinking again.”
because it’s very fast and correct!.” The value of saving Another said, “Umm…I’m resting on my chin…on
time and accuracy for them is very important. Similar hand, analyzing the problem being read if what is asked
to non-routine metacognitive affect, the consciousness and given…”
of time, speed, and accuracy had developed that sense
of good attitude that implicitly led in successfully
The open codes in this study saw this observation
answering routine math problems.
as an interplay of the mind and the motor, popularly
known as the ‘psychomotor’. This is similar to the
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so-called psychomotor intelligence or ability, where
both body and mind meet at an unprecedented and
inexplicable manner for execution (e.g., sports or bodily
competition events champions). Not one between the
two is the master, but they are in an equilibrium state.
This can be associated to the study of conative domain
that embodies all-the indivisible interconnectedness
of the cognition, affect, and action. There has to be a
sense of balance among these three to possibly make
desirable action happens. However, it is not the usual
case in which all that is being thought about have
corresponding explicit actions or bodily motions all
the time. Only those thoughts that involved deep and
complex processes like MPS can manifest unnoticeable
fine or gross motor motion.
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ten micro-metacognitive processes. These qualities
include diagnostic, scanning, searching & referencing,
direction steering, rectification, restoration, patternseeking, predicting, natural flipping of thought,
evaluating and controlling time. They were observed
to be regulating the six other metacognitive knowledge
relating to MPS task and the metacognitive affect
and motion experiences mentioned above that are
responsible for the achievement of successful routine
or non-routine mathematical solution strategy. Hence,
they are also termed in this study as the metacognitive
solution controls.

Table 1 provides a general description of each quality
and sample narratives culled from the open codes of
interview and written significant responses of the key
The Metacognitive Solution Qualities (MSQ). This informants’ problem solutions.
refers to the seventh theme of metacognitive processes.
As shown in table 1, open codes from written solutions
and self-report or interview responses discovered these
metacognitive MPS solution qualities as the emerging
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Table 1. 10 Themes of Metacognitive Solution Qualities of Successful MPS
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Diagnostic. Open coding analysis identified a
metacognitive solution quality (MSQ) that is diagnostic
by nature as expressed, for instance, by a key informant:
“I just had difficulty in understanding the question which
is the highest percentage or ratio of minority to majority
paint color...” This demonstrates the quality of one’s
thinking to detect its weakness or difficulty, or strengths
along the experiences in problem solving processes such
as understanding a mathematical problem’s scenario or
context and conditions, or main idea; formulation of a
solution; the execution of mathematical procedure or
computation in a problem solving task. It is noticed to
be a kind of natural self-diagnosing tendency of the
mind to distinguish its own capacity of processing these
thought processes when finding solutions in both types
of mathematical problems.
Scanning, Searching, and Referencing (SSR).
This cluster of MSQs contains patterns of thinking
processes observed to be facilitating thoughts during
the understanding of the problem’s scenario, conditions,
or main idea that led to the reflective process of
conceptualizing a mathematical solution strategy and
correct solution outcome. Scanning is identified as a
quick recall of several relevant mathematical concepts
or procedures to use. Searching is a metacognitive
quality of thought that looks for relevant mathematical
knowledge or solution strategy. Referencing is a natural
tendency to make use of previous problem solving
experiences, relevant mathematical knowledge and
thinking for a familiar problem or similar mathematical
strategy applicable to a given problem. These MSQs were
observed to make sense and figure out a mathematical
solution strategy for a given problem scenario.
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implications to ascertaining outcome’s accuracy. This
thinking behavior of thoughts was observed to be
common in both types of mathematical problems.
Rectification Effect. Open codes recognize this
MSQ as a natural tendency of the thought to correct
the detected error or mistakes about a mathematical
knowledge and thinking, mathematical solution
strategy, or procedural execution involved in MPS.
Specifically, this reveals the ability of the thought
to reconstruct translation or representation of the
problem’s given condition or the main problem idea
when an error is identified. The ability of the thought
to correct its thinking generally covers its tendency
to detect inconsistencies in mathematical concepts,
mathematical procedures or solution’s general process.
This allows for the thought to find that specific flaw in
order to remediate. In other words, rectification is an
observed consequential action or effect of the diagnostic
tendency of the thought in identifying weaknesses
or difficulties experienced during the formulation of
solution in both types of mathematical problems.
Restoration Effect. This exhibits a character quality
of the mind that automatically retrieves previously
thought solution paths when stumbling blocks are
diagnosed. This observation is similar to Palmeri’s idea
of “automatic processes versus controlled processes”.
As cited by Sternberg, Palmeri (2003), automatic
processes may involve no conscious control. They
demand a very small amount or no effort at all. Multiple
or simultaneous processes may occur at once or, at the
least, quickly with no particular sequence. Thus, they
are also called “parallel processes”.

Direction Steering. This refers to MSQ that creates
regulated direction toward its problem solving goalOpen codes from written responses further found
from making of assumptions to formulating of equations, this metacognitive process in some direction steering
from trying out different forms of mathematical strategy thoughts. The direction steering quality has allowed one
to procedural execution, from calculating numerical thought to shift from one point to another for several
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paths with related experience of thought processes’
diagnosis, SSR and possible rectification until it finally
attained the correct solution outcome. Restoration effect
happens when the path automatically returns to where
the first thought process has started at certain point.

analysis- mathematical solution strategies are being
conceptualized, or where mathematical procedures or
computations are about to or being executed. It also
includes decision-making or picking choices from
mathematical strategies or solutions, at hand, based
on one’s mastery of skills for usage. Check-ups for
Pattern Seeking or Seeing. They are traces of mathematical procedural reasonability, consistency,
metacognition tendency to see or find patterns of and outcomes accuracy are also part of this ability.
thought over related problems or solutions processes
structure of the past experiences or patterns of
Natural Flipping of Thought. This study has also
reasoning that is dominantly needed in the present observed a unique and interesting instance where a full
condition. This metacognitive thinking over what is understanding of the problem scenario is automatically
posed as a problematic condition also follows certain thought only after arriving at a suspected valid or
metacognitive processes pattern that works from simple reasonable answer. This quick or automatic event of
referencing of a set of similar problems’ scenario and thinking is termed by the researcher as the “natural flip
solution processes to a more complex, intuitive, or of thought”. Open codes show that a flip of thought
insightful decoding of key techniques in a chosen path accompanying a suspected correct answer was observed
of numerical random trials. There are key informants to be a result of some trial and error procedures or
whose strengths in patterns seeing or seeking are in random symbolic computations- the non-verbal way. It
numerical trials and reasoning, but there are some who is likened to the pieces of puzzle that have to be figured
find patterns in schematic or structural identities of out before meaning is appreciated.
mathematical problems.
Time Consciousness & Control. This quality refers
Predictive. This MSQ is observed in this study to one’s metacognitive thinking regulation of responses
as the underlying reason of one’s certainty when the to a math problem due to a time demand. Key informants
solution path is leading towards the right direction. were observed to be particular with the time especially
Key informants foresaw an advantage of the assumed when they are aware of the complexity or difficulty
solution process or procedure in routine or non- of the problem, and the numbers of the problem they
routine problems. Procedural assumptions of predicted have to go through even if no time limit was stated.
advantage were strongly justifiable accompanied by This observation is common when key informants are
accurate understanding or visualization, intuitive or solving mathematical problems that are claimed to be
insightful cues, and exhaustive conceptual induction or non-routine.
deduction of the whole solution path.
The Nature and Nurture Factors that Influence
Evaluative. This MSQ is bigger than ‘diagnostic’ Metacognition Solution Qualities (MSQ)
ability in a sense. The latter detects specific or singular
The natural factors that contributed to the
weakness or strength along the process of exploring emergence of some of these MSQs are found in this
and monitoring the formulation of a mathematical qualitative study as the inherent or natural qualities of
thinking strategy or solution path. However, thinking patterns or other external reasons that cannot
evaluative ability encompasses a system of solutions be attributed directly to school learning or training.
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These factors were observed to include natural verbal
(e.g. language factor) or non-verbal numerical ability,
intuition, insights, emotions and mental attitude,
and some of these micro-metacognitive processes
or qualities are responsible for the occurrences
or regulation of others. These factors for such
metacognition qualities to surface can be attributed also
to the very high cognitive abilities of individuals who
served as the primary source of this highly cognitive
study. OLSAT*8 measured both their verbal and nonverbal ability which initially determined their logical
reasoning and abstract thinking. Generally, these key
informants possess above average performance range
from 81 to 99 percentile rank of the norm.
Traces of non-verbal ability are found in some of the
written responses of the key informant. Computational
trials are used as a way to arrive at a correct answer
even with lack of understanding. It simply indicates
the natural occurring tendency to preferably rely on
one’s mathematical-logical ability more than the fluid
reasoning of the verbal ones.
On the other hand, factors brought by ‘nurture’ refer
to those that exhibited explicit influence of learned
or acquired mathematical knowledge and thinking
skills. These factors came out to include awareness of
mathematical problem written structure, its typology
and nature, awareness of strength or weakness in
mathematical knowledge and thinking skills and
strategies acquired, and the classroom learning and
home training experienced.
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possess about mathematical content and the related
cognitive skills which worked when confronted with
a problem solving task. However, these responses do
not directly state whether nature or nurture causes
the ability to successfully solve a given mathematical
problem. But the complementary function of the two
can be assumed.
The Emerging Metacognitive Stages of a Successful
Mathematical Problem Solving
The self-report or interview responses, written
solutions, and observation open codes present the
observed stages in the actual processes involved in
MPS. These emerged as: a) the big understanding
process; b) the conceptualization of a mathematical
solution strategy; and c) the execution of procedural or
computational processes governing the said problems’
solution. These stages were observed to dominantly
involve metacognitive mathematical thinking patterns
and varied solution strategies. They are influenced by the
regulated metacognitive knowledge of the typology and
nature of the problem being solved, the metacognitive
emotions or attitude and the prevailing hand and eye
movements in metacognitive thinking.

Big Understanding Process Stage. This stage
manifests a set of metacognitive processes which
exhibits key informants’ utilization of the seven
metacognitive processes involving the regulation of
the problem solving task-related knowledge, thinking,
emotions or attitude and some bodily gestures in order
to mathematically represent routine or non-routine
problem’s scenario and provide accurate solution
In general, these factors, either nature or nurture, outcome for it.
influenced the metacognition solution qualities
observed to be important in successful MPS. Examining
This stage also emerged to subsume all other
back the responses of the key informants found in the metacognitive processes directly involved in the
interviews- written problem solutions and observation- whole MPS process. It includes some metacognitive
it occurred to the researcher that their personal strengths indicators of thinking such as: (1) verifying thoughts
are pointed to the metacognitive knowledge that they through writing, (2) analyzing the problem while
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reading, (3) recognizing difficulty of the problem due to
mathematical knowledge involved and time implication,
(4) visualizing while reading, (4) justifying visualized
images, (5) recognizing similarity in problems, (6)
recalling and searching previous successful solution done
in similar problem, (7) making references from visuals
of similar problems, (8) decoding basic mathematical
idea and arithmetic concepts involved, (9) inferring and
drawing conclusions about relationships of variables,
(10) translating problem’s given conditions into
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mathematical expressions or drawing representations
of the unknown, (11) reasoning interchangeability
of variables’ placement in an equation, and (12) and
making sense of the whole solution process, and many
other more.
Table 2 shows the sample narratives of the open
codes that reveal the metacognitive processes involved
in the big understanding process theme.

Table 2. Big Understanding Processes in Mathematical Problem Solving Sample Narratives

Conceptualization of Mathematical Solution Strategy
Stage. This stage shows the metacognitive regulation of
key informants’ big understanding process in order to
formulate a mathematical solution strategy. Specifically,
this stage has synthesized evidence that is pointing to
a generic nature of ‘planning’ and ‘understanding’, an
idea experienced in both routine and non-routine MPS.

problem solving learners. This may convey a false
message stating that accomplishing MPS cannot happen
unless there is planning. As indicated in the experiences
of some key informants, the concept of planning was
viewed differently. They understood it as a sort of
complex or scientific and more systematic preparation
before it has to be carried out.

The conditions on metacognitive solution qualities
Likewise, this study also realized that ‘understanding’
have hypothesized the possible danger that mental could have sent a wrong signal that a problem may never
entrenchment, or the term “planning”, is posing to be solved unless everything is fully understood first.
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Hence, qualitative findings discerned understanding
as a continuous process while conceptualizing the
whole mathematical solution strategy, encompassing
both basic understanding and forethought planning,
with all relevant mathematical knowledge and thinking
governing the given mathematical problem structure
at work. In other words, more time is being used in
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conceptualizing the mathematical solution strategy than
the computational or algebraic operations execution
part.
Table 3 shows the examples of the narratives in open
codes that made up the theme of the metacognitive
conceptualization of mathematical solution strategy.

Table 3. Conceptualization of Mathematical Solution Strategy Sample Narratives
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Execution of the Conceptualized Mathematical
Solution Strategy. Self-report or interview and written
open codes also found the seven metacognitive
processes being regulated in executing a successful
mathematical solution strategy in either routine or nonroutine math problem.
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logic of basic numerical reasoning in seeking patterns
in a trial and error strategy. The regulation of these
processes ascertains the accuracy of the final answer.
Similarly, the execution of mathematical solution
strategy in non-routine problems is commonly observed
in calculations that involved numerical equations or
fluency of reasoning.

The execution of mathematical solution strategy
in routine problems commonly came out as the regulated
Sample narratives of the open codes comprising this
application of algebraic rules in solving the formulated theme of the mathematical solution strategy execution
equations or basic numerical computations to follow the stage are shown in table 4 below.

Table 2. Big Understanding Processes in Mathematical Problem Solving Sample Narratives

To synthesize the emerging stages, it can be
intuitively understood that the whole process of a
successful MPS is a big metacognition phenomenon
working under the seven metacognitive processes. As
a whole, figure 1 presents a schematic diagram of the

interrelationships among the emerging metacognitive
processes [in green and dark and light blue coded boxes]
and these metacognitive stages of MPS processes [in
red coded box] that require metacognition to attain the
right solution outcome.
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Open codes have led this study to identify the
mentioned three themes of metacognitive stages that
are vital in a successful MPS. They also emerged from
the analysis of the key informants’ metacognitive
solution qualities noted to be the control factor that
is responsible for regulating their metacognitive taskrelated knowledge and metacognitive affect and motion
experience while solving mathematical problems. As
revealed in the discussion of the factors influencing
each metacognition solution quality, the ‘evaluative
control’ found to be regulating all components of the
problem solving metacognitive processes and stages
framework. This control factor is one of the ten
micro-metacognitive processes that is responsible for
ascertaining the soundness, reasonability, consistency,
or advantage of the over-all ‘mathematical solution

Figure 1 Emerging Metacognitive Processes
in Successful Mathematical Problem Solving
Grounded Theoretical Framework
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strategy’ or solution system’s framework necessary to
obtain an accurate MPS outcome.
Series of axial coding reveal the specific roles
of each of these metacognitive processes that were
clustered into three themes. These roles become the
modifier of the six selective codes of Corbin & Strauss
(1998), namely, 1) the causal condition that is influencing
the core phenomenon, 2) the core phenomenon which is
affecting the problem solving process, 3) the strategies
which is the resulting effect of the core phenomenon, 4)
the context which has a specific condition influencing
the strategies, 5) the intervening variable which has
general conditions affecting the strategies, and 6) the
consequences which is the ultimate outcome of using
the strategies.
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Figure 1 further illustrates the selective coding [in
yellow codes] of this study. The ‘causal condition’
was found to be the ‘Initiator of Metacognition’. This
covers the function of the first two metacognitive
processes that made up the metacognitive problem
solving task-related knowledge [green coded box].
They set the ‘metacognitive knowledge and thinking’
in motion, which actively mobilizes the big process of
understanding, the conceptualization, and execution of a
mathematical solution strategy. The active formulation
of varied mathematical solution strategies has become
the emerging ‘strategies’, which led to successful
solution outcomes.
On the other hand, important intervening
conditions affecting these mathematical solution
strategies were found in the three metacognitive
processes of the metacognitive affect and motion theme
cluster [dark blue coded box]. They were observed to be
the ‘Driving Force’ of the core phenomenon to continue
its motion. Central to this mathematical problem solving
process is the Core Phenomenon of ‘Metacognitive
Mathematical Knowledge and Thinking’ mentioned.
As illustrated in the schematic framework, both the
green and the dark blue coded metacognitive processes
were found as essential nurturing factor (Nurture
Factor) significantly affecting the context or specific
conditions directly influencing the ‘mathematical
solution strategies’. These specific conditions are the
micro-metacognitive processes which serve as the
metacognitive solution qualities (MSQ) instrumental
in the attainment of appropriate and accurate
mathematical strategies and outcomes ‘consequence’.
This observed regulating MSQ, supported by the
nurturing metacognitive processes, is considered in this
study as the natural influencing factor (Nature Factor)
responsible for the said MPS success.
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classified the over-all interrelationships found among
these metacognitive processes as either a nature or
nurture factor influencing the success of the whole
metacognitive process of MPS. A black and white
head brain clipart by Clipground (2017) was used as a
background to emphasize the mental processes.

4. Implications and Recommendations
The set of above average cognitive abilities and
the learning experiences of the key informants behind
these processes served as the ground for having these
descriptions of the metacognitive phenomenon. In
addition, the routine and non-routine typology of the
mathematical problems chosen, which is also limited
to its competency domain of numerical reasoning and
algebraic thinking should also be cautiously considered
in order to understand the grounded theoretical
framework of successful MPS. The prescribed covered
content domain includes the mathematical knowledge
on concepts and procedures involved in ratio and
proportion, or percentage, probability, algebraic
expressions, equations, and simultaneous equations
or systems of equations, variations, inverse relations,
fractions, decimal, and applications of basic arithmetic
operations.

Bearing in mind the specific findings of this study
and the emanated grounded theoretical framework
of metacognitive processes in successful MPS, the
researcher realized the importance of its implication to
home and school education. The country’s challenges
confronting the teaching and learning of problem
solving has already surpassed decades of studies and
researches that are seeking for its improvement and yet
these challenges continue to prevail despite curriculum
reforms in the field of 21st century mathematics
education on a global perspective. Based on the given
Finally, as shown in figure 1, selective coding findings, implications and recommendations therefore
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emphasized the need for teaching-learning integration Jitendra, Asha K., & Star, Jon R. (2012). An exploratory
of metacognitive thinking skills and strategies,
study contrasting high- and low-ability students’
metacognitive affect and bodily motion, micro and
word problem solving: The role of schema-based
macro metacognitive experiences, curriculum review,
instruction. Retrieved fromhttps://dash.harvard.
and conduct of further studies and local researches
edu/bitstream/handle/1/9767980/STAR%20
in varied disciplines and possible wider educational
LID%20Manuscript%20FINAL%20102311.
perspectives.
pdf?sequence=1
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Effectiveness Of Blended Learning In
Improving The Writing Quality Of Grade
Twelve Senior High School Students
Queenie Faith C. Rebollos
Liceo de Cagayan University, Cagayan de Oro

Abstract

Successful language production necessitates good writing skills. However, second language learners,
particularly high school students, fall short of the Philippine English writing standards which turned out
to be a global educational concern (Wilson, 2009). This study sought to determine the effectiveness of
online learning and face-to-face instruction (blended learning approach) in improving the writing quality
of the students as compared to plain face-to-face learning approach. It attempted to trace significant
result in content, grammar, vocabulary, organization, and mechanics which sum up the writing skill.
With quasi-experimental design (n= 70), the experimental group was exposed to blended learning
where students went through online and classroom teaching while the control group was only exposed
through chalk and talk instruction. At the end of the 8-week intervention, a post-test was administered
to conclude the effect of the treatment. Students’ test scores were statistically treated using inferential
statistics. Data disclosed that there is a significant difference observed between the groups in their post
test scores. This implied that students who went through blended learning performed better than those
who underwent face-to-face learning. Hence, this study yields empirical evidence that the integration
of online learning in the conventional teaching of writing promotes significant increase in students’
writing performance. Further research is recommended to consider a bigger sample size to strengthen
understanding about the proper implementation of blended learning for language-related studies.
Keywords: Blended learning Approach, Online Learning, Face-to-face Instructional Approach,
Writing quality, Writing performance
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1. Introduction
Writing is often viewed as the most challenging
macro skill to learn for second language learners.
However, students need to be proficient writers since it
is an essential component of literacy (Paltridge, 2004).
Standardized test results have shown many students do
not have satisfactory writing skills. Based on Versant
Writing Test in 2015, in comparison to the seven other
countries, the Philippine English writing proficiency
reveals that although Filipinos rank second in terms of
spoken English, it is alarming to note that the Philippines
ranks second to the last in writing proficiency.
Furthermore, a national survey regarding the
Philippine population’s basic and functional literacy
status conducted by the National Statistics Office
revealed that about one in 10 of the population cannot
read and write or basically illiterate. Among the islands,
Mindanao has the lowest literacy rate particularly in
writing (Roland, 2017). Evidently, this dilemma in
education has challenged schools to employ innovative
teaching strategies.
Consequently, teaching strategies have significantly
changed over the years to address the needs of
learners. At present, the Philippine educational system
has continually emphasized the administration of
progressive modern teaching. Hence, this gives birth to
innovative technology-integrated instruction. With the
advent of technology, schools need to effectively link
instruction to the present learners who are exposed to an
online environment which allows them to manipulate
and to have multimodal learning styles which make
them become more creative and independent.
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technology integration with face-to-face teacher
instruction generally produces better academic
outcomes than employing either technique alone.
Therefore, the incorporation of online sessions could be
a good pedagogical tool to help students with varying
writing difficulties using online teaching tools.
Moreover, despite the heavy emphasis on
differentiated writing activities - from school research
papers to essays on standardized tests to other creative
writing tasks, writing problems still abound and
majority of students still fail to develop their writing
skills. With the aim of addressing these prevailing
challenges in writing among the researcher’s students
in the language classroom, this study was conducted
to improve the writing quality of the Grade 12 senior
high school students in a private secondary school in
Cagayan de Oro City. A part of the teaching-learning
process is provided online, and some regular faceto-face instruction. For the purpose of this study, the
research used the principle of flipped model of blended
learning (Horn & Staker, 2015). Also, studies and
research regarding the integration of blended learning
within the ESL context in the Philippines is limited
which is a similar concern pointed out by Mabuan and
Ebron (2016) in their study on using blended learning in
teaching writing. Findings of their study indicated that
language teachers have positively gained results when
incorporating online and computer-mediated activities
in their writing classes. The locale of the present study
has not yet practiced and tried out the usefulness of this
approach in the teaching-learning process; hence, the
birth of this study.

Trends toward an increase in the number of
technology-integrated strategies suggest the need to
explore for more research as compared to plain faceto-face instruction. According to Edutopia (2016),
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online class. Hence, the two (2) remaining sessions
were allotted for face-to-face instruction. In contrast,
This study employed the quasi-experimental method the control group received plain face-to-face instruction
of research designed to assess the effectiveness of for the entire three sessions every week.
blended learning approach in improving students’
writing performance. The subjects of the study were the
To evaluate students’ output, three qualified inter
two intact sections of English class under the instruction raters were involved. To avoid discrepancy and ensure
of the researcher herself. These students were officially the inter-rater reliability of students’ writings, careful
enrolled in the first semester of school year 2018-2019. selection and evaluation of raters was done. These
There were thirty-five (35) participants in every group raters were holders of a post-graduate degree in English
that was given specific intervention.
and have been in the field of teaching English writing

2. Methods

Permission was secured from the Office of the Vice
President for Research and Publication Office and the
Principal of the Senior High School Department to allow
her to conduct the study among the Grade 12 senior
high students. Coordination with the students’ English
teachers was done to help identify the participants of
this study. Prior to the conduct of the study, permission
to float the questionnaires was obtained from the school
principal. Similarly, the participants’ informed consent
for the conduct of the study was secured to ensure
voluntary participation regarding the procedures.

for 5- 10 years already. They were trained on how to use
the rating scale for assessing students’ write-ups.

In addition, the data were statistically treated using
the following measures: (1) descriptive statistics
such as frequency distribution, mean, and standard
deviation to describe students’ writing performance
before and after the treatment, (2) inferential statistics
(T-test) to determine any significant difference for both
pretest and post-test ratings of the two groups and (3)
to determine any significant difference in the writing
quality increment of both groups. The data and other
information derived herein will be kept with utmost
This study mainly used questionnaire as means of confidentiality and will be used for the sole purpose of
gathering data. The instrument went through content the study.
validation and reliability testing. After which, a pretest in writing was conducted prior to the interventions
to determine the writing quality of the students. The
3. Results
student-participants were to construct a 100 worddescriptive essay. The instrument was adapted and
Table 1 presents the frequency, percentage and mean
necessary modification on the question was done to distribution of the participants’ writing performance as
tailor fit to students’ needs and to further meet the regards content before and after the interventions.
goals of the study. After the eight week-intervention
(24 sessions), a post-test was administered which was
As disclosed in the table, the students’ overall mean
similar with the pre-test. The topic is the same for both ratings in both groups have minimal improvements in
control and experimental groups. The essays were their pretest and post-test results. Hence, both groups of
retrieved after administering.
participants were scored as Poor to Fair in their writing
content before and after the interventions. However,
Since the class had three sessions every week, the it is important to note that there was a big increase in
first session of the experimental group was allotted for terms of the number of students in blended learning
Effectiveness Of Blended Learning | Queenie Faith C. Rebollos
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who got Average to Good writing skills. Meanwhile,
statistical data under face-to-face learning showed
slight improvement based on the overall mean (M=
17.89 to 19.57). It can also be inferred that there is no
homogeneity of performance in Content considering
that standard deviation of each group in their pretest
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and posttest result relatively vary. Nonetheless, while
the scoring description of both groups (Poor to Fair)
remained the same, the blended learning group
demonstrated a higher overall mean (M=21.94). This
further implies that students had limited knowledge
about the subject and had poor thematic development.

Table 1. Frequency and Percentage Distribution of the Participants’ Writing Quality Test
Before and After the Interventions (Content)Before and After the Interventions
BLENDED LEARNING
PRETEST

FACE-TO-FACE LEARNING

POSTTEST

PRETEST

POSTTEST

Range

Description

F

%

F

%

F

%

F

%

27 – 30

Very Good to
Excellent

0

0.00

0

0.00

0

0.00

0

0.00

22 – 26

Average to
Good

5

14.29

20

57.14

4

11.42

5

14.29

17 – 21

Poor to Fair

20

57.14

13

37.14

26

74.29

28

80.00

13 – 16

Very Poor

10

28.57

2

5.71

5

14.29

2

5.71

35

100.00

35

100.00

35

100.00

35

100.00

Total
Overall Mean
Description
Standard Deviation

18.09
Poor to Fair
2.97

In this study, giving precise and concise answers
in whatever queries and probes that will be given to
students was given primary importance. Preciseness
means that it has to be substantive and relevant to the
topic and conciseness which pertains to the brevity
and sufficiency of thoughts. With the question used
in measuring students’ quality of writing in terms of
content, the questionnaire was adapted and purposely
chosen because according to Hayler and Moriarty
(2017), students can express themselves authentically

21.94
Poor to Fair
2.41

17.89
Poor to Fair
4.37

19.57
Poor to Fair
1.97

when they find the questions meaningful and significant
to them. Conversely, the data extrapolated that both
groups had limited knowledge on the topic. After several
discernments and interviews with the participants,
they undoubtedly had the knowledge yet because of
insufficient vocabulary and with lack of mastery of other
writing components namely: organization, grammar,
and mechanics; hence, expressing themselves through
writing becomes a problem.
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Table 2. Highlights the distribution of the participants’ writing quality performance on
Organization before and after the interventions.
BLENDED LEARNING
PRETEST

FACE-TO-FACE LEARNING

POSTTEST

PRETEST

POSTTEST

Range

Description

F

%

F

%

F

%

F

%

18-20

Very Good to
Excellent

0

00.00

3

8.57

1

2.87

2

5.71

14-17

Average to
Good

11

31.43

32

91.43

9

25.71

26

74.29

10-13

Poor to Fair

24

68.57

0

0.00

23

65.71

7

20.00

7-9

Very Poor

0

0.00

0

0.00

2

5.71

0

0.00

35

100.00

35

100.00

35

100.00

35

100.00

Total
Overall Mean
Description
Standard Deviation

13.40
Poor to Fair
1.32

16.22
Average to Good
1.06

The result of the study shows that after the
treatment, both groups had significant improvement
in their organization skill. Specifically, from M=13.40
to M=16.22, the participants in blended learning were
rated Average to Good (M=16.22). This remarkable
increase of performance can be traced from the number
of students (n=24) in the pretest that went up to n=32
in the post-test. This concludes that students attained
certain degree of proficiency in terms of organizing
their ideas after the treatment. In the same way, the
participants in face-to-face learning were also rated
Average to Good (M=14.87). Unlike in blended
learning, the participants in face-to-face learning
demonstrated marginal increase of performance in their
organization since there were still students (n=7) who
were under the scoring description from Poor to Fair.

13.11
Poor to Fair
2.13

14.87
Average to Good
1.50

During the intervention, several drills were made
incorporating cohesion and coherence in the students’
composition. They were taught the importance of
presenting and organizing thoughts in order to produce
logical sentences. Particularly, they were reviewed on
the different transitional markers as it was found out that
they rarely used these. Hence, they often disregard the
aspect of organization when producing compositions.
With this, online-peer editing helped students practice
their skill in arranging their ideas in logical order and
in establishing unity in the whole text. According to
Lapadat (2006), online interactive writing plays an
integral role in concept development because the nature
of both social and cognitive construction of meaning
bootstraps writing.
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Table 3 reflects the frequency and percentage distribution of the students’ writing quality
performance on Grammar before and after the interventions.
BLENDED LEARNING
PRETEST

FACE-TO-FACE LEARNING

POSTTEST

PRETEST

POSTTEST

Range

Description

F

%

F

%

F

%

F

%

22 – 25

Very Good to
Excellent

0

0.00

2

5.71

0

0.00

0

0.00

18 – 21

Average to
Good

6

17.14

22

62.86

4

11.43

20

57.14

11 – 17

Poor to Fair

29

82.86

11

31.43

29

82.86

15

42.86

5 – 10

Very Poor

0

0.00

0

0.00

2

5.71

0

0.00

35

100.00

100.00

35

100.00

35

100.00

Total
Overall Mean
Description
Standard Deviation

15.83
Poor to Fair
1.83

18.79
Average to Good
2.10

With the given table, the teacher-researcher took
notice of the significant increase of the students’
writing performance in blended learning, specifically,
from Poor to Fair to Average to Good (mean= 18.79).
The data also revealed that both groups of participants
had considerably improved in grammar after the
interventions.

15.69
Poor to Fair
2.65

17.89
Poor to Fair
1.57

face sessions. One context-based activity is labeling a
sentence to discuss how word classifications are used in
context so students would see how words work together
to produce grammatical sentences which would guide
them when they start writing their own. On the
contrary, students in face-to-face approach were taught
of the grammatical structures with the use of audiovisual presentation and teachers’ lecture with the same
According to Hillocks (2010), teaching grammar in planned activities.
isolation does not help improve students’ writing and
can be detrimental to successful learning of the target
Table 4 presents the frequency and percentage
language. Studies revealed that it has little or no effect on distribution of the students’ writing quality performance
students’ writing. Before the post-test was administered, on Vocabulary before and after the interventions.
in the case of blended learning, students were exposed
to contextualized online-mediated activities and online
Building vocabulary becomes a major challenge to
peer-editing to review them in the basic structure of language teachers in teaching students who are not much
grammar. Their knowledge was reinforced through exposed to the target language. Accordingly, students
quick discussion coupled with drills in their face-to- in both groups encountered difficulty in expressing and
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putting their ideas into writing because of insufficient
vocabulary, and if there are, these are the simplest
lexicons. The sample write-ups of the participants also
stressed out the problem of using the right kind of words
when they are to construct sentences. As a result, the
wrong choice of words distorts the idea that the writer
wants to convey. It can be deduced, too, that the level of
exposure to the target language is a determinant on how
rich the students’ vocabulary are.
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According to Coxhead (2018), Tier 1 words are
commonly used in spoken language like happy, walk,
clean, car and family. It is important to note that high
schools students have studied English vocabulary for
quite some time already yet their level of vocabulary
does not match their age. Coxhead (2018) argued that
high school students fall in Tier 2 vocabulary level and
these words include acquisition, legislation, indicate,
significant, emerged, emphasis and ambiguous.

Table 4. Frequency and Percentage Distribution of the Participants’ Writing Quality Test
Before and After the Interventions (Vocabulary)
BLENDED LEARNING
PRETEST

FACE-TO-FACE LEARNING

POSTTEST

PRETEST

POSTTEST

Range

Description

F

%

F

%

F

%

F

%

18 – 20

Very Good to
Excellent

0

0.00

2

5.71

0

0.00

1

2.86

14 – 17

Average to
Good

12

34.29

30

85.71

15

42.86

26

74.28

10 – 13

Poor to Fair

23

65.71

3

8.58

16

45.71

7

20.00

7–9

Very Poor

0

0.00

0

0.00

4

11.43

1

2.86

35

100.00

35

100.00

35

100.00

35

100.00

Total
Overall Mean
Description
Standard Deviation

13.67
Poor to Fair
1.36

15.69
Average to Good
1.59

With the data shown above, there is an apparently
positive increase in the students’ vocabulary. However,
bigger increase was shown in blended learning as
rated Average to Good (n=30). Hussin (2015) stressed
out that an online learning environment offers writing
assistance to students in the writing process since they
can gather, revise, and edit their works using different

13.23
Poor to Fair
2.05

14.70
Average to Good
1.66

online resources and platforms. In addition, students
have free access to various educational sites where they
can heighten their level of vocabulary.
Table 5 reflects the frequency and percentage
distribution of the students’ writing quality performance
on Mechanics before and after the interventions. The
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data on the next page entails that both groups remained
in the same scoring description, Poor to Fair. Noticeably,
it also revealed distinct improvement in their posttest results from Very Poor to Poor to Fair. With this
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relatively small increase in mean, it is presumably
understood that students had difficulty in applying the
rules of punctuation marks, capitalization, spelling, and
even paragraph indention.

Table 5. Frequency and Percentage Distribution of the Participants’ Writing Quality Test
Before and After the Interventions (Mechanics)
BLENDED LEARNING
PRETEST

FACE-TO-FACE LEARNING

POSTTEST

PRETEST

POSTTEST

Range

Description

F

%

F

%

F

%

F

%

5

Very Good to
Excellent

0

0.00

0

0.00

0

0.00

0

0.00

4

Average to
Good

2

5.71

4

11.43

3

8.57

1

2.86

3

Poor to Fair

21

60.00

30

85.71

20

57.14

32

91.43

2

Very Poor

12

34.29

1

2.86

12

34.29

2

5.71

35

100.00

35

100.00

35

100.00

35

100.00

Total
Overall Mean
Description
Standard Deviation

3.05
Poor to Fair
0.51

Good writers do not only end up gathering,
organizing, and expressing their ideas but they
proofread their write-up by making sure that mechanics
is observed all throughout the writing process. They
make certainty in the appropriate use of commas for
sorting ideas into comprehensible units of thoughts,
and the rules of capitalizing and English orthography to
support the whole composition. With this, the teacherresearcher emphasized the principles of Mechanics
during the implementation of the intervention through
various writing drills and activities.

3.38
Poor to Fair
0.38

3.09
Poor to Fair
0.60

3.33
Poor to Fair
0.38

of the conventions in mechanics and provide prompt
feedback on students’ errors so these mistakes will be
avoided in the next writing activity.

Table 6 highlights the summary of the participants’
writing quality performance in all components before
and after the interventions. Both groups had writing
quality which was rated Poor to Fair in all criteria before
the intervention. After the intervention, the participants
in experimental group scored Average to Good in all
four criteria except Mechanics while the control group
scored Average to Good in all three criteria except
Therefore, teachers should emphasize the importance Grammar and Mechanics which was Poor to Fair. This
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implies that students who attended a traditional lecture- revealed that both groups apparently improved in their
based course had minimal improvement in terms of writing performance since both groups were rated
grammar and mechanics since the result yielded the Average to Good.
same scoring description. However, overall results
Table 6. Summary Table of the Participants’ Writing Quality Test Before and After the
Interventions
BLENDED LEARNING
PRETEST

FACE-TO-FACE LEARNING

POSTTEST

PRETEST

POSTTEST

Range

Description

F

%

F

%

F

%

F

%

84 - 100

Very Good to
Excellent

0

0.00

4

11.43

1

2.86

1

2.86

67 - 83

Average to
Good

9

25.71

29

82.86

10

28.57

25

71.43

50 - 66

Poor to Fair

25

71.43

2

5.71

22

62.86

9

25.71

34 - 49

Very Poor

1

2.86

0

0.00

2

5.71

0

0.00

35

100.00

35

100.00

35

100.00

35

100.00

Total
Overall Mean
Description
Standard Deviation

64.03
Poor to Fair
7.20

76.02
Average to Good
6.37

63.00
Poor to Fair
11.01

70.35
Average to Good
6.50

Table 7 presents the result of the test difference
in the participants’ writing quality scores in both
groups before and after the interventions. There is a
significant difference based on each group’s pretest and
posttest results after the treatment was administered.
The two groups were scored Average to Good after
the interventions. This means that both groups had
considerable improvement in their writing quality
performance after receiving the interventions.

performance. Specifically, the students who went
through blended learning were able to access various
interactive writing sites that deepened and reinforced
their understanding in the essential components of
writing. Meanwhile, face-to-face learning approach
emphasized the use of visuals and graphic organizers in
creating write-ups which increased students’ familiarity
of the concepts. With both methods, students activated
their knowledge through application. It also implies
that regardless of the approach - be it face-to-face
Based on the result of the present study, the use or blended learning, the different writing episodes
of differentiated writing drills in both approaches employed in both approaches were effective since it
of learning helped students improve in their writing yielded positive results; thus, the students had better
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writing performance in their post-test scores after they received the interventions.
Table 7. Result of the Test of Difference in the Participants’ Writing Quality Scores Before
and After the Interventions
Writing
Quality

BLENDED LEARNING

FACE-TO-FACE LEARNING

PRETEST

POSTTEST

T

P

PRETEST

POSTTEST

T

P

Content
Organization
Grammar
Vocabulary
Mechanics

18.09
13.40
15.83
13.67
3.05

21.94
16.22
18.79
15.69
3.38

-5.784*
-7.189*
-10.541*
-8.960*
-4.381*

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

17.89
13.11
15.69
13.23
3.09

19.57
14.87
17.89
14.70
3.33

-2.366*
-5.337*
-5.854*
-3.969*
-2.721*

0.024
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.010

Overall

64.03

76.02

-9.523*

0.000

63.00

70.35

-4.310*

0.000

* Significant at 0.05 alpha level

The increments of the mean scores of the two groups
in relation to the components of writing quality are shown
in Table 8. The data disclosed that face-to-face learning
approach is comparably effective as blended learning
approach in the following components of writing
quality, namely: grammar, vocabulary and mechanics.
However, in terms of Content and Organization, both
groups’ score increments significantly differ. This

implies that students’ who underwent blended learning
performed better in expressing their ideas logically.
In general, the results reveal that there is a significant
difference between the two groups’ score increments.
This finding indicates that students who went through
blended learning performed better than those who
underwent face-to-face learning.

Table 8. Result of the Test of Difference in Participants’ Test Score
Increments in the Two Groups
Writing
Quality

BLENDED LEARNING

FACE-TO-FACE LEARNING

M

SD

M

SD

T

P

Content
Organization
Grammar
Vocabulary
Mechanics

3.86
2.82
2.96
2.02
0.33

2.33
1.39
1.66
1.33
0.45

1.69
1.75
2.20
1.47
0.25

4.22
1.94
2.22
2.19
0.54

2.67*
2.65*
1.62
1.28
0.72

0.01
0.01
0.11
0.21
0.47

Overall

11.99

5.10

7.35

10.09

2.427*

0.018

* Significant at 0.05 alpha level
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4. Discussion
The conventional teaching of writing in plain faceto-face set up is comparably effective as the face-toface approach with technology integration using online
learning approach in the development of students’ skills
in grammar, vocabulary and mechanics. However, the
latter makes a significant impact in enhancing students’
writing performance in content and organization.
From the data shown above, it can be inferred that the
integration of computer and internet-related activities
through online sessions helps and motivates students
to become more actively engaged and autonomous
in the writing process and provide an avenue where
students can interact and collaborate freely. As revealed
in the present study and with other studies (Mabuan
and Ebron, 2016; Geta and Olango, 2016), students
who participated in blended learning performed better
in their writing quality than those who attended faceto-face learning. The results of the experiment also
have given clear evidence that students outperform
those who underwent plain chalk-and-talk instruction
in terms of their content, organization, grammar,
vocabulary and mechanics. This finding resonates
from the constructivists’ argument that technology
becomes a pedagogical support which optimizes the
learning process. The teacher acts as facilitator who
helps learners discover knowledge as the center of
the learning process. This, in turn, enables students
to maximize the use of technology to learn language
which changes the paradigm of language teaching
from “Sage on the Stage” where the teacher lectures
exclusively to impart knowledge to “Guide on the
Side” where the teacher acts as a facilitator who helps
learners discover and solve problems through authentic
experience (Prensky, 2008). Hence, the use of blended
learning to improve students’ writing performance is an
effective intervention.
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Compared in the past, writing in the 21st century
is much more improved because students are offered
with ample writing opportunities in the web. These
technologies allow them to learn new subjects at their
own pace. As a result, it helps them develop a sense of
agency and ownership for their progress and the ability
to guide their learning. The blended approach likewise
helps students improve their computer literacy skills
since most of them are tech-savvy. This becomes an
asset of the study- making use of students’ expertise in
reinforcing their learning.
Blended learning becomes a powerful tool
to fill a variety of needs, which in turn, allows the
teacher to customize and personalize instruction to
address the problem that detriment students’ learning.
In general, technology integration as a response to the
challenge posed in education is undoubtedly a complex
and difficult task; nonetheless, it offers promising,
meaningful and quality English language education
when employed appropriately and cautiously.
In the light of the significant findings and conclusions
of the study, it is recommended that: students should
attend religiously all the sessions- be it in online or
face-to-face learning approach and equip themselves
with necessary skills – computer literacy to hurdle the
multifaceted tasks posed in the 21st century; English
teachers should expose the students to different writing
opportunities since they are rarely taught to master the
components of writing in other core subjects. Also,
they have to equip themselves with the latest online
teaching tools to further reinforce the effectiveness
of the approach; school administrators and academic
heads should open a dialogue within the academe that
tackles the merits and the restructuring of the programs
and assessment when hosting blended learning;
personnel and the entire members of the community
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must communicate their perception and willingness Hussin, S., Abdullah, M. Y., Ismail, N., & Yoke, S.
in carrying out the approach; and future researchers
K. (2015). The effects of CMC applications on
should consider a bigger sample size to strengthen
ESL writing anxiety among postgraduate students.
understanding about the proper implementation of
English language teaching. Retrieved from: http://
blended learning for language-related studies.
dx.doi.org/10.5539/elt.v8n9p167
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Abstract
Learners nowadays are described as technology-savvy. Being “digital natives” accustomed to technology,
students use mobile devices for learning engagement. As a supplement to classroom experience, their
use of educational applications (apps) allows them to access information anytime and anywhere, thus
making apps convenient instruments for both the serious and the on-the-go learners.
Educational apps are especially helpful for Philippine board exam reviewees. Typically employed,
reviewees need to juggle work and study. Anchored on both the Self Determination Theory of Motivation
(Deci & Ryan, 2000) and the Extended Technology Acceptance Model or TAM2 (Venkatesh & Davis,
2000), we present the ongoing project of mPsych (Mobile Psychology), an educational app to support
reviewees of the Philippine psychometrician board exams. mPsych is the first locally-made app that
targets these reviewees.
App Description: mPsych is a web-based or browser-based application that can be accessed and is
adaptive to mobile devices. It uses gamification and contains glossaries and tests for each of the four
Philippine psychometrician board exam subjects (Abnormal Psychology, Theories of Personality,
Psychological Assessment and Industrial/Organizational Psychology). In Offline Mode, reviewees are
presented with a set of randomized test items and choices and receive prompts for scheduled tests.
Online Mode lets registered reviewees login, manage their settings and select subjects/exams based on
their priority. In addition, online mode allows them to compete with one another. It includes a Reports
Section (Leaderboard) highlighting top exam performers. Its mLearning Portal lets them take exams,
review glossary terms, check or track scores, and manage Account Settings.
App Content Development Method: Content (item database) development followed the Theoretical
Substantive Stage of the Tripartite Model of Test Construction, where items were derived from textbooks
and provided by professors and instructors teaching the four required Psychology courses. App will
further undergo reliability (Internal Structural) and validity (External Criterion) stages.
Keywords: Blended learning Approach, Online Learning, Face-to-face Instructional Approach,
Writing quality, Writing performance
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1. Introduction
“Formal learning” and “education” often conjure
images of classroom settings characterized by teacherstudent interactions. In traditional school systems,
the teacher is often the main repository and primary
source of knowledge and information. Due to the
steady influx of digital technology, (specifically mobile
technology) in the academic sector, this mental picture
has been evolving. Mobile technology has become a
significant force in the educational field, as learning and
education are no longer processes bound by classroom
walls, limited by fixed schedules nor constrained by
face-to-face interactions. An exemplary model of this
pedagogical transformation is the flipped classroom,
which particularly appeals to modern-day digital
learners due to the availability of online resources
on every topic. In a flipped classroom approach, the
historical style to learning is inverted (flipped) by doing
homework in school under the guidance of teachers
while lectures are listened to (e.g., podcasts) or watched
(e.g., instructional videos) at home.
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provision where the sole or dominant technologies are
handheld or palmtop devices.”
Today’s learners are best described as “digital
natives” (Prensky, 2001). Growing up after the sweeping
adoption of digital technology has made them very
familiar and adept with the use of computers, mobile
devices and the Internet. One example of mobile
technology’s influence on learning is the acceptance
and proliferation of educational apps.
In what ways have mLearning apps revolutionize
the learning landscape?
Foremost, mLearning apps provide a convenient
way to learn, chiefly since almost everyone own at least
one mobile computing device, such as smartphones
and tablets (Warschauer, 2011). Because of their
novelty, these apps are neither time- nor space-bound,
thus making learning a click away. In addition to
contributing to a more conducive app experience, they
can be personalized to suit the reviewees’ preferences
such as setting one’s own pace, level of difficulty and
review schedule.

This paper’s main objective is to present the
development of a mobile learning app, specifically,
mLearning app usage supports the enhancement of
the ongoing project mobile Psych (mPsych), for the learning engagement. Learners can immediately be
reviewees of the Philippine psychometrician board/ engrossed with the information these apps provide once
licensure exams.
they are downloaded (e.g., Domingo & Garganté, 2016;
Falaki et al., 2010). Fredericks, Blumenfeld and Paris
Advantages of Educational Apps
(2004) and Hirsh-Pasek et al. (2015) describe three
How we manage, and experience learning is shaped forms of learning engagement: behavioural, emotional
by the upsurge in technology use. “Mobile learning” and cognitive. mLearning apps encourage a learner’s
or M-Learning, a term first recognized in 2005 behavioural engagement through exerting effort and
(Crompton, 2013) is “any sort of learning that happens being persistent in app usage. At the same time, apps
when the learner is not at a fixed, predetermined can stir an emotional form of learning engagement.
location, or learning that happens when the learner When apps provide feedback regarding the learner’s
takes advantage of learning opportunities offered by performance, this elicit affective reactions, such as
mobile technologies.” (o’Malley et al., 2003). A more pride when completing a learning module. Lastly,
technocentric definition is offered by Traxler (2005), cognitive engagement in the use of apps come in the
which describes M-Learning as “any educational form of opportunities for learning investment and
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thinking flexibility.
mLearning apps have become important resources
for present-day learners that support purposeful
learning. The use of educational apps as auxiliary
sources for information enables learners to become
more dedicated in accomplishing their own learning
goals. Purposeful learning is maximized when learners
articulate and expand on prior learning. Such learning
is possible as they extract relevant information from
educational apps which they couple or associate with
previous information and knowledge acquired in the
regular classroom.
With the innovation that mLearning apps bring
to learning, how effective is their use? In a recent
study by Farrah and Abu-Dawood (2018), their data
suggest that most students respond positively to using
applications in the teaching and learning processes.
In addition, students report that they understand and
learn better through using the applications. In terms of
learning flexibility and portability, students perceive
convenience when using the applications and other
technological tools (Al-Fahad, 2009; Clarke, Keing,
Lam, & McNaught, 2008; Cavus & Uzunboylu, 2009).
However, for the mLearning apps to be truly effective,
the role of instructors particularly in designing proper
mLeaning applications, selecting approaches, and
administering methods, should not be overlooked
(Khaddage, Knezek & Baker, 2012).
mPsych’s Theoretical Bases: SDT and TAM3
mPsych development and delivery of content
were anchored on the following theories: (1) Self
Determination Theory of Motivation (SDT) (Deci
& Ryan, 2000; Vansteenkiste, Lens & Deci, 2006) to
demonstrate the benefits of utilizing mobile devices
for learning purposes and (2) Extended Technology
Acceptance Model (TAM3) (Venkatesh & Bala, 2008)
to determine user acceptability of mPsych.
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Self-Determination Theory of Motivation.
Motivation is the underlying reason for behavior. It
initiates, guides and maintains goal-oriented actions.
Motivation may either be extrinsic (doing something
because of external sources, rewards or benefits) or
intrinsic (doing something due to internal drives). SDT
is a motivation theory that emphasizes an individual’s
drive and need for fulfilment. Self-determination is
manifested when people take control of their lives,
enabling them to make choices without external
influences. Thus, self-determination expounds on
intrinsic motivation. To become self-determined,
people experience three innate psychological needs
– competence (to control outcome and experience
mastery), relatedness (to connect with others) and
autonomy (to be causal agents of one’s own life and
to act in harmony with one’s integrated self) – thus
enabling them to pursue activities that are intrinsically
motivating.

Fig 1. Self Determination Theory
(Deci and Ryan, 2000)
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Extended Technology Acceptance Model.
According to the Technology Acceptance Model
(TAM), one’s acceptance of a new technology or
system is influenced by its Perceived Usefulness (PU)
(the use of a certain system will improve behavior) and
Perceived Ease of Use (PEU) (the degree to which the
user expects the system utilization to be effortless). The
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extended TAM or TAM3 (Fig.3) provides reasons why
users find a given system useful aside from PE and PEU
(Venkatesh and Bala, 2008). This research model was
tested in real-world settings of IT implementations. In
TAM3, user experience is a moderating factor in PU
and behavioral intentions.

Fig 2. Extended TAM (Venkatesh and Bala, 2008) or TAM3 (Lai, 2017)
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SDT, TAM3 and mPsych. Figure 3 presents the
study’s conceptual framework. Harboring intrinsic
motivation results to deeper engagement in learning
activities, better conceptual learning, and higher
persistence at learning activities (Vansteenkiste, Lens
& Deci, 2006). It is assumed that reviewees who are
intrinsically-motivated and driven by self-determination
will be the primary users of mPsych.

their progress through individual tracking of scores)
and a sense of achievement through optimal challenges.
The app also presents them with (2) choice and volition
(they will determine their own review and evaluation/
test schedules, number of items to be answered in a
particular span of time and courses to be reviewed,
among others). Additionally, through (3) gamification,
they stay connected with other reviewees (mPsych app
reviewees/users can compare their scores against other
To encourage the acceptance and adoption of mPsych mPsych app users).
as a new learning strategy, the app’s built-in functions
are designed to provide ease of use for reviewees and
Aside from being user-friendly, mPsych’s acceptance
aimed at enhancing their learning process by providing and adoption will likely be influenced by its perceived
them with (1) immediate informational feedback (they usefulness among reviewees as a successful tool for
will get prompts and explanations instantly for their learning.
correct and incorrect answers per item as well as view

Fig 3. SDT and TAM3 as
applied to mPsych

Use Case: Philippine Psychometrician Board
Reviewees
The
Board
Licensure
Examination
for
Psychometricians and Psychologists (BLEPP), which
began in 2014, are administered by virtue of RA 10029
(Philippine Psychology Act of 2009) to regulate the
practice of psychology. BLEPP is conducted by the
Professional Regulatory Commission (PRC) through
the Professional Regulatory Board of Psychology.
Undergraduates who pass the licensure exams have

a leverage in job application, promotion eligibility
and career advancement (http://psychometricpinas.
blogspot.com). According to the PRC, as licensed
psychometricians, they are certified to 1) administer
and score lower level forms of objective and structured
personality tests (non-projective tests); 2) interpret
results of these tests and prepare a written report
based on these tests; and 3) conduct preparatory intake
interviews of clients for psychological intervention
sessions (https://www.prc.gov.ph/psychology). In 2018,
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out of the 8,453 examinees from 312 schools, 47.73% the time to take part in formal review sessions.
(n: 4,035) passed (https://www.rappler.com/bulletinboard/216367-prc-october-2018-psychometricianmPsych can fit in any of the aforesaid modes of
board-exam).
learning, since it can augment the review process while
being enrolled at a review center, participating in online
Modes of Learning (Review): In 2014, before tutorials and/or doing self-review. Also, mPsych may
the first board exams were conducted, 444 graduates be used in conjunction with books and other learning
from 125 schools participated in an online survey resources.
for board exam reviewees (http://psychometricpinas.
blogspot.com/2014/08/initial-result-of-survey-and- mPsych: An mLearning App for Psychometrician
sign-up.html). Most of the respondents (82%) are fresh Board Exam Reviewees
graduates (age range:18-26 years). As to their modes
mPsych is designed to be a review supplement for
of learning, 20% enrolled in review centers while 2% the Philippine psychometrician board exam reviewees,
availed of online tutorials. Self-review (66%) is the regardless of their review mode. mPsych targets
most common reported approach of preparing for the reviewees – fresh university graduates and young
exams.
professionals - who are comfortable in using digital
technology. The bulk of the reviewees tend to come
Enrolling in a review center gives the impression that from the 18-34 age group who are much more likely
reviewees have a higher chance of passing the board to be Internet and smartphone users (Pew Research
exams. One major benefit of review centers is that they Center, 2016). In addition, the Philippines, being the
provide ready and relevant study programs to their third largest and fastest growing smartphone market in
reviewees. Being exposed to mock exams, reviewees South East Asia, has 88% of the total internet population
can familiarize themselves with the test content and accessed via mobile devices being dominated by
format, as well as test anxiety adjustments. Lecturers individuals under the age of 34 (53% from age range
not only discuss review materials and provide feedback 16-24: 35% from age range 25-35) (http://newsbytes.
but also dispense advice and suggestions and share their ph/2016/09/10/infographic-profile-of-smartphoneown personal experiences on test-taking techniques and users-in-the-philippines/).
exam preparations.
App Description. mPsych is a web-based or
Recently, online tutorials are becoming a trend in browser-based application that can be accessed via and
education. They provide a cheaper alternative to review is adaptive to mobile devices. It contains glossaries and
centers yet offer the same advantage of having prepared tests for each of the four courses covered in the board
modules. They can also be personalized according to exams for psychometricians - Abnormal Psychology,
the reviewee’s learning pace and style.
Theories of Personality, Psychological Assessment,
and Industrial/Organizational Psychology. In addition,
In self-review, as the term implies, reviewees study mPsych includes the course “General Psychology” to
on their own, thus providing for them the flexibility provide a common background to the four subjects.
they need to fit learning into their schedule. Often, they With gamification, users may be able to check their
source learning materials from the Internet. Having rankings based on their average test scores.
work commitments, self-reviewees often do not have
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The Online Mode lets reviewees or app users take
2. Offline Mode: Reviewees can:
exams, review glossary terms, check or track scores
● Access mPsych via mobile browser
individually, as well as schedule tests. They can login,
● Take exams with a set of randomized test items
manage their settings, and select subjects/exams based
and choices
on priority. Gamification is incorporated in mPsych by
● Access Glossary (terms, concepts, names of
letting registered users view their rankings and scores
prominent figures in psychology)
against all other mPsych users via the Leaderboard.
● Track individual progress via a Progress Report
Leaderboard also highlights top mPsych mock exam
● Receive prompts for scheduled tests
performers. In addition, reviewees can interact via the
● Manage settings
app’s Chatbot for further inquiries regarding terms and
names of prominent figures in psychology. The Offline
3. Maintenance Feature: This option enables the
Mode shares common features with the Online Mode, customization of test items and glossary content and/
except for the Leaderboard and the Chatbot features.
or editing of the original set test items and glossary
content by administrative users (from universities/
App Features:
colleges) who wish to use mPsych as part of their
1. Online Mode: Reviewees can:
review.
● Access mPsych via mobile browser
● Take exams with a set of randomized test items
2. Method
and choices
● Access Glossary (terms, concepts, names of
The mPsych app development research design employs
prominent figures in psychology)
● Track individual progress via a Progress Report the Rapid Prototype Instructional Design (Tripp &
Bichelmeyer, 1990). In this approach, the design● Receive prompts for scheduled tests
evaluation is a continuous cycle. Also known as the
● Manage settings
spiral cycle or layered approach, this design is described
● Access mPsych Chatbot for inquiries (terms,
as iterative - that products are continually improved as
concepts, names prominent figures in
they cycle continues. It is comprised of the following
psychology)
five stages (Fig 4):
● View Leaderboard which displays a) current
scores of all mPsych users and b) top mPsych
mock exam performers

Fig 4. Stages of the Rapid Prototype Instructional Design (Tripp & Bichelmeyer, 1990)
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Stage 1. Needs and content analyses: Requirements Internet accessibility, the prepaid phone line is preferred
and content application are studied and explored
by majority of the respondents (73.9%), where credit
is purchased in advanced before services can be used.
Stage 2. Objectives setting: mPsych will provide Extremely cheap mobile cards (or SIM cards) are
access to learning/review materials and tests to available in the Philippines that can go as low as P10.00
supplement the reviewee’s mode of learning
(0.18 USD or 0.16 Euros). Based on this information,
mPsych will have an Offline Mode.
Stage 3. Design: Prototype construction will take
place through programming, debugging, and designing In terms of the functions of the apps installed in the
accurate user interface
devices, respondents rely on their mobile devices
for accessing Learning References (e.g., Coursera,
Stage 4. Evaluation and Research: mPsych will Wikipedia) (74.30%), which is also the main function
undergo psychometric analysis via the Tripartite Model of mPsych.
of Test Construction. User Acceptance Tests (UAT) will
be conducted.
Stage 2. Objectives setting: As previously mentioned,
the basis for mPsych’s Content Delivery is the BLEPP.
Stage 5. System installation and maintenance: Like the board exams, test items of the app will be in
mPsych will be made available for both iOS and multiple-choice format.
Android mobile platform for commercial use.
mPsych is a measure of maximal performance.
Reviewees are encouraged to answer questions as well
as they possibly can. As a test of maximal performance,
3. Results and Discussion
mPsych checks for achievement or mastery of concepts
and terms. It is criterion-based which requires 75%
A. Rapid Protototype Instructional Design Stages
passing rate for each mPsych test. This passing rate
Stage 1. Needs and content analyses: Data from Ramos, is based on Section 18 of RA 10029 (Ratings in the
Ferrer-Cheng and de Castro (2015) provided the initial Examination), which states that “a successful (Italics
analysis. The feasibility for the app development by authors) candidate must have obtained a weighted
was based on the preferences of 811 Filipino college general average of at least seventy-five percent (75%)
students and graduates (age range: 15-24 years; mean for all subjects, with no grade lower than sixty percent
age: 17 years 11 months; female: 58.20%) regarding the (60%) in any given subject.”.
use of mobile technology. Two main findings became
the basis for needs and content analysis, which are a) Stage 3. Design (mPsych System Architectural Design
Device Ownership and Internet Accessibility and b) and User Interface): Regardless of the device in use
(mobile or desktop), the web application is accessed via
Functions of the Applications Installed.
the mLearning portal (Fig. 5). An Administrator Portal
Regarding device ownership, most of the respondents’ (Admin Dashboard) is designated to allow maintenance
own or use multiple mobile devices, with 85.70% of the mPsych modules, particularly the glossary and
owning smartphones, implying that most of the target the test content or items. It will also keep track of the
reviewees will be able to access mobile apps. For progress of reviewees in terms of scores garnered in the
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tests. The Database Server will contain all data from the reviewees.

Fig 5. mPsych
Architectural Design

B. Features and Functionalities
1. Register: Opens an account by filling out
pertinent details (e.g., email address, college
attended) and Email Login (accepts user
inputs for authentication and access)
2. Home, Menu, and Settings: Allows for
personalization (e.g., time of tests, subjects to
be reviewed) and Notification settings (e.g.,
test-taking reminders)
3. Glossary: Provides a database of terms filed
under each of the mPsych tests
4. Tests: A set of randomized test items and
choices which provides immediate feedback

Fig. 6 Registering for mPsych

Fig 7. Sample Glossary
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5. Progress Report: Shows visual representations to subnet. Furthermore, the application will require a
track progress
username and password to be set before the reviewee
can use the application. Reviewee will also have the
option to have an application passcode.

Fig. 8. Progress Report

6. Chatbot: Online feature that acts like an interactive
glossary
7. Maintenance Module: Full content customization
General Discussion
mPsych aims to effectively facilitate the review process
of intrinsically-motivated app users. Thus, the need
for competence, autonomy, and relatedness, which
comprise self-determination, were taken into account
in designing the features and functionalities of mPsych.
Recognizing the importance of app validation and
testing, TAM3 will be used as a guide in mPsych’s
UATs. Factors purported to influence PU and PEU will
be considered in determining whether mPsych will
ultimately be utilized by its target users, which are the
psychometrician board reviewees.

Limitations. In general, there are restrictions when
it comes to mobile phone (and app) learning. From
a psychological/behavioural perspective, (learning)
habits tend to be ingrained, and therefore, take time
to change. Despite the availability of mLearning
resources, learners still opt to buy books and enrol
in traditional learning centers. Pedagogically, the
mLearning environment lacks a firm framework,
which tends to encourage laziness (Wang & Higgins,
2006). Since the learner can use the app anytime
and anywhere, this leads to the absence of a learning
atmosphere that is characteristic of the traditional faceto-face learning format. Also, the mLearning set-up
can be less efficient, since students need more time
to devote to learning, and it lacks interpersonal and
direct interactions with teachers (Bouhnik & Marcus,
2006). A major technical issue which can dampen the
motivation to take advantage of mLearning is the slow
and unreliable Internet connectivity in the Philippines
(average Internet speed: 2.8 Mbps), placing the country
at rank 104 out of 160 countries (Agan Salac & Seon
Kim, 2016). Given its speed, Internet cost in the country
is relatively high. In 2016, it was estimated that the
monthly cost for high-internet speed is approximately
at 3,000 PHP (57 USD/50 Euros) (https://www.forbes.
com/sites/ralphjennings/2016/02/23/meet-asiasinternet-laggard-the-philippines/).

As for mPsych, this app is not intended to be a “standalone” review method for aspiring psychometricians.
Rather, it is designed to supplement materials from
review centers, online courses and self-review. Unlike
review centers and online courses, mPsych does not have
Privacy. In compliance with the Data Privacy Act a fixed learning module. Instead, items are presented
of 2012, the application server (mLearning server) is randomly to the reviewee. Lastly, as of this writing,
a public subnet while the Database Server is a private no studies have yet been conducted to determine the
effectiveness of mPsych.
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review centers and online courses, mPsych does
not have a fixed learning module. Instead, items are
presented randomly to the reviewee. Lastly, as of
this writing, no studies have yet been conducted to
determine the effectiveness of mPsych. review centers
and online courses, mPsych does not have a fixed
learning module. Instead, items are presented randomly
to the reviewee. Lastly, as of this writing, no studies
have yet been conducted to determine the effectiveness
of mPsych.
Future Research Directions. Research plans for
mPsych include the: a) establishment of psychometric
properties (reliability and validity). Tests in each of the
four subjects will undergo the Tripartite Model of Test
Construction (Millon, Millon, Davis, & Grossman,
2008), which includes the processes of theory-based
item generation, establishing internal consistency
and construct validation; and, b) evaluation of the
effectiveness of mPsych as an adjunct to traditional
review modes.
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Towards the Development of a Framework
on School Management and Practices for
the Implementation of an Ecological Waste
Management Program
Maricel L. Gebilaguin and Glicerio A. Manalo
Roosevelt College Inc., Marikina

Abstract

The Ecological Waste Management program in every school in Antipolo City has been implemented by
the city government through constructing the Material Recovery Facility in each school. This program
aims to reduce the school waste and only residual waste will be thrown and be collected by the dump
truck. This study used a qualitative case study to be specific. This case study method that the researcher
selected examined contemporary events that involved behaviors of the teachers, students, non-faculty
staff, school head and canteen personnel that cannot be manipulated. The PPSA framework and four
emerged themes from the data after cross -case analysis included Proper Solid Waste Segregation
and Avoidance (PSWSA), Proper communication, cooperation and coordination (PCCC), Systematic
administration of the program (SAP), Adapt Ecological Waste Training and Promotion (AEWTP). The
study revealed the common management and practices of the schools and why they were recognized and
awarded by the city government of Antipolo. The PPSA framework on Ecological Waste Management
Program would serve as the pattern for the school to follow. This framework was based on the data
gathered from the three schools that were recognized and awarded by the city government. It was
found that before the EWMP program started, tons of wastes were collected from school. The city waste
management office of Antipolo alarmed the schools that there will be no dumpsite for the wastes of
Antipolo, so they planned a program for each school to have MRF for them to practice the RA 9003 and
Executive Order No. 11 Series of 2013.
Keywords: Waste segregation, MRF (Material Recovery Facility) Waste hierarchy, Ynares Eco-System
(YES)
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Management Program (EWMP) to have a systematic
management program based from the standard policy
The purpose of this case study was to come up a of the Philippines.
framework from the practices and management of the
The constant implementation of waste-handling
three schools that were recognized and awarded by the
measures, as well as building appropriate storage and
city government.
waste storage facilities is important in the community.
This study explored the practices and management
of the three schools that were recognized and awarded Theoretical Framework
The functionalist in the education system showed
by the city government of Antipolo and it was guided
by the following research questions and supported by that the school has an important role in performing
the sub questions: The research questions were the positive functions for everyone in the society. It means
that everyone feels part of the same culture and there is
following:
social solidarity or togetherness.
1.How is the Ecological Waste Management program
The school teachers teach children the specific skills,
implemented by the following schools which
norms, and values they will need for the work place
received awards:
that match the economic needs of society. Education
a.)San Isidro National High School;
teaches people not only the skills and thinking skills
b.)BagongNayon II Elementary School; and
to maximize their potential, but also teaches them to
c.)Nazarene Ville Elementary School?
be and get along with other good citizens. At school,
2. How functional is the school in implementing
Ecological Waste Management program in terms of: individuals learn the diverse skills necessary for this
to take place. Parsons’ (1999) four system of structural
a.) Adaptation;
functionalism is enumerated as follows,
b.) Goal attainment;
c.) Integration; and
1. A - adaptation – a system must cope with external
d.) Latent maintenance?
3. What framework can be drawn from the analysis situational exigencies. It must adapt to its environment
of three schools from their management and practices and adapt the environment to its needs. In Biology,
in implementation of Ecological Waste Management adaptation means a change or the process by which
an organism or specie becomes better suited to its
Program?
environment. This change that the school must adapt
The practices done by these schools were based on is very important. In the past fast few years, schools
the “Ecological Waste Management Act of 2000” also in Antipolo do not have their own Material Recovery
known as RA 9003 that declared the policy of the state Facility or MRF; all wastes are thrown without doing
to adopt a systematic, comprehensive and ecological anything to them.
solid waste management program which shall ensure the
2. G - goal attainment- a system must define and
protection of public health and environment. A school is
an organization or a system of consciously coordinated achieve its primary goals. Defining and achieving goals
activities (Barnard, 1968).It is understood that schools in a system needs cooperation of everybody inside the
must exercise and practice the Ecological Waste system to fully achieve the goals.

1. Introduction
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and ideas that the participants conveyed. It provides a
3. I - Integration- a system must regulate the general sense of information Creswell, (2014) in order
interrelationship of its component parts.
for the researcher to have a reflection about the ideas of
the participants.
4. L - latency (pattern maintenance) - a system must
furnish, maintain and renew both the motivation of
Step 3: Using codes to develop description and
individuals and the cultural patterns that create and themes- Coding is the process of organizing the data
sustain the motivation. In a healthy society, all parts by bracketing chunks (or text image segments) and
work together to maintain stability, a state called writing words representing a category in the margins
dynamic equilibrium (Parsons, 1961).
(p198). The researcher followed Creswell’s procedure
of organizing the material into segments by taking the
text data segmenting sentences into categories. She
then labeled those categories with terms based on the
actual language of the participants and to the RA 9003
2. Methodology
which are also parallel.
This case study method (Figure1) that the researcher
Step 4: Use the coding process to generate a
selected examined the contemporary events that
description of the setting or people as well as categories
involved behaviors of the teachers, students, nonor themes for analysis (p.199).She used this process to
faculty staff, school head and canteen personnel that
generate code for the descriptions, which then led to
cannot be manipulated.
generalizing a small number of categories or themes.
Then she analyzed the themes that emerged and
An exploratory case study deals with contemporary
gathered the various cases into a general description for
events and aims to understand real-life phenomena in
this bounded case. It represented the findings through
depth; it is also open in the subject’s real world context,
narratives and visuals.
which gives a researcher a good view of what he/she
really likes.
Step 5: Advance how the description and themes were
represented in qualitative narrative (p.200). According
This research study followed the Creswell’s (2013)
to Creswell (2013), the most popular approach is to
six steps data analysis process and, although these steps
use the narrative passage to convey the findings of the
are described in linear order, Creswell described “an
analysis. For this step, the researcher wove the emergent
interactive practice” to analysis
themes into narrative passages so that the findings
emerge logically from the participants’ responses. The
Step 1: Preparing and organizing the data for analysis
discussion was represented in a qualitative narrative
p.197 (Creswell, 2014). During this step audiotapes
using visuals figures or pictures of the meaning of the
from interviews were transferred into word document
findings from a discussion of several themes of the
transcripts.
participants.
Step 2: Read or look at all the data (p.197). This step
also aligned with Esterberg’s directive to “get to know
your data”. The researcher reflected on the overall
meaning to gain a general sense of the information
School Management and Practices | Maricel L. Gebilaguin and Glicerio A. Manalo
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Step 6: A final step in data analysis involves
interpreting the findings and results (p.200). Creswell
recognizes that a researcher’s own background plays
an important part in the meaning making process as
a researcher’s fidelity to a theoretical lens. During the
researcher’s own interpretation process, her experience
as an MRF coordinator informed her understanding
of the participants’ stories. Likewise, to convey the
participants’ practices and experiences accurately, she
focused specifically on what they were saying, the
conclusions they drew. She also looked into RA 9003
for the similarities and differences of their management
and practices. The themes that emerged from this study
came directly from RA 9003 since it is the national
standard in implementing solid waste management in
the Philippines.
Participants Sampling Design and Technique
The researcher chose the respondents who are
knowledgeable about waste management such as the
MRF coordinator and YES-O adviser. These respondents
can give rich information to the researcher about the
practices that they have in their school. According
to Ms. Daisy A. LumioYnares, Eco-System (YES)
adviser of City Environmental Waste Management
Office of Antipolo City (CEWMO), out of Fifty three
(53) schools in Antipolo City, San Isidro National
High School, BagongNayon II Elementary School and
Nazarene Ville Elementary School have been selected
based on the following criteria:
a. Good practices in implementing of school MRF
b.“GulayansaPaaralan”
( Garden at the school)
c. Urban hanging-gardening
d. Composting
The above mentioned criteria were based from
Executive Order No. 11 series of 2013 section 3.
“The Province of Rizal adheres with the cleaning,
greening and recycling program in line with the policy
of the National Government to foster the promotion
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and protection of the global environment to attain
sustainable development while recognizing the primary
responsibility of local government units to deal with
environmental problems”(Executive Order No. 11
series of 2013).
Qualitative inquiry typically focused in depth on
relatively small samples, even single cases selected
purposefully. The logic and power of purposeful
sampling lies in selecting information-rich cases for
study in depth, Patton (1990). Purposive sampling is
the technique widely used in qualitative research for the
identification and selection of information- rich case for
the most effective of limited resources (Patton 2002).
This involves identifying and selecting individuals
or groups that are especially knowledgeable about or
experienced in a phenomenon of interest (Creswell &
Plano Clark, 2011).
In implementing the Ynares Eco-System Project
(YES) in line with the Republic Act 9003 or the Solid
Waste Management Act of 2000 schools in Antipolo , one
must follow the above criteria. The three schools have
been selected because of their highly recommendable
practices and received the Environmental Compliance
Audit Platinum Award and Manila Bayani Award in
2016.
The researcher used nomination sampling. It helped
the researcher look for the right person to become
a respondent of the case. These respondents were
nominated by the school heads of the selected schools
because they had rich-information about the cases in
accordance with the following criteria:
a.Material Recovery Facility or (MRF) coordinator
of the school
b.Youth for Environment in Schools Organization
(YES-O) adviser
c. Person who is knowledgeable in waste management
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of the school
The logic of criterion sampling is to review and
study all cases that meet some pre-determined criterion
of importance. The above mentioned criteria helped the
researcher to be sure to understand cases that are likely
to be information–rich because they may reveal major
system weaknesses that become targets of opportunity
for program or system improvement (Patton, 1999).
Another method used was the semi-structured
interview. The researcher interviewed informants on
the above - mentioned criteria from three schools in
Antipolo. In semi structured interview, the researcher is
the instrument because he has the potential to influence
the collection of empirical materials and conduct with
a fairly open framework, which allows for focused,
conversational two-way communication that can be
used both to give and receive information (Pizalla,2012).
Moreover, it is less intrusive to those being interviewed
as the semi-structured interview encourages two-way
communication.

The order in which the various topics are dealt
with and the wording of the questions are left to the
interviewer’s discretion. Within each topic given by
the researcher, the interviewer is free to conduct the
conversation as he thinks fit, to ask the questions he
deems appropriate in the words he considers best, to
give explanation and ask for clarification if the answer
is not clear, to prompt the respondent to elucidate
further if necessary, and to establish his own style of
conversation (Corbetta,2003).

Additional questions were asked and some
were questions that have not been anticipated in
the beginning of the interview. Notetaking or tape
recording documented the interview. This type of
interview gave the researcher opportunities to probe for
views and opinions of the interviewee. Probing was a
way for the interview to explore new paths which were
not initially considered (Gray, 2004, p. 217). Having“
… key themes and sub-questions in advance lies in
giving the researcher a sense of order from which to
draw questions from unplanned encounters (David, &
The researcher asked more open-ended questions Sutton, 2004, p. 87).”
that allowed for a discussion with the interviewee
rather than a straightforward question and answer
The semi-structured interviews was freer than a
format wherein the interviewer prepared lists of general structured interview (Kajornboon, 2004) in which
topics to be addressed known as the interview guide. the interviewer does not have to adhere to a detailed
Thus, this tool helped the researcher to come up with interview guide. Patton (2002, p. 343) recommends
best practices for sustainable solid waste management. to “ … explore, probe, and ask questions that will
It did not follow the formalized lists of questions elucidate and illuminate that particular subject … to
(Dolyle, 2017).Semi-structured interviews were non- build a conversation within a particular subject area,
standardized and are frequently used in qualitative to word questions spontaneously, and to establish a
analysis. The “interviewer does not do the research to conversational style but with the focus on a particular
test a specific hypothesis” (David, & Sutton, 2004, p. subject that gas been predetermined.”.
87).The researcher had a list of key themes, issues, and
questions covered. In this type of interview the order of
the questions can be changed depending on the direction
of the interview. An interview guide was also used, but
additional questions were asked.
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Figure 1. Procedural Framework of this MultipleCase Study (Yin, 2014)

3. Results
The developed framework (Figure 3) was based on
cross- case analysis of the findings related to the subquestions contributing to the broader of the research
questions, direct observation of the case in the setting,
gathered physical artifacts, and documents which
explored the practices and management of the schools
that were recognized and awarded by the government.
The narrative participants offered rich descriptions
of how they practiced and managed the EWMP in
the school. The data gathered through observation,
documents and artifacts conveyed the practices and
management of the school based on RA 9003, YES
Program ( Executive Order No. s of 2011) and DO 72,
s.2003 Establishment of the Youth for Environment in
Schools (YES) Organization. The findings suggested

that the school practiced these based on the standard
policy and as managed by the school personnel. The
principal as the overseer of the program supervised the
set guidelines by the coordinators and implemented by
the teachers toward the students. The findings related to
sub questions were explored first.
Sub questions 1, 2 and 3. Can you describe to me
how you practice waste segregation in your school?
How do the members of the community practice waste
segregation? What practices do you have to encourage
waste segregation? In exploring these sub questions,
similar themes emerged. The data across the three
schools showed that the management of EWMP was
fully implemented by the school principal, appointed
coordinators and all teachers and students.
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Theme 1.Proper Solid Waste Segregation and
Avoidance (PSWSA).
The findings revealed that they also exercised waste
minimization measures like recycling, composing,
reuse and recovery before the collection of waste.
Also, the schools developed an appropriate incentive
scheme as an integral component of the program, and
convened joint meetings of the school, parents and
city’s ecological waste management office. The study’s
findings also showed that the schools practiced proper
segregation and collection of school wastes and ensured
the proper communication and cooperation with the
teachers.

management Act of 2000? Why do you think this school
got the award? What mechanisms are in place to make
sure the sustainability of the success of the program?
How does the school maintain the motivation of the
community towards EWMP? In exploring these sub
questions, similar themes emerged. The data across the
three schools showed that the functionality of EWMP
was fully implemented based on RA 9003, Executive
Order s.2011and D.O. 72 s 2003. The convergence
of these findings resulted in the study’s four themes
identification and framework: ensure proper waste
segregation and solid waste avoidance, ensure proper
communication, cooperation and coordination, school’s
systematic administration of the program, and adapt
Theme 2 Proper communication, cooperation trainings and educational promotion in integration to
and coordination (PCCC).
ecological solid waste management.
These three schools showed coordination and
cooperation. According to Juneja (2011) “Coordination
Theme 3 Systematic Administration of the
is required from employees and departments at work Program (SAP).
irrespective of their work. Cooperation is emotional in
Based on the study’s findings, the schools revealed
nature because it depends on the willingness of people the systematic administration of MRF and the EWMP
working together.” The three schools maintained and was managed by the school personnel such as school
supervised the EWMP with their school heads. The heads, coordinators ,teachers and students. The
teachers implemented the program toward the students. findings revealed that all schools commented through
Based on the findings, the school heads, teachers and the interview that RA 9003 ensured the protection of
students were working hand on hand together to achieve public health and environment and managed by the
the common goal.
LGUs and the findings also revealed that the school
would have produced tons of wastes if EWMP was
The school practiced proper communication and not implemented. The wastes generated by the grade
guidelines. Being able to communicate effectively is the school pupils were composed of food packaging and
most important of all life skills. The desired outcome container materials either from the school canteen or
or goal of any communication process is understanding from the pupils’ respective homes (Parocha et al, 2015).
(SYN, 2017). The study findings also revealed that the The findings revealed that all schools’ common wastes
schools practiced cooperation in the collection of waste were paper and plastic containers like cups and bottles
in accordance to the RA 9003 and because of this, these wherein these wastes were converted to cash.
three schools were recognized and awarded by the city
government.
Theme 4 Adapt Ecological Waste Training and
Promotion (AEWT).
Sub questions 4, 5, 6 and 7. How similar or
The study findings revealed that these schools have
different does the EWMP to the RA 9003 or Ecological been recognized and awarded by the city government
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and to increase the motivation, schools provided
training and education in integrated ecological solid
waste management which was facilitated by the school
heads and other personnel. There were some cases that
schools promoted the EWMP in the events like PTA
meeting, and summit where in all LGU’s were invited
to listen and share ideas about the school program.
The study also found out that there were no standard
guidelines in the school about EWMP from the city
government and because of this, schools created
various program implementations. All schools that
were recognized and awarded by the city government
ensured proper segregation in the classroom as guided
by the teacher or adviser. These findings could serve to
prepare future school heads, coordinators, and teachers,
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and could be used to ensure that the school followed the
EWMP framework to be recognized and awarded by
the city government.
Cross Case Analysis
In the cross case-analysis,it wanted to consider
in what areas the three cases suggested the same
points, where they differed, and where the three cases
conflicted. The following section considered how the
major themes emerged from the cross-case analysis
of the transcripts from interviews, school documents,
and observation and school artifacts. The framework
(Figure 2) showed the similarities and differences of
the cases.

Figure 2 Cross Case Analysis Summary Framework

Research Question

Category

Theme/s

1. How is the Ecological
Waste Management
program implemented?

NVES
* Ensured proper waste segregation
* provided segregation boxes
* properly marked trash bins
* film viewing
* served as role model
* utilized open-communication

1. Proper Solid Waste
Segregation, and
Avoidance
( PSWSA).

BN2ES
* Ensured proper waste segregation
* provided segregation boxes
* properly marked trash bins
* guidelines
* utilized open-communication
* encouraged the students
*motivated the students
* giving incentives
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Theme/s

SINHS
* Ensured proper waste segregation
* provided segregation boxes
* properly marked trash bins
* used daily monitoring
* had proper recording
* provided guidelines
* encouraged the students
* motivated the students
* provided incentives
* provided prizes and awards
2. How functional is the
school in implementing
Ecological Waste
Management Program
in terms of:
Adaptation

NVES
* EWMP managed by the school personnel
* School MRF received wastes of the school
* RA 9003 Managed by the LGU’s
* MRF established by the LGU’s
received all kinds of wastes

2. Proper
communication,
cooperation and
coordination (PCCC)

BN2ES
* EWMP managed by the school personnel
* School MRF received wastes of the school
* RA 9003 Managed by the LGU’s
* MRF established by the LGU’s received all
kinds of wastes

SINHS
* EWMP managed by the school personnel
* School MRF received wastes of the school
* RA 9003 Managed by the LGU’s
* MRF established by the LGU’s received all
kinds of wastes
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Research Question

Category

Theme/s

Goal attainment

NVES
* Ensured the cooperation in collection of
wastes in accordance to the RA 9003
* Recognized by the government

3. Systematic
administration of the
program (SAP)

BN2ES
* Ensured the cooperation in collection of
wastes in accordance to the RA 9003
* Received an award
SINHS
*Recognized by the city government
* Had proper implementation and guidance
Integration

NVES
* Ensured the proper segregation and
collection of school wastes.
BN2ES
* Ensured the proper communication
* Had cooperation with the teachers
SINHS
* Ensured the proper segregation and
collection of school wastes.
* Had open-communications
* Utilized equal functions
* cooperation

Latent Maintenance

NVES
* recognition
* incentives
* awards and certificates
* informative
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Research Question

Category
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Theme/s

BN2ES
* motivation
* educational promotion
* environmental campaign
* greening environment
* recognition
SINHS
*Cooperation
*Educational promotion
*Environmental campaign
*LGU’s participants
*Teachers’ and students’ role

The cross case analysis identified four themes that
As shown in Table 2, the students’ conditional
emerged from the data within and cross-case analysis. knowledge is high (P80) and average (P60) in
These themes were the following:
declarative and procedural knowledge. In this aspect
of metacognition, the results show that students know
1. Proper Solid Waste Segregation and Avoidance
what learning strategy to use, how to use it, when and
(PSWSA)
why there is a need to use it.
2. Proper Communication, Cooperation and
Coordination (PCCC)
The regulation of cognition shows that
3. Systematic Administration of the Program (SAP). students’ debugging strategies are high (P80), while
4. Adapt Ecological Waste Training and Promotion information management strategies and evaluation is at
(AEWTP).
average level (P60). It suggests that before the study,
students already had skills in organizing and processing
The PPSA framework (figure 3) showed the overall information, assessing and analyzing the effectiveness
framework of the three schools based from the cross- of strategy used and in correcting performance errors.
case analysis. The PPSA framework on EWMP is
managed by the school principal, the overseer of the
Declarative knowledge and evaluation have
implementation of the program, supervised by the the lowest mean in the knowledge about cognition and
MRF coordinators of the schools, the teachers as the regulation of cognition. The results accord with the
implementers of the program toward the students, and findings of Schraw and Moshman (1995) which states
the city government recognized it. All of these school that slower to develop are monitoring and evaluation of
personnel must function based on the practices imposed cognition which sometimes remain not fully developed
by the RA 9003, the AGIL system will strengthen the in many adults.
EWMP in the school supported with its framework.
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Figure 3 The PPSA Framework on School Management and Practices for the
Implementation of an Ecological Waste Management Program

4. Discussion

Several schools have their own practices in order to
In the Philippines different institutions have different work in the school and improve outcomes for students
strategies and techniques in implementing Republic Act as well as teachers as the school principal oversees the
9003 or the Ecological Solid Waste Management Act. implementation of the program. As part of the school
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community, everyone inside the school has to do equal
functions as part of the body. The AGIL system stands
for adaptation, goal attainment, integration and latency.
This system helped the school to adapt the changes in
achieving the goal in cooperation with everybody within
the institution. By maintaining and renewing both the
motivation of individuals and the cultural patterns it
will create and sustain good motivation pertaining to
waste management. These three stages would play an
important role in the school institution to have a good
framework about school management and practices in
the implementation of the Material Recovery Facility
(MRF) recycling program.
A system must adapt to its environment and to
its needs; otherswise, having a Material Recovery
Facility recycling program in the school is useless. It
is needed to reduce the school wastes and to abide by
RA 9003. Students must also adapt the changes done
in the school, as part of the system. To achieve its
goal, everyone in the school should function well as a
whole; students, parents, teachers and school head must
have an interrelationship to attain the common goal. It
“must furnish, maintain, and renew both motivation
of individuals and the cultural patterns that create and
sustain the motivation” (Retzer, 2017).
School must adapt to its environment and adapt
the environment to its needs. This change that the
school must adapt is very important. Before, schools
in Antipolo do not have their own Material Recovery
Facility or MRF; all wastes are thrown without doing
anything to them. But now, the city government of
Antipolo mandates that all schools in Antipolo must
have their own Material Recovery Facility so that
students can segregate their waste properly.
Defining and achieving goals in a system entails the
cooperation of everybody inside the system to fully
achieve the goals. Integration and interrelationship
of the school and its stakeholders, students, teachers,
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staff and school head will strengthen sustainability of
the program, and last is maintaining and renewing both
the motivation of individuals and the cultural patterns
that create and sustain the motivation. This will aid if
the school the management wants the students to learn
proper segregation. However, if the the school does
not have the program on how to segregate, positive
reinforcement must apply. In order for the students to
learn the proper waste segregation and abide to what is
mandated in RA 9003, the school must have a Material
Recovery Facility or MRF.
Theme 1 Proper Solid Waste Segregation and
Avoidance (PSWSA).
The findings revealed that those schools also
exercised waste minimization measures like recycling,
composing, reuse and recovery before the collection
of waste. Also, the schools developed an appropriate
incentive scheme as an integral component of the
program, and convened joint meetings of the school,
parents and city’s ecological waste management office.
The study findings also revealed that the schools showed
the proper segregation and collection of school wastes
and ensured the proper communication and cooperation
with the teachers.
Theme 2 Proper communication, cooperation
and coordination (PCCC).
These three schools showed coordination and
cooperation. According to Juneja (2011) “Coordination
is required from employees and departments at work
irrespective of their work. Cooperation is emotional in
nature because it depends on the willingness of people
working together.” The three schools maintained and
supervised the EWMP with their school heads. The
teachers implemented the program toward the students.
Based on the findings, the school heads, teachers and
students were working hand in hand to achieve the
common goal.
The school practiced proper communication and
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guidelines. Being able to communicate effectively is the
most important of all life skills. The desired outcome
or goal of any communication process is understanding
(SYN, 2017). The study findings also revealed that
the school practiced the cooperation in collection of
waste in accordance to RA 9003 because of this; these
three schools were recognized and awarded by the city
government.
Sub questions 4, 5, 6 and 7. How similar or different
is the EWMP to the RA 9003 or Ecological Management
Act of 2000? Why do you think this school got the
award? What mechanisms are in place to make sure the
sustainability of the success of the program?
How does the school maintain the motivation of the
community towards EWMP? In exploring these sub
questions, similar themes emerged. The data across the
three schools showed that the functionality of EWMP
was fully implemented based on the RA 9003, Executive
Order s.2011and D.O. 72 s 2003. The convergence
of these findings resulted in the study’s four themes
identification and framework. Ensure proper waste
segregation and solid waste avoidance, ensure proper
communication, cooperation and coordination, school’s
systematic administration of the program, and adapt
trainings and educational promotion in integration to
ecological solid waste management.
Theme 3 Systematic Administration of the
Program (SAP).
Based on the study’s findings the schools revealed
the systematic administration of MRF and the EWMP
was managed by the school personnel the school
heads, coordinators teachers and students. The findings
revealed that all schools commented through the
interview that the RA 9003 ensured the protection of
public health and environment and managed by the
LGUs and the findings also revealed that the school
produced tons of wastes if EWMP was not implemented.
The waste generated by the grade school pupils were
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composed of food packaging and container materials
either from the school canteen or from the pupils’
respective homes (Parocha et al, 2015). The findings
revealed that all schools’ common wastes were paper
and plasticscontainer like cups and bottles wherein
these wastes were converted to cash.
Theme 4 Adapt Ecological Waste Training and
Promotion (AEWT).
The study’s findings revealed that these schools
have been recognized and awarded by the city
government and to increase the motivation, schools
provided training and education in integrated ecological
solid waste management which was facilitated by the
school heads and other personnel. There were some
cases wherein schools promoted the EWMP in events
like PTA meetings, and summits where in all LGU’s
were invited to listen and share ideas about the school
program. The study also found out that there were no
standard guidelines in the school about EWMP from
the city government and because of this, schools created
various program implementations. All schools that
were recognized and awarded by the city government
ensured proper segregation in the classroom as guided
by the teacher or adviser. These findings could serve to
prepare future school heads, coordinators, and teachers,
and could be used to ensure that the school followed the
EWMP framework to be recognized and awarded by
the city government.

5. Conclusion
This case study came up with a framework from the
practices and management of the three schools that were
recognized and awarded by the city government. The
PPSA framework on Ecological Waste Management
Program would serve as the pattern for the school. The
emergent themes discovered during this study suggest
that the practices of EWMP program must follow
the RA 9003 which is the national standard of Solid
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Waste Management in the Philippines. The EWMP in
the school varies in other ways; different strategies,
techniques and style were imposed. The coordinators of
this study seem to recognize that the goal is to lessen the
school wastes following the national standard of solid
waste management. The set guidelines and targets for
solid waste avoidance and volume reduction through
source reduction and waste minimization measures,
include composing, recycling, reuse, recovery, and
others before collection (RA, 9003). These guidelines
served as a pattern for the school on how the school
wastes are treated before the disposal.

A second recommendation is for the lawmakers to
set standard guidelines on this program specifically to
the school; hence, that this program following RA 9003
can also be utilized.This is upon knowing that the scope
of the RA 9003 is broad and had no specific design for
the school.

6. Recommendations
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Faculty-directed Field Work as Source of
Information for Full-Blown Research: A
Look into Gleaning in Three Foreshore
Areas East of the City of Puerto Princesa
Patrick A. Regoniel
Palawan State University, Puerto Princesa, Palawan

Abstract

Hands-on activities like field surveys enable students to appreciate the value of actual field research and
learn through the process. Such field surveys also yield valuable information for full-blown research.
This study describes the results of preliminary surveys conducted by the students on gleaning in three
foreshore areas using a faculty-prepared questionnaire. Gleaning refers to the edible marine organism
collecting activity of members of the community living adjacent or have access to the coastal areas
during low tide. While there is much to be desired on the data obtained by the students after their quick
survey of the three sites, the findings show that gleaning is a significant part of fisherfolks’ life in the
coastal areas. It is a good source of food as well as additional income to get by the fisherfolk and nonfisherfolk’s daily household needs. Related to the performance of the research activity, there is a need to
closely supervise the data gathering, analysis and write-up of the students. Nevertheless, well-designed
and monitored field work can deliver useful information that can facilitate rigorous research work in
the future.
Keywords: gleaning, gleaners, student achievement, data mining, research
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1. Introduction
Hands-on tasks help students gain field experience
and learn more in the process (Jakubowski, 2003; Boud
et al., 2013). However, the results of field activities where
students spend time, money, and effort are not usually
formally archived in the college or university database
for future reference. Valuable information from these
field data can be gained that can guide pedagogy or help
develop innovative teaching strategies. Judiciously
collected field data yields information that may serve as
springboard for further study. The data obtained by the
students can be mined to gain useful insights, not just
from large databases as Hand (2006) suggested.
In view of improving course outcomes guided by the
conceptual framework developed by the author (Fig. 1),
he summarized, analyzed, and synthesized information
from the field data obtained by three groups of students
in his environmental economics class during School
Year 2012 to 2013. The main goal of the assigned task
is to determine the value of gleaning activities in the
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life of the coastal villagers. The students conducted
quick surveys in three foreshore areas east of the City
of Puerto Princesa, Palawan in Western Philippines.
Specifically, the students gathered exploratory field data
using a faculty-designed questionnaire. Prior to data
gathering, the students simulated field work through
role playing wherein a member of the group served as
respondent while the others served as interviewers. The
data gathered from the field underwent filtering using
a rubric to discern the data’s accuracy, authenticity,
and systematic or logical implementation. Accuracy
refers to correctness of data entered in MS Excel as
it corresponds to questions in the instrument, pictures
of the group members conducting the study served to
authenticate the field trip as well as cross-examination
of student’s answers based on their report, and oral
presentation of data incorporating graphs and tables that
summarizes the findings. As a result, areas of students’
weaknesses in gathering field data as well as data
shortcomings were identified. These insights served as
input for development of better pedagogical strategies.

Figure 1. Conceptual framework of the study.
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The quick surveys focused on gleaning activity, or
panginas in the local dialect, in three coastal zones east
of Puerto Princesa. Gleaning refers to the collection of
edible marine organisms by members of the community
living, or have access to, the intertidal zone during low
tide to augment their food or income. Specifically,
the surveys intended to find out who are the gleaners,
identify the species of edible marine organisms gleaned,
gleaning time, determine how the collections were
disposed of, and ascertain how much daily income can
be gained from the activity.
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After conferring with the students on the target
areas of the study and guiding them on how to use the
calendar to determine the high and low tides, everyone
agreed to do the activity as their class schedule will
allow on September 20, 2012.
The three foreshore areas identified are:
1) ’Sunrise’ in Barangay San Jose;
2) BM in Barangay San Manuel; and
3) Bagong Buhay in Barangay Bancao-bancao.

After the data gathering activity, the students
While there is much to be desired on the process of presented, using powerpoint, their findings in class.
gathering information due to inadequate training and Their presentation provided answers to the following
limited time of the students to conduct the research set of questions:
investigation, useful information on gleaning in three
foreshore areas has been obtained.
Who are the gleaners?
What species of edible marine organisms were
This article presents the results of the brief visits. It
gleaned?
also presents the author’s reflections on the students’
At what times of the day do the folks glean?
performance of the assigned activity.
How were the collection of marine organisms
disposed of?
How much daily income can be gained from the
2. Method
activity?
After having discussed the economic valuation topic
of the environmental economics course, the author
assigned the students an economic valuation activity as
part of their course requirements. They were divided
into three groups to value the gleaning activity in three
coastal zones. Each group shall interview all gleaners
that they can find and willing to be interviewed during
their visit.
In relation to the performance of the survey, the author
trained the students on how to conduct an interview
using the author’s previously prepared questionnaire.
He used role playing to see how the students perform
and gave his comments and tips after the classroom
activity.

In response to an invitation to conduct a biodiversityrelated study, the author recalled the results of the
gleaning survey. He retrieved the data and re-analyzed
them to see if useful information can be gained from
it that will serve as input to a gleaning study proposal.
Examining the consistency of the data across the three
sites visited, the following information can be derived:
1.

2.
3.
4.

the profile of the gleaners (age, gender, position
in the family, number of family members, 		
primary source of income);
species of marine organisms gleaned;
how the gleaned marine products were disposed
of; and
income from gleaning activity.
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Some of the variables of the original questionnaire
were culled out from the analysis based on the quality
and completeness of the data gathered by the students.
Also, the researcher cross-examined the members of
the group by asking questions on details about their
data collection activity. Consistent answers verify the
authenticity of their data. Photographs of the members
of the group doing the actual field work further
substantiated their claims. Clear and well-composed
photographs of the gleaned species were selected from
the submitted e-copies of student reports. The author
used GNU Image Manipulation Program (GIMP) to
enhance the photographs for inclusion in the paper.
He used photographs to initially identify the gleaned
marine organisms. The list of common names, sample
pictures, description, and scientific names in the
website of Sealifebase (https://sealifebase.ca) served
as reference. The authors of species description in the
database entry were cited accordingly.
Samples and Time of Survey
All gleaners accessible during the time of surveys
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and willing to be interviewed consisted the respondents
of the study. Table 1 shows the number of gleaners
interviewed in the three locations and the corresponding
time that the students visited their target sites. The
surveys correspond to a receding tide. Figure 2 shows
the tide profile of Puerto Princesa on Thursday, 20th of
September of 2012. The first low tide was at 7:29 am
and the next low tide at 5:30 pm. The groups of students
simultaneously visited their target sites at 4am, 1pm,
and 3pm as their schedules will allow.
Table 1. Number of gleaners sampled in the three study
sites on September 30, 2012.

Number of
Gleaners

Time of
Visit

Sunrise

7

4am

BM

50

3pm

Bancaobancao

15

1pm

Study Site

Figure 2. Tide profile of Puerto Princesa on September 20, 2012 (Source: https://tides4fishing.com/as/philippines/puerto-princesa)
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Description of the Study Area
The three gleaning areas (Fig. 3) where the surveys
were conducted are located at the eastern coast of the
City of Puerto Princesa (Fig. 4) facing Honda Bay. The
author used the coordinates of the foreshore areas using
Google Earth to mark the location of the gleaning
sites. These coordinates served as input to map out
the locations of the gleaning sites using Quantum
Geographic Information System (QGIS).
Site 2. BM foreshore, Barangay San Pedro.

Site 1. ‘Sunrise’ foreshore, Barangay San Jose.

Site 3. Bagong Buhay, Barangay Bancao-bancao.
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Figure 4. Location of the gleaning areas (encircled points) studied in the City of Puerto Princesa.
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2.2.1 Sunrise
Sunrise is a coastal area at Bgy. San Jose, Puerto The Gleaning Study
Princesa City characterized by sandy foreshore grown Profile of Gleaners
with seagrasses. It has an extensive gleaning area at low
tide. Most of the people engage in gleaning. Shells and
Age of Gleaners
other marine species are gathered by individuals either
Gleaners range from 30 to 59 years old in Sunrise
for food or for sale.
while from 35 to 69 in Bancao-bancao. No data was
provided for BM foreshore where the gleaners consisted
2.2.2 BM
mostly of children.
Aside from fishing and gleaning activities, the place
serves as a recreational area. Several privately managed
Table 2. Age profile of the gleaners.
foreshore fronts dominate the vicinity. Seagrasses
growing on sandy substratum characterize most of the
Site
Range
Mean
areas at low tide.
Sunrise
30-59
39.71
BM
No data
No data
2.2.3 Bancao-bancao
Bancao-bancao
35-69
39.87
The gleaning area in Barangay Bancao-bancao is the
portion next to the north end of the runway of the Puerto
Princesa airport. Though the area is rocky compared to
the other two foreshore areas, sea grasses also thrive.
Gender of Gleaners
Next to the beach is a line of coconut trees.
As the gleaning activity does not require as much

3. Results and Discussion
The following sections present the findings of the
study. Section 3.1.1 presents the profile of the gleaners,
Section 3.1.2 describes the gleaning time, Section 3.1.3
shows pictures of edible shells derived from the gleaning
sites. Section 3.1.4 provides information on how the
gleaned products were disposed of, and Section 3.1.5
shows the daily income of the gleaners from their parttime activity. Section 3.1.6 presents other information
derived from the interview, and Section 3.2 discusses
the author’s reflections on the outcomes of the gleaning
study.

muscle power as in fishing, females are expected to
dominate in the collection of shells among others.
Traditionally, women dominate gleaning activities as
a subsistence activity to augment household income
(Chapman, 1987; McVean et al., 2005; Kronen &
Vunisea, 2007; Mills et al., 2017) but this role is changing.
Most of the catch are sold in the market instead of just
for subsistence purposes (Ahmed et al., 2012; Harper
et al., 2013). This trend appears to hold true in this
study because the data reveals that comparatively the
same proportion of males and females glean (Fig. 5).
This finding suggests that gleaning, as is traditionally
practiced by women, becomes a universal livelihood
practice.
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Figure 5. Gender distribution of gleaners in
the three study sites.

Figure 6. Role of gleaner in the family.

Position in the Family
The data indicates that children do most of the
gleaning, particularly in BM foreshore, followed
by mothers and fathers, respectively (Fig. 6). Only
one grandfather gleans in Bancao-bancao foreshore.
Possibly, children glean in response to their parents’
instruction to do so. As previously discussed, the
activity’s intention is not only to augment their family’s
food needs but also as a source of income. Thus, while
women as gleaners are recognized contributors of food
or income to the family (Chapman, 1987; Kronen &
Vunisea, 2007; Nieves et al., 2010; Harper et al., 2013;
Kleiber et al., 2014), the economic contribution of
children should not be ignored. Women and children
have traditionally practiced reef gleaning in Madagascar
(Andrefouet et al., 2013).

The number of members in the family ranges from
three to eight in Sunrise while five to six in Bancaobancao. No data was obtained in BM foreshore. On the
average, the number of family members of the gleaner
is five. Details are given in Table 3.

Table 3. Number of family members.

Location

Range

Average

Sunrise
BM
Bancao-bancao

3-8
No data
5-6

5.29
No data
5.06
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Primary Source of Income
The primary sources of income of the gleaners are
shown in Fig. 7. As expected, fishermen top the list.
Many of the fisherfolks in Purok Bagong Buhay in
Bancao-bancao depend on gleaning. They generate
income for their food needs, clothes, and support to the
education of their children. Gleaning, in itself, is a major
source of sustenance for the fishers (del Norte-Campos
et al., 2005; Palomares & Pauly, 2014) especially during
typhoons or poor catch due to a decline in municipal
fishing (Palomares & Pauly, 2014). According to Baran
(2002), as cited by Palomares and Pauly (2014), the
“productivity of subsistence fishers in coral reef regions
can be similar to the productivity of artisanal fisheries,
although the latter has been considerably more studied.”
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Thus, gleaning appears to be a major livelihood, not
just for subsistence.
Remarkably, construction workers stand out in
Bancao-bancao. This finding corroborates the findings
of Subaldo (2011) where gleaners also work as laborers
in their respective communities. The present study
shows the other way around.
Greater diversity of primary sources of income is
evident in Sunrise as non-coastal-related occupation,
namely tricycle driver, housekeeper, store owner,
and farmer find extra sources of nutrition, or perhaps
additional income, from gleaning.

Figure 7. Primary source of income of the gleaners.
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Gleaning Time
The time of gleaning in Sunrise varies more than that
in Bancao-bancao (Fig. 8). Many of the respondents in
the latter barangay say that gleaners take cue on the
weather as prime consideration in their gleaning time.
Gleaners in Madagascar do gleaning at night (McVean
et al., 2005). Nieves et al. (2018) reported this happens
during spring tide when the greatest difference between
high and low water occurs. Gleaning normally takes a
maximum of four hours that correspond to the duration
of low tides (Nieves et al., 2010).

DE LA SALLE LIPA

that the students confined their interview on those folks
searching for shells in the intertidal areas and seagrass
beds (Samonte et al., 2016). Gleaning areas include reef
flats, mud flats, sandy or rocky areas, and in sea grass
areas including mangrove areas (Nieves et al., 2010).
Gleaners gather sea shells called locally as “sikadsikad” [Strombus spp. (Poutiers, 1998)] although some
other similar species of shells like “baboy-baboy”
[Cypraea eglantina (Poutiers, 1998)] valued at PhP1.00
per piece, “kidulay” [Strombus luhuanus (Vafeidis
et al., 2008)] at PhP10.00 per “balot,” “ranga-ranga”
[Lambis lambis (Poutiers, 1998)], edible sea urchin
“tirik” [Echinus spp. (Tyler-Walters et al.,
2002)], “alaan” [Paphia undulata (Carpenter &
Niem, 1998)], Callista erycina (Bernard et al., 1993),
and “bakalan” [Arca ventricosa (Poutiers, 1998)] are
collected (Fig. 9). The shells are usually cooked with
coconut milk (ginataang sikad-sikad).
Figure 9. Some species of shells gleaned in Sunrise (a&b)
and Bancao-bancao (c&d). Figure 9 Some species of
shells gleaned in Sunrise (a&b) and Bancao-bancao (c&d).

Figure 8. Gleaning time in Sunrise and Bancao-Bancao.

Species Gleaned and Market Value
Gleaning encompasses collection of edible and
marketable marine organisms in shallow areas such
as sea cucumber, sea urchin (Samonte-Tan et al.,
2007; Wagey & Bucol, 2016), small fishes, algae,
sea anemone (Savina & White, 1986), and octopus
(Gough et al., 2009; Barnes-Mauthe et al., 2013). The
students obtained information mainly on the collection
of gastropods and bivalves although one group
noted the gathering of sea urchin and another group
mentioned octopus. The exploratory study indicates

(a) Typical collection of shells in “Sunrise.”
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(b) Ranga-ranga or spider conch.
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(d) Sea urchin with two gastropods and a bivalve.

(c) Mix of shells in Bancao-bancao.
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The income profile of the coastal residents can be found
How the Gleaned Products Were Disposed Of
The gleaners either consumed, shared with neighbors, in Figure 11. No data was provided in Sunrise.
or sold their collections (Fig. 10). Apparently, the
purpose of collection in both BM foreshore and Bancaobancao is not only for subsistence but as a source of
additional income. This corroborates the findings of
Nieves et al. (2018), among others.

Figure 11. Daily income from
the gleaning activity.

Other Information Derived from the Interview
The following information related to gleaning were
given by the interviewees:
Figure 10. How the gleaned marine
products were disposed of.

Income from Gleaning Activity
Income from a two to four-hour gleaning activity
can substantially contribute to household income. Each
liter of shells costs PhP40 to PhP50. Daily income
ranges from PhP50 to PhP300, where the median
income ranges from PhP151 to PhP200. The median
daily income from gleaning compares well with the
minimum daily wage of PhP409 (Calundan, n.d.) and
better than US$13 to US$16 monthly income from
gleaning reported for Bohol (Samonte-Tan et al., 2007).
The income derived from gleaning exceeds multiple
times that was reported for Lagonoy Gulf by Nieves et
al. (2018) at an average monthly income of PhP704.20.

1.
2.

3.

Gleaners can earn up to PhP500 per person until
1990.
Three sacks of shells can be gathered in one day
by a gleaner (Mr. Florentino, 27 years in the
area).
The shells, aside from being consumed, shared,
or sold are also used for house decorations.

Reflections on the Outcomes of the Gleaning Study
Faculty members in universities across the
Philippines are expected to periodically produce research
publications as part of their workload. Research findings
can help improve teaching, support policy making, and
achieve sustainable development in general (Waas et al.,
2010). At the institutional level, production of research
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publications elevates the quality of curricular programs
Statistical information, in particular, can help in the
offered, thus, higher accreditation status is achieved by design of questionnaires. A well-designed questionnaire
the college or university. At the faculty level, research minimizes the collection of undesired or unnecessary
publications enhance professional qualifications leading data.
to promotion and personal satisfaction.
Appropriate measures arise from the information
However, the heavy teaching and administrative loads gathered in the preliminary study. Specifically, this study
of the faculty members (Regoniel, 1998), especially supplied information on the marketed value of shells.
in state universities, may prevent them from actually Thus, the range of values makes choices of categories
doing what they have in mind. Things like pilot testing under income of the respondents more realistic.
their questionnaire or making preliminary visits to their
study sites may not be possible. Hence, postponement of
Methodology wise, the weaknesses, inappropriate
intended activities lead to non-production of expected or unrealistic study designs can be avoided. In this
semestral or annual accomplishment in this area.
study, for example, the best times of the day, or days
of the week to conduct gleaning studies, or expected
Nevertheless, the faculty member’s research times of gleaning by the community, can be identified
interests and activities may be integrated in the course beforehand. Thence, greater probability of interviewing
of instruction. In particular, faculty-directed fieldwork the target respondents during the visit would be
may be employed by the teachers as this paper achieved.
demonstrated. Student research-oriented outputs can
be useful sources of information for more focused or
Also, students focused on folks gleaning in the
rigorous study by the faculty. Hence, feedback from intertidal and seagrass beds. Gleaners who immerse
students in the form of class assignments related to themselves in the water with small banca in tow in the
the course handled clarifies and identifies issues and shallow areas were not included. As reviewed studies on
problems regarding data collection.
gleaning show (see Samonte-Tan et al. (2007); Samonte
et al. (2016)), they should be included as respondents of
The pool of data gathered by students can open up the study.
areas for further investigation, both for the students
as well as their class instructors, as opposed to having
The identification of particular shell species gives
no prior data on a subject of interest. Students obtain advanced information on what shells are expected to
preliminary field data and worthwhile experience be gleaned in the coastal zone of Puerto Princesa. This
where they can draw insights. Their field exposure gives idea on the diversity of species collected thus shed
will guide them in figuring out what particular topics light on the biology of the species. Prior knowledge
may be pursued in developing their thesis proposal. on the species further refines the questionnaire. For
The wealth of information that were once just archived instance, putting the specific shell species with pictures
in the university, or kept in the briefcases or files of facilitates agreement between researcher-respondent
the faculty until forgotten and laid to waste can be on the specific species being discussed. A manual on
mined, albeit with careful scrutiny or filtering–similar the gleaned marine species may be produced to aid the
to the gleaning activity in this study where the chaff is survey.
removed from the grain.
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Data on student achievement and teacher
assignments provide good feedback to help improve
pedagogy (Hamilton et al., 2009; Tyler et al., 2010). The
weaknesses identified during data gathering and report
writing can be rectified with more intensive training.
Other useful observations regarding the application of
knowledge and skills in the classroom and in the field
enhances instructional strategies.
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